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Abstract
The use of radio links for communications purposes has increased rapidly during recent years.
This has led to the requirement for increased spectral efficiency of the communication systems
in order to fulfil demand using the scarce resources available. This, in turn, has led to detailed
research into the use of linear modulation techniques. In order to preserve the spectral
efficiency provided by linear modulation, a linear transmitter is required. In addition, the
needs of multi-channel transmitters, such as cellular basestations and satellite transponders
could also be met with a single low-distortion linear amplifier.
There is, therefore, a demand for a high quality linear amplifier, with a high degree of power
efficiency. Since these properties are usually contradictory, new amplifier topologies have been
proposed to fulfil the required specifications.
To this end, this work has centred upon the use of the feedforward and analogue predistortion
linearisation techniques upon highly efficient RF amplifiers. It has been shown that neither
feedforward linearisation nor predistortion can, in general, provide the required performance
individually, but a combined use of the techniques has the potential for attaining excellent
performance.
To investigate the applicability of the feedforward linearisation technique, a practical system
has been built using highly efficient class C amplifiers. The efficiency of the system has been
theoretically and experimentally investigated, and it has been shown that, for the practical
system, it is possible to achieve a much higher efficiency than can be attained with conven-
tional amplifiers of similar linearity. However, it has been shown that the insertion loss of
the time delays required in the technique degrade this improved efficiency. This problem has
been addressed, and a new technique has been derived to increase efficiency whilst sacrificing
some linearity. An alternative technique, applicable to highly nonlinear amplifiers, has also
been suggested to improve efficiency by recovering some of the power inevitably wasted in
the feedforward system.
Analogue predistortion has been used extensively to linearise saturating amplifiers, such as
class AB or travelling wave tube amplifiers. However, its use with class C amplifiers does not
seem to have been widely studied. A practical predistortion amplifier has been constructed,
using a class C power amplifier module. It has been shown that the linearity improvement
which can be attained is limited, however its efficiency has not been degraded to the same
extent as in the feedforward system. The practical system has been extended to illustrate the
combined use of feedforward and predistortion linearisation, and shows that the performance
of the composite system is significantly greater than that achieved with either technique in
isolation.
To further increase the performance of the combined system, it is necessary to improve the
degree of linearity which the predistorter provides. Thus, the use of a novel predistorter
element, known as a piecewise linear predistorter, has been investigated by means of computer
simulation. It has been shown that this technique offers the potential of much improved
linearity compared with standard predistortion architectures.
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The demand for high quality radio links has increased dramatically over recent years. How-
ever, the amount of radio spectrum available for such applications has not increased by the
same extent. This has led to an increasing demand for more spectrally efficient forms of
radio communication. There has thus been a turn away from constant-envelope modulation
towards linear modulation techniques. These are more spectrally efficient and potentially
more power efficient than their constant-envelope counterparts. However, due to the enve-
lope variations in the transmitted signal, intermodulation distortion will occur, which causes
interference to both the same channel (co-channel interference) and those nearby in frequency
(adjacent channel interference). To reduce the level of interference requires that the amount of
intermodulation distortion be reduced: this can be achieved by using more linear transmitter
(and receiver) amplifiers.
There is also increasing pressure to employ linear amplifiers in multi-carrier systems, for
example in satellite transponders and cellular telephony basestations. Present terrestrial
multi-channel systems generally employ individual channel amplifiers, with their outputs
being combined at high level, using either hybrid or cavity combiners. Hybrid combiners [I]
have the disadvantage that for each signal combination, half of the power is dissipated as heat.
Their use is, therefore, highly power inefficient. Cavity combiners [2] are, in essence, very
narrowband filters which select the wanted channel whilst providing a high impedance to all
the other channels. The cavities must generally be manually retuned to allow for frequency
allocation changes, and this also precludes the use of dynamic channel allocation. It is also not
possible to use adjacent channels in the same basestation due to the finite Q of the cavities.
A broadband linear amplifier, however, can be used to eliminate all of the above problems.
The channels are instead combined at low power and the resulting signal amplified by a linear
amplifier. This allows all of the channels to be used and has better power efficiency than the
hybrid combiner technique since combination is at low power levels. It also supports dynamic
frequency allocation, which can potentially improve the capacity of a cellular network by
making better use of all the channels.
1.2 Linear Amplifiers for Satellite Applications
In mobile satellite systems the adjacent channel distortion requirements are much less strin-
gent than for terrestrial basestations. This is due to the reduced dynamic range of the signals
arriving at the mobile, compared with terrestrial systems. Hence, any distortion produced in
the transmitter is likely to be below the receiver noise floor.
The number of channels in a satellite system can vary from tens to several hundred, and hence
the systems tend to be very wideband. The efficiency of the amplification process is critical,
since an increase in efficiency can lead to a reduction in the power supply requirements and
the size of heatsinking required [3, 4]. Thus, a smaller area of solar panels is required and a
smaller, lighter structure required to support them. Therefore, the overall spacecraft weight
is significantly reduced leading to lower launch costs.
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CHAPTER 1	 INTRODUCTION
1.3 Linear Amplifiers for Land—Mobile Applications
1.3.1 Mobile Units
In contrast to satellite systems, there are much greater dynamic range problems in land-
mobile systems. This arises because the path losses of the communications links vary widely,
and it is possible for a weak wanted signal to be masked by the distortion produced by a
strong signal on a nearby channel. The 'near-far effect' has severe consequences in cellular
applications due to the large number of mobile transmitters, the high amount of frequency
reuse, and the potentially large power difference between adjacent channels. Any distortion
produced by a channel transmitter may spill into adjacent channels causing interference.
If a constant-envelope modulation format is used, the adjacent channel emissions can be kept
very low, since no intermodulation distortion will be produced. However, linear modulation
formats will produce a large amount of distortion when passed through a practical nonlinear
amplifier. For adjacent channel operation, the linearity of the transmitter amplifier is required
to be exceptionally good, typically with unwanted distortion products below -70dBc.
Mobile units for cellular applications are usually narrowband, single channel systems, operat-
ing with high power efficiency, in order to maximise battery life. Mobile units may also utilise
wideband modulation, such as the Direct Sequence-Code Division Multiple Access (DS-
CDMA) systems [5]. Although such systems are often considered to be constant-envelope,
their use of filtering of the coding sidelobes introduces envelope variation, thus requiring linear
amplification.
1.3.2 Basestation Units
The basestation units in a cellular system generally amplify a large number of channels over
a broad band, typically 30MHz at 900MHz. The unwanted emissions requirement is also very
stringent, for similar reasons as discussed in Section 1.3.1. If the channels are combined at low
level, the resultant signal will have a varying envelope, regardless of the modulation format.
Combination at low power allows for improved flexibility over the use of cavity combiners and
increased power efficiency over the use of hybrid combiners. However, envelope variations of
the resultant signal will cause distortion products to be produced when amplified, so it is
necessary to use a highly linear amplifier in the transmitter.
The efficiency required for the basestation amplifier is not the most critical factor in its design,
however, it should be made as high as possible to reduce the cost of the service.
1.4 Project Requirements
The preceding sections illustrate the pressing need for highly efficient linear amplifiers in
both narrowband and wideband applications. There are a large number of techniques already
applicable to the narrowband case, however the design of wideband linear amplifiers with
high efficiency has not been extensively studied. Therefore, this work will focus on the study
of techniques suitable for the wideband case.
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1.5 Summary of Thesis
The modelling of nonlinearities, particularly with regard to RF amplifiers, has significant
importance throughout this thesis. Hence, Chapter 2 introduces the effects of nonlinearities
on signals and the basic techniques required to model them.
Chapter 3 describes some of the RF amplifier topologies, and presents methods to improve
the linearity and/or power efficiency of the basic RF amplifier. The techniques which can be
used for the required application are identified for further study.
The feedforward linearisation technique is discussed in Chapter 4, and its linearity and power
efficiency characteristics are theoretically derived. This leads to the formulation of a number
of methods which can be used to improve the performance of the feedforward linearisation
technique. A practical feedforward amplifier is presented, the results from which are compared
with the derived theoretical results.
In Chapter 5, the analogue predistortion technique is described in depth, and factors which
affect its linearity and efficiency are addressed. The effect of the amplifier nonlinearity on
the input signal statistics is determined. The theoretical average efficiency of predistortion
amplifiers with various representative input signals, using both class A and C amplifiers, is
also presented.
Chapter 6 examines the piecewise linear predistortion technique in detail. Several possible
circuit topologies are investigated in simulation, illustrating the much improved linearity
performance compared with conventional analogue predistortion techniques.
In Chapter 7 a summary of the thesis is given, and areas for future work are identified.
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This chapter begins by examining the nature of the distortion produced
by a nonlinear amplifier. Consideration is then given to how these nonlin-
earities may be described mathematically, and hence simulated. A num-
ber of modelling domains and techniques are explained, before choosing
the methods to be used for the mathematical analyses and simulations
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CHAPTER 2	 NONLINEAR MODELLING
2.1 Introduction
All practical amplifiers will exhibit a certain degree of nonlinearity, and it is necessary to
understand how this can be modelled. Such knowledge would allow computer simulation of
a nonlinear amplifier system, and provide insight into methods for linearity improvement.
Although component-level modelling of amplifiers is possible, accurate modelling is normally
prohibitively complex. Therefore, the type of amplifier modelling to be described is restricted
to a 'black-box' approach. This type of modelling replaces the actual amplifier by a simu-
lacrum which simply relates the input and output signals.
2.2 Effects of a Nonlinear Element
If a signal is applied to a nonlinear device, the distortion produced may be observed as addi-
tional frequency components in the output spectrum. It has been experimentally shown that if
the applied signal has a constant amplitude (e.g., a single tone), the output spectrum includes
not only the original frequency components, but also additional components at frequencies at
integer multiples of the original frequency components (including dc), termed harmonic dis-
tortion. The regions centred about each of these frequencies are referred to as harmonic zones.
If the input signal has a time-varying envelope, further frequency components, in addition to
those due to harmonic distortion are present. These distortion products are termed intermod-
ulation distortion (IMD), and are found centred about the original frequencies, and each of
the harmonics (as well as dc). Intermodulation products (IMPs) centred about the harmonics
are referred to as sum-IMPs, since they occur at the sum of integer multiples of the input
frequencies; those close to dc and the input frequencies are referred to as difference-IMPs,
since they occur at the difference between integer multiples of the input frequencies.
A common signal used to determine the linearity of a device (particularly in terms of IMD)
is the two-tone test signal. This signal consists of two sinusoids with (usually) the same
amplitude, and a small frequency separation. The envelope of this signal takes the form of a
rectified sinewave with a frequency twice that of the tone separation, and hence the device is
exercised through the full range of power levels. A typical nonlinear response with a two-tone
test input is shown in Figure 2.1, and shows both harmonic and intermodulation distortion.
Figure 2.1: Spectrum produced by a nonlinear device (upto 7th order) with a two-tone input
signal.
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sisting of a single tone of amplitude A, and angular frequency w,
x(t) = A cos wt
is applied to a nonlinearity expressed as a third-degree polynomial given by'
y(t) = ai x(t) + a2x2 (t) + a3x3(t)
giving an output, y(t), of
1	 1y(t) = -2 a2 A2 + (a i A + -
3 
a3 A3) cos wt + -2 a2 A2 cos 2wt + -
1 
a3A3 cos 3wt4	 4
Thus, as expected, only harmonics are generated. It is important to note that the amplitude
of the fundamental component is not only dependent upon the input amplitude but also
upon the odd-degree terms of the nonlinearity (only third-degree in this case). Therefore, as
the input amplitude is increased, the fundamental output amplitude rises nonlinearly. This
gives rise to gain-expansion and gain-compression, which may be defined as those areas in
the transfer characteristic where the incremental gain (defined as the gradient of the transfer
characteristic) is greater than and less than ldB per dB respectively.
To investigate the effect of the nonlinearity on an envelope-varying input signal, a two-tone
test is used (which for simplicity has equal amplitude carriers), given by
x(t) = A(cos wi t + cos w2t)	 (2.4)
Yielding an output
y(t) = a2 A2	 (dc)
9
+ (al A + -4 a3 i13 ) (cos wi t + cos w2t)	 (Fundamental)
1 9 (
cos+ a2A- s 2w1 t + cos
+ a2 A2 cos Pi - w2 )t +
+ a2 A2 cos (w 1 + w2 )t +
1	 3
2w2t) + —4 a3A (cos 3w 1 t + cos 3w2t)
(cos (2w 1 - w2 )t + cos ( 2w2 -4
3a3A3
3a3A3
(cos (2w1 + w2 )t + cos (2w2 +4
As would be expected, the output consists of both harmonic and intermodulation distortion.
The order of the distortion is defined to be equal to the lowest degree term of the nonlinearity
which generated it. This distinction is required because a k th-degree nonlinearity generates
distortion of order k or below, (with lower odd orders generated by odd-degree terms, and
lower even orders generated by even-degree terms). Thus, the fundamental level is also
dependent upon the third-degree term of the nonlinearity. If a higher degree polynomial was
used to generate Equation 2.5, this effect would be seen on the IMPs and harmonics also.
In general, RF amplifiers have a bandwidth significantly less than the carrier frequency, and
so bandpass filtering is used to reduce the harmonics to an acceptable level. However, when
the input signal has a time-varying envelope the odd-order difference-IMPs produced in
the first harmonic zone are too close to the fundamental signals to be filtered out, and this
degrades performance in practical radio systems. Therefore, it is normally the case that only
the first-zone output is required to be modelled.
l Note that at this stage it is not being stated that such a function can be used to model a nonlinear
amplifier; it is merely being used as a simple analytical form to investigate the effects of a nonlinea.rity on a
signal.
8
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2.2.1 Asymmetry of Frequency Spectra
The frequency spectrum of the output of a nonlinear amplifier with a two-tone input of-
ten shows a large difference in amplitude between the same order of IMP on either side of
the fundamental signals. The difference (up to 20dB) is too large to be due purely to the
frequency-dependence of the nonlinearities of the amplifier. As a result, none of the nonlinear
models to be presented are able to model this effect.
The physical causes of these effects are not completely known, and a number of suggestions
have been published. Krauss et al [1] suggest that this is due to simultaneous amplitude
and phase distortion. However this is incorrect, since memoryless nonlinear models (to be
described in Section 2.4) can model simultaneous amplitude and phase distortion, but inher-
ently produce symmetrical spectra. Pappenfus et al [2] have suggested that the asymmetry
may be due to the interaction of IMPs when passing through a cascade of amplifiers. This
can result in a large phase difference between IMPs generated by the first amplifier, and those
generated by the second, and hence, can explain the large difference in IMP level on either
side of the fundamental signals. However, it may be possible for the same effect to occur in
a single stage amplifier, which cannot be easily explained by the aboNe rcechanisTa -34Wact a.
reasonable degree of feedback. It has been proposed by Sechi [3] that the asymmetry is due
to the frequency response of the bias circuitry of the amplifier, and this is consistent with the
fact that, in practice, the degree of asymmetry is generally reduced as the tone separation is
reduced. However, none of these suggestions appears to completely explain the asymmetry
of the frequency spectra, and, therefore, further study is required.
2.3 Modelling Domains
The nonlinearity can either be modelled in the time domain (relating the output signal at
some time, t, with the input signal), the frequency domain (relating the output spectrum to
the input spectrum), or a hybrid of the two.
2.3.1 Time Domain
Modelling in the time domain allows transient responses in the system to be analysed, with the
relevant spectra being found using Fourier transforms. However, this method is inefficient for
two main reasons. Firstly, the sampling rate must be high enough to avoid aliasing, although,
as will be seen, this can be radically reduced by sampling the envelope of the signal, rather
than the signal itself. Secondly, if energy-storage components (e.g., filters) are present in
the system, the number of samples required before the system has reached steady-state is
excessive.
2.3.2 Frequency Domain
Frequency domain modelling allows efficient analysis of the steady-state conditions of a sys-
tem, but it is not possible to determine its transient response. It is more difficult to model
entirely in the frequency domain if nonlinearities are present, since new frequency components
will be generated.
9
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2.3.3 Hybrid Domain
Hybrid techniques exist (most notably harmonic balance [4-6]) which model the linear parts
of the system in the frequency domain, and the nonlinear parts in the time domain, interfacing
between the two using Fourier transforms. This makes the nonlinear modelling simpler than
a purely frequency domain based modelling technique, whilst reducing the number of samples
required compared with time domain techniques.
However, as with frequency domain techniques, only steady-state responses can be deter-
mined. The number of input frequencies which may be used with the harmonic balance
method is limited, and the frequencies must generally be harmonically related.
2.4 Memoryless Bandpass Nonlinear Model
Models are often simplified by assuming that the nonlinearity does not exhibit memory, and
thus the instantaneous output is only dependent upon the instantaneous input, and not
previous inputs. The nonlinearity is, therefore, usually modelled by AM/AM and AM/PM
conversion characteristics, which are measured by applying a constant envelope tone at the
carrier frequency. The tone power is swept to provide the input to output power charac-
teristic (AM/AM) and the phase shift versus input power characteristic (AM/PM) at the
carrier frequency. The AM/PM conversion is, in fact, a memory effect since any phase shift
requires knowledge of previous inputs; however, the memoryless models are usually modified
to incorporate it.
By the definition of AM/AM and AM/PM conversion, it is apparent that only the first-
zone characteristic is measured: i.e., the output is measured through a bandpass filter which
excludes components outside of the first zone. In the measurement process, it is the envelope
level of a CW signal which is swept, producing the envelope transfer characteristic rather
than the instantaneous RF voltage transfer characteristic. When modelling the system, the
measured levels are treated as instantaneous power (defined as the square of the instantaneous
envelope). It should also be noted that memoryless models can take no account of frequency-
dependent variation of the system characteristics, which inherently requires memory.
In order to model a memoryless bandpass nonlinearity it is therefore necessary to use two
nonlinearities operating on orthogonal versions of the input signal (to model both the AM/AM
and AM/PM conversion). Thus, the nonlinearities operate on either the amplitude and phase
(polar) components or quadrature (cartesian) components of the input signal.







Figure 2.2: Amplitude and phase model of memoryless bandpass nonlinearity.
Consider a narrowband signal with amplitude and phase modulation, x(t), thus
x(t) = A(t) cos (wt + OM)	 (2.6)
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where A(t) is the amplitude modulation and OM is the phase modulation component. The
output of a memoryless bandpass nonlinearity, y(t), can be expressed as 2
y(t) = F (A) cos (wt + 0 + G (A)) 	 (2.7)
where F (A) is the AM/AM conversion and G (A) as the AM/PM conversion. This model
is shown in Figure 2.2. The AM/AM and AM/PM conversion characteristics of a class C
amplifier are shown in Figure 2.3. The class C amplifier characteristics presented throughout
this chapter are measured using the VHF MOSFET class C amplifier to be described in
Section 4.3.3 (page 66).
Figure 2.3: AM/AM and AM/PM conversion of a class C amplifier.
2.4.2 Quadrature Representation
Figure 2.4: Quadrature model of memoryless bandpass nonlinearity.
The nonlinear output, y(t), given by Equation 2.7 can be expanded to give
y(t) = F (A) cos (G (A)) cos (wt + 0) — F (A) sin (G (A)) sin (wt + 0)	 (2.8)
2 To avoid confusion between the envelope level, A(t), and instantaneous signal level, x(t), time will hence-






x ( t ) = A(t)er(t)owot (2.15)
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This can be expressed as the sum of two signals in quadrature, thus
y (t) = P (A) cos (wt + 0) — Q (A) sin (wt + 0)
P (A) = F (A) cos (G (A))




This model is shown in Figure 2.4. It can be seen, therefore, that the AM/AM and AM/PM
conversion can be modelled by two nonlinearities which have only AM/AM conversion. The
quadrature form of the AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics of the class C amplifier (Fig-
ure 2.3), are shown in Figure 2.5.
C.)
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(a) In—phase component 	 (b) Quadrature component
Figure 2.5: Quadrature equivalent of AM/AM and AM/PM conversion of a class C amplifier.
It can easily be shown that if the degree of AM/PM conversion is small (i.e., G(A) :::-... 0), the
following approximations of the in—phase and quadrature nonlinear functions can be made.
P (A) F (A)
Q (A) :::-.. F (A)G (A)
2.4.3 Complex Envelope Representation
excoot+cb(t))
The analytical representation of a modulated carrier is given by
x(t) = A(t) (2.14)
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The information present in the modulation is completely contained in the signal r(t), known
as the complex envelope, given by
It is possible to show that low-pass filtering of the complex envelope, r(t), is equivalent to
band-pass filtering of the RF signal, x (t) . Hence, if the RF signal has a bandwidth B, the
frequency of the complex envelope extends from dc to B/2, and hence a sampling rate of at
least B would be required to avoid aliasing. However, to sample the RF signal, x (t) , without
aliasing requires a sampling frequency greater than (1.- + B). Hence, the use of the complex
envelope can significantly reduce the sampling rate required, and thus decrease simulation
time.
The RF signal x(t) can be written in an equivalent form as
x(t) = A(t)[cos (coot + OM) + j sin Pot + OM]	 (2.18)
This representation of a signal has a number of advantages. Firstly, to phase shift the signal
by 0, all that is required is to multiply the signal by e-70 (equivalent to cos 0+ jsin0). Secondly,
the envelope of the signal is simply equal to its magnitude.
The memoryless bandpass nonlinear models derived in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 can be adapted
to use the complex envelope of the input signal, resulting in efficient simulation of the non-
linear device. The memoryless bandpass nonlinear models using amplitude and phase, and
quadrature representations (Figures 2.2 and 2.4), are shown in Appendix A to have complex
envelope equivalents as illustrated in Figure 2.6.
2.5 Envelope and Instantaneous Nonlinear Models
The memoryless models previously described relate the output envelope and phase to the
input envelope, giving rise to envelope transfer characteristics. However, it is often useful to
consider how the instantaneous output voltage is related to the instantaneous input voltage
(i. e. , the instantaneous transfer characteristic).
An instantaneous transfer characteristic is usually found by applying dc or a ramp signal to
the device, which is clearly not possible at RF, due to filtering effects. However, it is possible
to convert the envelope transfer characteristic to an instantaneous transfer characteristic and
vice versa, using the method to be described. Note that the envelope characteristic cannot
completely determine the nonlinearity (since only the first-zone response is determined), and
thus the actual instantaneous transfer characteristic may not be found from it. However, the
two forms of the nonlinear function can be equated to give the same level of nonlinearity in
the first-zone.
The first-order Chebyshev transform [7] (also known as the describing function [8]) can be
used to transform a function from the instantaneous form to the envelope form. It is also pos-
sible to invert the first-order Chebyshev transform to allow transformation from the envelope





(a) Amplitude and phase representation
(b) Quadrature representation
Figure 2.6: Complex envelope equivalent models of a bandpa.ss memoryless nonlinearity.
2.5.1 Chebyshev Transform
Consider a narrowband signal with amplitude and phase modulation, x (t), thus
x(t) = A(t) cos (wt + OM)	 (2.19)
and make the substitution
o(t) = cot +	 (2.20)
The output y(t) of an instantaneous nonlinearity, f (x(t)), may therefore be written as a
function of a(t)
y(t) = f (A(t) cos a(t))	 (2.21)
This is an even periodic function, and can be expanded as a Fourier series (making t implicit)
co
ao
y = —2 + E (ak cos ka + bk sin ka)k=1
The first—zone output is given with k = 1, thus
(2.22)
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where
al Ci (A) = - jf'2 f (A	 cos a) cos a daIr 0
1 f 2ir
C2 (A) = -	 f (A cos a) sin a da
7 o
Equation 2.24 has been termed the first-order Chebyshev transform by Blachman [7], and
in control theory Equations 2.24 and 2.25 are combined to form the quantity known as the
describing function [8,9], given by
Ci	 (A)	 C2 (A) N =	 + 2
A	 A
The output of the envelope nonlinearity is therefore
y(t) = C1 (A) cos (wt + cb(t)) + C2(A) sin (wt + OM)
It can be seen by comparison of Equations 2.9 and 2.27 that
C1




The envelope characteristic of a nonlinearity with purely AM/AM conversion can be trans-
formed into its instantaneous counterpart by using the inverse Chebyshev transform [7].
1f	 f(x(t)) = 	 0 i { Ci (x(t) cos On ± X(t)Ci 1 (x(t) cos 4)(t))} clO (2.30)
The inverse of an envelope nonlinearity with both AM/AM and AM/PM conversion cannot
be readily determined since the instantaneous function is no longer single valued. The enve-
lope and instantaneous nonlinear transfer functions for the aforementioned class C amplifier











































(a) Envelope	 (b) Instantaneous
Figure 2.7: Envelope and instantaneous transfer characteristics of class C amplifier.
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2.6 Optimal Transfer Characteristic of an Amplifier
An optimal transfer characteristic can be conceived, with which the generation of first zone
distortion components is minimal. This mathematical abstraction, whilst being unobtainable
in practice, would allow the response of a practical amplifier to be compared with that of
the ideal amplifier. Such a transfer characteristic would have no gain or phase variation with
varying input envelope. However, given that the amplifier must saturate at some level, this
is an unreasonable aim.
It has been suggested in [10] that, given that the amplifier must eventually saturate, the ideal
characteristic would be that of a piecewise linear limiter. This has an amplitude transfer
characteristic which increases linearly with input magnitude up to some value, K, and then
instantly limits, as shown in Figure 2.8. The phase characteristic has zero phase, independent
of input magnitude.
A, A < AoF(A)= { K, A > Ao (2.31)
K
0	 Ao
Input Amplitude A (Volts)
Figure 2.8: Amplitude Transfer characteristic of a piecewise limiter.
However, whilst this may intuitively appear to be the optimal characteristic, it has been shown
in [11] that it can be suboptimal under certain conditions, which are dependent upon the input
waveform. However, it is impractical to alter the characteristic as the input waveform changes,
and so this is usually used as the design goal.
2.7 Approximations to Memoryless Nonlinear Model
The nonlinear functions used in the memoryless model may be approximated by using a
number of methods, described in the following sections. There are several properties which
are desirable in the approximating function. The function should be mathematically tractable
to allow algebraic manipulation and/or be efficient to compute. It should also be able to
model practical nonlinear systems, either by approximating actual measured data, or by
approximating the general shape of the nonlinearity.
16
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2.7.1 Determination of the approximating function
The nonlinear function, (x) is measured at a finite number of points, xj , where j = 1, , n,
which will have a certain error. The approximation goal is to find a function, ((x), using
the measured data, which provides the 'best' approximation to the actual nonlinear function,
f (x). Denoting the true value of f (x j ) as fj , and the measured value as fj , the error, E, is
given by Ej = fj- Ii. It is normally assumed that the abscissa are free of error, in order to
reduce the difficulty in finding the approximating function to a manageable level.
The error is made up of two components; statistical errors (e.g., noise), which can be reduced
by averaging the data samples, and systematic errors (e.g., calibration inaccuracies) which
cannot be reduced by averaging [12].
Once an approximating function has been selected, its form is chosen to fit the measured data
in some way. The underlying function which the data represents is assumed to be smooth,
i.e., has low average curvature, and so the smoother the approximating function, for a given
error, the better the approximation is deemed to be.
Interpolation
Interpolation [12] requires the approximating function, ((x), to pass through all the measured
data points, and hence no account is taken of any errors in the data. The function chosen is
usually a polynomial, and interpolation can either be performed in a local manner, where a
number of piecewise polynomials are used, or a global manner in which a single polynomial
is used.
If a single polynomial is to be used, its degree is required to be equal to n - 1, and thus the
number of terms to be calculated is generally excessive. Polynomials also have the property
that as the degree is increased, its smoothness is reduced, making its use less desirable.
To reduce these effects it is common to use a piecewise fit of a number of low degree poly-
nomials in preference to a single high degree one. These functions are termed splines, with
the most common using a third-degree polynomial, known as the cubic spline, which has the
properties of smooth first derivative and continuous second derivative at the interface of the
piecewise functions. It may be shown [13] that if the second derivatives at the first and last
data points is set to zero (the so-called natural spline), the cubic spline fit is the smoothest
exact-matching fit between the data points. One disadvantage of using splines is that they
are not easily algebraically manipulated over the domain of the data.
Least-squared approximation
To determine the coefficients of the approximating function a least-squared error fitting pro-
cedure is commonly used [14]. This is achieved by choosing the coefficients so as to minimise
E	 [Jjj - ((xj )] 2	 (2.32)
j=1
where w(x) is a weight function, assumed to be such that w(xj ) > 0, j = 1, , n. Often
w(xj ) is taken to equal one.
The approximating function is no longer constrained to pass through the data points, but
instead provides a fit which is based on minimising the error in some global manner. It can
be shown that if the data points have a measurement error which is independently random
17
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and has a normal distribution, the least-squared approximation is a maximum likelihood
estimator, and thus produces an optimal fit. Whilst this may be the case with statistical
errors, it is not so with systematic errors, and thus the approximation is not generally optimal.
However, its easy mathematical tractability makes the method popular even when its use is
not necessarily applicable.
Mini max approximation
The Minimax approximation [14] produces a fit which minimises the maximum error between
the data points and the approximating function, thus
max	 (2.33)j=1,...,n
The major disadvantage of this method is that the coefficients of the approximating function
are very difficult to find.
2.7.2 Polynomial Approximation
The Weierstrass Approximation Theorem [13] states that if f is defined and continuous on
the interval [a, b], and E > 0 is given, then there exists a polynomial, P, with the property
that
11(x) - 'P(x)1 < c for all x E [a, b]	 (2.34)
Thus there exists a polynomial such that the error between the function and the polynomial
approximation (in the minimax sense at least) can be made arbitrarily small. (Note that the
order of the polynomial required is not given.)





where ai are real constants, and gi (x) are polynomials.
(2.35)
The polynomials, gi (x), which can be used in the series given in Equation 2.35, are many and
varied. The following sections describe some of the most used polynomials.
Power Series
A polynomial may be written as a power series, using gi (s) = xi , thus
((x) = E aixi
i.o
(2.36)
where ai are real constants.
Note that all polynomials can be represented in this form, however, in general this conversion
should not be done. In many approximations the coefficients a do not decrease with degree,
and the series is termed ill-conditioned, causing large inaccuracies with finite-precision com-
putation. Another polynomial series may have well-conditioned coefficients, and hence can
be calculated more accurately.
A useful feature of using this type of polynomial is that the magnitude of the first-zone IMPs
may be calculated directly from the polynomial coefficients [17].
18
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Chebyshev Approximation
The Chebyshev polynomial [18], Tri (x), of degree n is given by
T(x) = cos (n cos-1 x)
which is given explicitly by a polynomial
(2.37)
To (X) = 1
Ti (X) = X
212 (X) = 2x2 — 1
T3 (x) = 4X3 — 3x
Tn+i
 = 2rTn (x) — Tn_ i (x) n> 1	 (2.38)




C kX ) = " co + [E CkTk(X)]
k=1
(2.39)
where n is the maximum Chebyshev polynomial degree, and c k are real constants.
The Chebyshev polynomial coefficients may be found using least—squared algorithms; alter-
native algorithms allow the Chebyshev polynomial to approximate the Minimax polynomial
(but only if a particular set of abscissa is used, which may not be the case with measured
data).
It can be shown that if the approximating function given in Equation 2.39 is truncated the
error introduced can be no larger than the sum of the neglected ck 's. Since the series is well—
conditioned, the coefficients, ck , become smaller as the polynomial degree is increased. Thus,
the error introduced is generally small and also tends to be smoothly spread throughout the
range of the function.
Orthogonal Functions
A set of functions Ifo, Ii,... , fnl is orthogonal in the interval [a, b] with respect to the weight
function, w, if
6
fW (X) f j (X) f k(X) dx = f°ak 
> 0
a
Functions that are orthogonal include Fourier series and Bessel functions, and also many
polynomials such as Chebyshev, Legendre and Hermite polynomials [19].
The use of a series of orthogonal functions for approximation has a number of very useful
advantages. In particular, the coefficients of the expansion may be calculated separately,
rather than having to solve a number of linear simultaneous equations, i.e., the computational
labour is of the order n rather than n3 [13].
19
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c(x )	 2-di=0 algi (X) 
Eim=0 bigi (x) (2.41)
aaA
F (A) = (1 ± 0.A2) (2.42)
A2G (A) = (1 ± 402) (2.43)
and
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2.7.3 Rational Functions
The approximating function, C(x) can also
polynomials) [14]
be given by a rational function (i.e., quotients of
It is usual to use rational functions which have similar degree numerators and denominators,
since in this case the approximation accuracy is generally superior to the polynomial case for
the same amount of computational expense.
Unlike polynomial approximation, rational functions (and continued fractions) have the prop-
erty that they produce an infinite number of first-zone IMPs in the output spectrum. Whilst
this makes it difficult to ascertain the magnitude of a particular product from the approxi-
mating function coefficients, it does allow an algebraically simple function to model the effects
of a large number of IMPs (using polynomials the maximum order of IMPs generated is equal
to the highest degree term in the polynomial).
Saleh Functions
It has been suggested by Saleh [20] that relatively simple rational functions can be used
to approximate the nonlinear characteristics of amplifiers. The proposed method uses two-
parameter formulw to represent the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion directly, or to represent
the quadratic model derived in Section 2.4.2. Using the same terminology as previously, Saleh
approximates the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion by
To represent the quadratic model, the following two-parameter formulw have been proposed




a A3 Q (A) =
	
	 (2.45)(1 f3aA2)2
The required parameters (a and 0) are chosen using a least-square error curve fitting pro-
cedure to the measured AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics. The formulw were designed
specifically for TWT characteristic modelling, although other saturating type characteristics
(such as class A or class AB amplifiers) may be accurately modelled. However, highly non-
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2.7.4 Continued Fractions
The approximating function, ((x), may also be written as a continued fraction [14], given by





It is possible to convert rational functions to and from continued fractions. However, the con-
tinued fraction is a more computationally-efficient representation than the rational function.
2.7.5 Miscellaneous Functions
There are a number of other functions which can be used to approximate the required non-
linear functions which will be mentioned for completeness. These include Fourier series [21],
Bessel functions [22], Barrett-Lampard expansions [23], and a number of customised func-
tions, such as those proposed by Shimbo [24]. These functions are, however, generally less
efficient or more complex than those previously described.
2.8 Bandpass Nonlinear Model with Memory
The memoryless model of a nonlinear device allows reasonable modelling of an amplifier.
However, although it can be extended to allow for the effects of AM/PM conversion, it
cannot be readily extended to allow for other memory effects. The most important of these
in communications systems is the frequency-dependence of the amplifier characteristic. This
causes the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion characteristics to alter with frequency, and these
are shown for a class C amplifier in Figure 2.9.
1 ± c2nx
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Figure 2.9: AM/AM and AM/PM conversion of a class C amplifier at various frequencies.
There are two methods generally used to model an amplifier nonlinearity with memory, the
so-called classical and basis function approaches. Recently, an alternative method has been
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2.8.1 Classical Approach
This approach to nonlinear modelling incorporating memory effects uses an isolated memo-
ryless nonlinearity, with input and output linear filters, as shown in Figure 2.10. The filters









Figure 2.10: Classical model of a nonlinearity with memory.
Any of the methods used to approximate memoryless nonlinear models described in Section 2.7
can be used to model the memoryless nonlinearity in the classical model. However, some more
specific methods have been designed, which are described in the following sections.
There have been a number of attempts to derive a nonlinear model with memory based on
the quadrature representation of a memoryless bandpass nonlinearity (Section 2.4.2). These




Figure 2.11: Saleh frequency-dependent quadrature model.
The functions described in Section 2.7.3 have been extended in [20] to include frequency-
dependence of the nonlinear functions by allowing the coefficients a and 0 in Equations 2.42
to 2.45 to be frequency-dependent. This has been shown to be equivalent to adding real
filters before and after the in-phase and quadrature nonlinearities, and results in the block
diagram configuration shown in Figure 2.11, thus fulfilling the requirements of the classical
approach.
It has been shown in [25] that the model requires the shape of the in-phase and quadra-
ture nonlinearities to be independent of frequency, with only a scaling factor providing the
frequency-dependence. Whilst the general shape of the nonlinearities will not change by a
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o FN
Frequency-Dependent Quadrature Nonlinearity
Figure 2.12: Abuelma'atti frequency-dependent quadrature model.
A similar, but more complex, frequency-dependent quadrature model has been proposed by
Abuelma'atti [26]. The in-phase and quadrature nonlinearities have been expanded as the sum
of first-order Bessel functions, followed by real filters to provide the frequency-dependence,
as shown in Figure 2.12. The model allows for the shape of the characteristics to be different,
and therefore may provide more accurate modelling than the frequency-dependent Saleh
functions. This may be considered as an extension to the classical approach, since the shape
of the nonlinearity is no longer required to be constant.
2.8.2 Basis Function Approach
The basis function approach is an extension of the classical approach, in which the separation
of the linear and nonlinear parts of the system is removed. The input, x (t) , is split between
N nonlinear blocks (basis functions), and then summed to give the output, y(t), as shown in
Figure 2.13.
The most common methods using the basis function approach are Volterra series, and Gen-
eralised Power series.
Figure 2.13: Basis function model of a nonlinearity with memory.
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Volterra Series
The output of a linear time—invariant system is given by the convolution integral.
00
y(t) = f h(T) x(t — dr
—co
(2.47)
where h(T) is the impulse response of the system. In an analogous manner, it was suggested
by Wiener [27] that the output of a (weakly) nonlinear system, y(t), may be expressed as a
series of Volterra kernels
co
Y(t) = f (7-1 )x(t —	 dri
—co
Do
ff h2(Ti, T2 )x(t — ri )x(t — T2 ) dri (17-2
—co
oo
+fff h3 (rir2,r3)x(t — Ti)X(t — T2)X(t — T3) dTi dT2 dT3
—co
(2.48)










The function h(7-1 ,... , TO is the n th—order Volterra kernel of the system, and is generally
known as the n th—order nonlinear impulse response.
The time—domain form of the Volterra series given above can be converted to a frequency—
domain version (which is more readily used), thus
co




where Hn(w i, , wn) is the nth—order nonlinear transfer function of the system, and X (w)
is the Fourier transform of the input signal. In this form the two linear transfer functions,
H (w) and K (co) , present in the classical approach have been replaced by n nonlinear transfer
functions, H (coi ) to H (col , co2 ,	 , con).
The Volterra series has been used extensively to model nonlinearities with memory [28-34],
but has several limitations; the convergence of the model is slow, and the determination of
higher—order terms from measured data is difficult. However, as with polynomial approxima-
tion, it is possible to calculate the effect which individual orders of nonlinearity have on the
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Generalised Power Series
The generalised power series [35,36] is a much more efficient method of describing a nonlin-
earity with memory than the Volterra series, and can handle severe nonlinearities.
For a system with a multi-frequency input, x (t) , given by
x (t) = E xi(t) E i x, ' cos {wit +
i=1	 i=1
the output, y(t), is described by the generalised power series
}co	 N	 k




where k is the order of the power series; a k is a complex coefficient; bi is a real coefficient; and
Ti ,k is a time delay that is dependent upon frequency and the power series order. The use of
complex coefficients and frequency-dependent time delays allows a broad class of nonlinear
systems with memory to be analysed. It has been shown [37] that there is a relationship
between the Volterra and generalised power series. However, it is not clear how to generate
the required coefficients from measured device data.
2.8.3 Blum and Jeruchim Model
This model does not fall into either of the previous categories, and appears to be a unique
method. In the models thus far presented, the amplifier characteristics have been measured
using a power-swept sinewave, and altering the frequency to generate a series of curves. It
is stated by Blum and Jeruchim [25] that this cannot provide all the information required
to completely model the amplifier, since it cannot allow for the interaction of the frequency
components of a wideband signal when passed through a nonlinear device. Therefore, they
suggest that the use of a number of equally spaced tones, generated by multiplying an RF
carrier by a pseudo-random (PN) sequence, would allow more accurate modelling. This
signal is applied to the nonlinear device, and the output is passed through a narrow bandpass
filter to measure the amplitude of a particular frequency component. The centre frequency
of the filter is swept across the band, and a number of characteristics, with different input
powers, are measured. The PN-sequence measures the frequency-dependence of the device at
a particular input power since it is constant-envelope, and the changing input power allows
the nonlinear effects to be measured
Figure 2.14: Blum and Jeruchim nonlinear model with memory.
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To model the nonlinearity, the input signal is converted into the frequency domain using
a fast-Fourier transform (FFT), and passed through a power-dependent transfer function.
This signal is then converted back into the time domain using an inverse FFT. However,
whilst the model will allow for the influence of different frequency tones in the input signal
on a particular output tone, it has been acknowledged that its treatment of IMPs may not
be exactly correct. This has resulted in the use of an extra block in the model to generate
additional IMPs. The resulting model is shown in Figure 2.14. In its current form only the
amplitude of a particular frequency component is measured, and so the model cannot take
account of the AM/PM conversion. Thus far there have been no comparisons between the
model and experimental results published and, therefore, the accuracy of the model, whilst
potentially good, cannot be ascertained.
2.9 Summary
This chapter describes the measurable effects of distortion, in terms of harmonic and inter-
modulation signal components. Although the physical mechanisms which cause this distortion
are highly complex, they may be approximated by a number of mathematical models. The
use of these models in computer simulations of nonlinear amplifiers permit a better under-
standing of their operation, and ultimately will allow various linearisation strategies to be
modelled.
The complex envelope notation has been introduced, which allows efficient modelling of non-
linear devices, due to the lack of harmonics in the output spectrum, and the ease of calculating
the signal envelope.
A number of different models have been examined in this chapter, both incorporating and
excluding the memory effect of the nonlinear device. The memoryless models are less complex,
and have simpler measurement methods, but cannot incorporate the effects of the frequency-
dependence of the nonlinearity, and so are restricted to the narrowband case only.
Many of the techniques are only suitable for weakly nonlinear systems, due to their com-
plexity. The bandpass memoryless nonlinear model will be used in later chapters, due to its
ability to model highly nonlinear systems with easily measurable characteristics. Polynomial
approximation will be used to analytically investigate amplifier system responses, in prefer-
ence to the other techniques, due to its relatively simple mathematical tractability. In the
computer simulation work to be presented, interpolation of measured data allows accurate
modelling of the highly nonlinear nature of the amplifiers used.
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This chapter introduces the classes of operation of RF amplifiers, and
briefly explains their power efficiency and linearity characteristics. Tech-
niques which can be used to improve either the efficiency or the linearity
of the amplifier are described, to enable an informed choice of the meth-
ods to be further investigated for the required application.
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3.1 Introduction
RF amplification is implemented using a number of techniques, and these are categorised
depending upon the mode of operation of the active device. The mode of operation, termed
the amplifier class, determines the efficiency and linearity characteristics of the amplifier.
All practical RF amplifiers exhibit a degree of nonlinearity, and often this causes unwanted
frequency components to be present in their output signals. To reduce these distortion prod-
ucts it is necessary to reduce the apparent nonlinearity of the amplifier, either by altering its
design, or by applying a linearisation technique, which modifies the signals at the input or
output of the amplifier such that the composite linearity is improved. Alteration of the am-
plifier design can only provide a modest improvement in linearity, and so to attain maximum
performance a linearisation scheme is required.
There are many techniques which can be used to linearise an amplifier, and these are usually
categorised into one of three groups; feedback, complementary distortion, and feedforward
techniques. Within these categories it is often possible to further subdivide into narrowband
and broadband techniques. A number of these techniques will be discussed with regard to
their suitability for the proposed application.
An alternative method to achieve linear transmission is the process of RF synthesis, in which
the RF signal is directly generated. This process could theoretically provide excellent effi-
ciency and linearity characteristics.
The power efficiency characteristics of a given amplifier class may be improved using various
methods; unfortunately this is usually at the expense of linearity.
3.2 Definition of Terms
3.2.1 Power Efficiency
There are two terms of power efficiency used in this work; instantaneous and average efficiency.
Instantaneous efficiency is defined as the ratio of the instantaneous output power, Po, to the
instantaneous dc power supplied to the amplifier, Pdc 1 .
Po (3.1)71INST = n,
dc
Note that 'instantaneous power' is defined as the square of instantaneous envelope level.
Average efficiency is defined as the ratio of the average output power, Po,AVG, to the average




The average efficiency is therefore dependent upon the characteristics of the input signal, in
addition to the instantaneous efficiency. This effect will be further investigated in Chapter 5.
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3.2.2 Amplifier Back-off
An amplifier is said to be backed-off when it is operated below its saturated output level.
The degree to which it is backed-off may be referenced to either the input or output. A linear
amplifier will have identical input and output back-off levels; this will not be the case with
nonlinear amplifiers. A back-off of OdB implies that the amplifier is operating at its saturated
output power.
3.2.3 Bandwidth of operation
The bandwidth over which an amplifier operates is typically described as being either wide-
band, or narrowband. Such terms are not well defined, and so a more robust definition is
required2.
Relative bandwidth is expressed as a percentage, and is defined as
Bret = —fB0	 (3.3)
where B is the absolute bandwidth, and 10 is the centre frequency of the band. This is an
important parameter in the characterisation of amplifiers and auxiliary components.
Channel bandwidth is the absolute bandwidth which a single channel occupies in a multi-
channel system. It will be shown that this determines the linearisation scheme which may be
used.
For the purposes of this work, the definitions in Table 3.1 are used.
Relative Bandwidth Channel Bandwidth
Narrowband <0.5% < 30kHz
Mediumband 0.5-5.0% 30-300kHz
Wideband > 5.0% > 300kHz
Table 3.1: Bandwidth definitions.
3.3 Amplification Techniques
3.3.1 Introduction
There are four traditional amplifier classes, categorised by the fraction of the input cycle
during which the active device conducts. These are the familiar classes A, B, AB and C [2].
More recently, a plethora of additional amplifier classes have been described, which in some
applications can offer increased power efficiency over the traditional classes.
3.3.2 Traditional Amplifier Classes
The general form of a traditional amplifier is shown in Figure 3.1; in this case a common-
emitter stage is shown, although other configurations such as common-base may be preferred
in some situations. The circuit consists of an active device (assumed to be a transistor), a





bias network to control the mode of operation, an RF choke (RFC) to enable power to be
taken from the dc supply without loss of RF power, and a tuned circuit. The tuned circuit is
not a prerequisite to operation for the linear classes, but provides harmonic suppression. Not
shown in the diagram are the input and output matching circuits required at RF to provide
efficient power transfer from the source and to the load. It is assumed throughout this section
that the amplifier is perfectly matched.
Figure 3.1: General form of a classical amplifier.
The operation of the four traditional classes will be illustrated with the use of their collector
current waveforms during two RF cycles, shown in Figure 3.2. In the class AB and B cases
the collector current shown is that through only one of the transistors.
Class A
The transistor is biased at a quiescent current, /c (2 , greater than, or equal to, the amplitude
of the input signal, lc. Thus the transistor will conduct throughout the entire input cycle,
giving a conduction angle of 360°.
The maximum efficiency which can be attained occurs when the peak output current is
equal to the bias current, and is theoretically 50%. In general, the actual efficiency will be
significantly lower than this, often at RF in the range of 5-15%.
Although the efficiency is generally poor, this is the most linear of the traditional amplifier
classes. A typical class A amplifier would produce IMPs of better than —30dBc in a two—
tone test, rapidly improving as the output power of the amplifier is reduced; generally for
each ldB of amplifier backoff, the IMP level reduces by 2dBc (since the IMPs produced are
predominantly of third—order).
Class B
In class B amplification the transistor conducts for half of the input cycle (i.e., a conduction
angle of 180'). Although it is possible to use only one transistor in a single—ended manner,
the other half—cycle is usually generated by another transistor, in a push—pull arrangement.
The efficiency is higher than can be attained with class A amplification, which is due to the
lack of bias current (i.e., icQ =- 0), and reaches a theoretical maximum of 78.5%.
The linearity performance is lower than with class A amplifiers, due mainly to distortion
which occurs as the transistor switches on after each zero—crossing (cross—over distortion).
The transfer characteristic of the transistor is generally highly nonlinear at these very low














Figure 3.2: Classical amplifier classes.
Class AB
Class AB amplification uses one or two transistors in the same manner as class B, but each
transistor conducts for slightly more than half the cycle (i.e., a conduction angle of greater
than 1800 ), but much less than the entire cycle. This small amount of bias reduces the
cross—over distortion which occurs with class B amplifiers, but reduces efficiency to some
extent.
Class C
Class C amplifiers have a conduction angle significantly less than 180°, implemented by
reverse—biasing the transistor, and have a maximum theoretical efficiency of 100%. The
tuned—circuit is an integral part of the circuit operation, and forces the output voltage to be
sinusoidal.
Solid—state class C amplifiers have a mode of operation which is significantly different to that
of the original valve class C amplifiers, and has been termed mixed—mode class C by some
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authors [1]. The circuit operation of mixed—mode class C amplifiers is highly complex, and
varies considerably between amplifiers.
A typical class C amplifier may have an efficiency of 50-70%, and IMPs in a two—tone test of
—15dBc. Since most of this distortion is due to the transistor switching on, rather than due
to compression, the linearity performance degrades as the amplifier is backed—off.
Power Efficiency Characteristics
The theoretical instantaneous power efficiency of the traditional amplifier classes is shown in
Figure 3.3. All of the classes except class B, have a range of possible efficiency characteristics.
In class AB and C amplifiers this is due to the range of possible conduction angles which may
be used. In the class A amplifier this is due to the use of a higher bias current than the peak
output current, i. e., icQ > lc.
As the amplifier output amplitude is reduced from its peak value (normalised to 1 in this case),
the instantaneous power efficiency falls. Thus, when a non—constant envelope signal is ampli-
fied, the average efficiency is dependent not only upon the amplifier efficiency characteristic,
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Figure 3.3: Ideal efficiency characteristics for traditional amplifier classes.
3.3.3 Linearity Characteristics
A comparison of the linearities of practical classes A and C amplifiers is shown in Figure 3.4.
The class A amplifier (using a VNA025 MMIC) can be seen to become steadily more linear
as the amplifier is backed—off from its PEP output, and can reach linearities such that the
third—order IMPs are below —60dBc.
The class C amplifier (using the same amplifier as described in Chapter 2) has a more complex
characteristic. At very low input levels (greater than 15dB back—off) the transistor is almost
completely off, leading to a negligible output power. Between 15-12dB back—off the transistor
is just starting to switch on, and so gain expansion is occurring, leading to reduced linearity
as the input back—off is reduced. At less than 12dB back—off the transistor is switched on, and
starts to enter saturation. In this region the linearity, in terms of third—order IMPs, increases
with increasing drive level, although higher—order IMPs become more significant. As the
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Figure 3.4: Third-order IMP level in Class A and Class C amplifiers.
3.3.4 Non-traditional Amplifier Classes
The efficiency of an amplifier may be increased by the use of techniques which reduce the
average collector voltage-current product. This has led to the introduction of a number of
alternative amplifier classes, some of which are briefly described in the following sections. It
should be noted that the class designations have not yet been standardised, and thus are not
universal.
Switching Amplifiers
One method to reduce the collector dissipation is to operate the transistor as a switch, rather
than a current source (as it is used in traditional amplifier classes).This has led to the
formulation of classes D, E and S [3-5], which perform this task in slightly different ways.
The output of the amplifier is passed through a harmonic filter, to produce a first-zone
output. All of these amplifier classes have a maximum theoretical efficiency of 100%, which is
independent of output amplitude, i.e., their ideal average efficiency will be 100%. No linearity
can be ascribed to switching amplifiers due to their discontinuous transfer characteristics, and
thus linearisation techniques may not be used. Linear transmission can still be attained using
RF synthesis techniques.
Additional classes
There are other, non-switching, techniques which can be used to reduce collector dissipa-
tion compared to traditional amplifier classes. Although these amplifier classes can be more
efficient than the traditional linear amplifier classes, the linearity performance is generally
impaired.
In class F amplifiers [6] the load network is designed to resonate at the carrier frequency and
one or more of its harmonics (generally the second or third harmonic). By correctly adjusting
the amplitude and phase of these harmonics it is possible to flatten the collector voltage, thus
improving efficiency.
Class G amplifiers [7] may be typically considered as consisting of two push-pull class B
amplifiers operating from two supply voltages. Low-level signals are amplified by one pair of
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some higher level signal, the first pair of transistors are cut—off and the signal is amplified by
the second pair, fed by a higher—voltage supply. The average efficiency is, therefore, increased
using this circuit topology.
Class H amplifiers [1] have a configuration similar to that of an amplifier with envelope—
tracking (to be described in Section 3.3.5), but act on the instantaneous signal, rather than
the envelope. The amplifier is similar to a class B amplifier, but the collector voltage is
controlled, with the use of a high—efficiency switching amplifier, such that it is just higher
than the output signal. Thus the collector dissipation is considerably reduced, improving the
average efficiency.
3.3.5 Efficiency Enhancement Schemes
Envelope—tracking
Envelope—tracking [1] is similar to the RF synthesis technique Envelope—Elimination and
Restoration, to be described in Section 3.8.2, and has the configuration shown in Figure 3.5.
A highly—efficient switching amplifier is used to add an offset voltage to the supply voltage
of a class B amplifier, such that the supply voltage is just large enough to allow linear
amplification. The offset voltage is controlled by the amplitude of the input signal. Thus the
power dissipation in the transistor is significantly reduced, improving the average efficiency
of the amplifier compared to a class B amplifier.
ori):1 Output
Figure 3.5: Configuration of an amplifier with envelope tracking.
Adaptive Bias
Adaptive bias [8], shown in Figure 3.6, is used to improve the average efficiency of class A
amplifiers. The bias current is modulated by the envelope of the input signal, with low
envelope levels causing a reduction in the bias current. Therefore, although the peak efficiency
will be unchanged compared to a class A amplifier, as the amplifier is backed—off the efficiency
will not be reduced by the same degree. It is likely, however, that the linearity will not be as
high as with a class A amplifier.
Doherty
The Doherty technique [9,10] uses a small number of linear amplifiers whose output is com-
bined through an impedance—inverting coupler. A two—amplifier Doherty system is shown in
Figure 3.7, which will be used to explain its operation. At low envelope levels PA 1 operates
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Figure 3.6: Configuration of an amplifier with adaptive bias.
eventually saturate (at some factor, a, of the maximum envelope), and PA2 will operate lin-
early. The net effect is to produce a linear amplifier, with an improved average efficiency over
conventional techniques.
PAi
Figure 3.7: Configuration of a two-amplifier Doherty system.
The instantaneous efficiency of a Doherty system using two idealised class B amplifiers, with
a = 0.5, is shown in Figure 3.8. The instantaneous efficiency is significantly greater for the
Doherty system than for the class B amplifier, and so the average efficiency when amplifying
non-constant envelope signals is also much increased.
The impedance-inverting coupler is usually realised with a quarter-wave transmission line,
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3.4 Amplifier Linearisation Techniques
To improve the linearity of the amplifier topologies described in the previous section, a lin-
earisation technique may be used. Linearisation techniques fall into three broad categories;
feedback, complementary distortion and feedforward methods. Feedback and complementary
distortion techniques are both quasi-linear, i.e., they modify the input signal to force the
amplifier to produce the required linear output. This has consequences on their efficiency,
which becomes dependent upon input amplitude. This effect will be further investigated in
Chapter 5. Feedforward linearisation injects an additional signal into the output signal, in
order to cancel the distortion.
3.5 Feedback Techniques
Feedback techniques utilise a sample of the output signal, which is passed through a feedback
network and subtracted from the input signal. The feedback amplifier gain, Gf is given by
G 
Gf = 1+G13
where G is the amplifier gain, and 13 is the feedback network gain. If the open-loop gain (Gf3)
is large, the feedback amplifier gain will be almost exclusively determined by the feedback
network, and is equal to the amount of attenuation in the feedback path (1/O). The reduction
in IMPs is determined by the open-loop gain, assuming that the feedback network is linear,
and that the amplifier does not saturate (in which case the open-loop gain reduces to almost
zero).
Feedback is a continuous analogue process, which can compensate for changes caused by
external effects, and so no adaptive control scheme is required, as is often necessary with
other forms of linearisation. There are a number of possible system configurations.
3.5.1 RF Feedback
RF feedback, shown in Figure 3.9, is the simplest form of feedback, and all parts of the system




Figure 3.9: Configuration of an amplifier with RF feedback linearisation.
Passive RF Feedback
Passive RF feedback [11], uses a simple passive network as the feedback element, however
its performance is limited by a number of factors. Firstly, as there is a finite delay around
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the feedback loop, the bandwidth which can be linearised, without instability, is relatively
narrow. To avoid positive feedback of out-of-band frequency components, a bandpass filter in
the feedback path is usually required, increasing the delay and hence reducing the attainable
bandwidth. The components in the amplifier are required to have a much larger bandwidth
than the required operational bandwidth so that the feedback path delay is minimised; this
increases the cost and complexity of the amplifier. Secondly, to achieve high levels of IMD
cancellation requires the overall amplifier gain to be reduced by a similar extent. This is
of particular importance at high frequency because of the reduced gain of the amplification
devices. Therefore, it may be necessary to cascade a large number of stages to achieve the
required gain and linearity.
Active RF Feedback
Active RF feedback [12-14], uses an active device, referred to as the auxiliary amplifier, in
the feedback path. This auxiliary amplifier is designed to be relatively nonlinear and thus will
introduce its own distortion to the sample of the output signal. The distorted signal is then
added back into the input signal, and by controlling its amplitude and phase it is possible to
reduce the main amplifier distortion.
The active RF feedback method has the advantage that the gain of the amplifier need not be
reduced by the same extent as in passive RF feedback to achieve similar levels of linearity. This
effect occurs because the auxiliary amplifier output contains more distortion than the main
amplifier output and thus, when added back into the input, the distortion can be cancelled
by a larger degree than the linear signal.
Using this technique, Ballesteros et al [14] constructed an amplifier which had a gain re-
duction of only 3dB, whilst achieving third-order IMD cancellation of 12dB. The distortion
cancellation was found to be dependent upon the signal level, with only a small improvement
at low and high signal levels.
3.5.2 Modulation Feedback
The most significant problem with RF feedback is that it is generally only possible to have a
small amount of feedback, in order to avoid instability, resulting in only modest amounts of
distortion reduction (of the order of 10 to 20dB). Modulation feedback reduces this problem
by using the modulation as the fed-back signal which, in a narrowband system, is at a much
lower frequency than the RF carrier. By making the feedback components' bandwidths much
larger than the highest frequency component of the modulation, it is possible to apply a large
amount of feedback whilst maintaining stability, and, therefore, produce a high degree of
linearity. The modulation signal can be fed-back in either polar or cartesian form and so two
methods of modulation feedback can be implemented.
Polar Loop Feedback
Polar loop feedback [15-17] feeds the modulation back in magnitude and phase components
as shown in Figure 3.10. The difference between the magnitude of the input and output
modulation is used to control the gain of the main amplifier, usually by modulating the
amplifier supply voltage. The main amplifier input is driven from a VCO which is controlled
by the phase difference between the input and the output modulation. This also has the
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transmitter, rather than merely a linear amplifier. The amplifier is very similar in form to the
Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EE&R) amplifier technique explained in Section 3.8.2,
and, therefore, polar loop feedback is often used to linearise an EE8zR amplifier.
Figure 3.10: Configuration of an amplifier with polar loop feedback.
The linearity performance of an amplifier can be significantly improved over a narrow band-
width by using the polar loop feedback technique. Petrovic [16] achieved intermodulation
distortion products of below —55dBc in a two—tone test at a frequency of 168MHz with lkHz
tone separation. The main limitation of distortion cancellation was found to be due to im-
perfections in the polar resolver circuitry. The polar representation of the input signal leads
to wider band signals than is the case with a cartesian representation, since discontinuities
may result. The technique is best suited to modulation schemes with low envelope variation,
to avoid noise problems in the envelope detection circuitry.
Envelope feedback [18-20] is a simplified form of polar loop feedback with only the envelope
of the output signal fed—back; no phase information is returned. The difference between the
input and output envelopes is used to control the gain of the amplifier such that the distortion
is minimised. The performance of the technique is inferior to that of polar loop feedback,
since only amplitude information is used in the feedback path; Smithers [20], achieved IMD
below —40dBc in a two tone test.
Cartesian Loop Feedback
In contrast to the polar loop technique, cartesian loop feedback [21-26] resolves the modula-
tion into I and Q vectors rather than magnitude and phase signals. A general configuration
for the technique is shown in Figure 3.11. The input and output caxtesian signals are sub-
tracted to provide a loop error signal, which is then upconverted and applied to the amplifier
input.
There are a number of inherent problems which must be overcome in order to achieve high
linearity performance; loop stability, generation of accurate cartesian signals and maintenance
of the quadrature of the local oscillators The loop stability can be improved by the use of
a phase—shifter between the LO inputs of the quadrature up— and down—conversion paths,
to increase the phase margin of the loop. Since the phase shift required is dependent on
frequency, stability can only be maintained over a narrow bandwidth, and must be altered if
the carrier frequency changes significantly, e.g., due to a channel switch. A similar scheme







Figure 3.11: Configuration of an amplifier with cartesian loop feedback.
signal processor (DSP) is used to provide the cartesian modulation input, and this can be
accurately controlled and maintained by using a calibration procedure.
The technique has been used to provide excellent linearity over a narrow bandwidth at various
carrier frequencies. Wilkinson et al [21] achieved IMD cancellation of 45dB at 900MHz and
30dB at 1.7GHz using a two—tone input with 5kHz spacing. It is possible to use the technique
over a wider band, but the loop gain has to be reduced to allow stable operation, and therefore
the linearity performance is degraded compared with narrowband operation. Johansson et
al [23,24] have achieved IMD reduction, in a two—tone test at 900MHz, of 29dB with 20kHz
tone spacing, and 20dB with 1MHz tone spacing. Cartesian loop feedback amplifiers have
also been constructed for HF operation [25], and VHF operation [26] with similar levels of
performance.
3.5.3 Distortion Feedback
Distortion feedback [27,28], shown in Figure 3.12, combines a sample of the output signal with
a delayed version of the input signal so that, with appropriate gain and phase adjustments,
the input signal is cancelled. This leaves only distortion products which are then subtracted
from the input signal. This results in cancellation of the distortion, without reducing the
linear gain of the amplifier. However, only modest improvements in linearity have thus far
been published; Gajda et al [27] achieved a reduction of third—order IMPs of 6dB over a
10MHz bandwidth centred at 300MHz.
The method used to obtain the distortion products is the same as the first loop in a feedforward
system (Section 3.7), and is not self—adapting. Thus, an additional adaption mechanism may
be required in practice, further reducing the attractiveness of this technique.
3.6 Complementary Distortion
Complementary distortion lineaxisation techniques utilise a nonlinear circuit either before
or after the amplifier, known as predistortion and postdistortion respectively. The transfer
characteristic of this nonlinear circuit is chosen such that the distortion which it introduces












Figure 3.12: Configuration of an amplifier with distortion feedback.
3.6.1 Predistortion Linearisation
The general block diagram of an amplifier with predistortion is shown in Figure 3.13. The
feedback techniques described in the previous section can be envisaged as a form of predis-
tortion, but with continuous adaption via the feedback path. However, predistortion is an
open-loop, and thus unconditionally stable, technique which does not inherently adapt to
changes in the system characteristics, caused by external effects such as temperature changes
or channel switching. Therefore, to achieve the optimal linearity performance, it is neces-
sary to use a method to adapt the predistorter circuitry. Whilst this is normally implemented
when baseband predistortion is used, it is less common with RF or IF predistortion due to the





Figure 3.13: Configuration of an amplifier with predistortion.
3.6.2 Adaptive Baseband Predistortion
Adaptive baseband predistortion uses a DSP to calculate the coefficients of the predistorter
required to produce a linear output. There are three basic forms; mapping-based, gain-based
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Upconvert
Downconvert
Figure 3.14: Configuration of an amplifier with adaptive baseband predistortion.
Mapping—Based Predistorter
The mapping—based predistorter method [29] uses a two—dimensional look—up table which
maps any point on the complex plane to any other point. The input signal in cartesian form
is converted by the DSP into a predistorted signal by direct mapping; this is then upconverted
and amplified. A measure of the output signal is downconverted and used by the DSP to
adapt the look—up table to produce the minimum error between the input and output signals
in the cartesian plane, and therefore the minimum distortion. The direct mapping process
allows compensation of any order of memoryless distortion, including errors produced by the
modulation process [30]. The linearity of the method is potentially excellent, with out—of-
band emissions reduced to below —60dBc (simulated).
The method does, however, have a number of disadvantages. The memory requirement is
huge because every point on the complex plane has to be mapped; for 10bit accuracy, a look-
up table of 20Mbits is required. The convergence of the predistorter is slow (typically tens of
seconds) because every region in the cartesian plane must be accessed before convergence is
complete, and the predistorter must reconverge completely on power—up, or at each channel
change. One method of reducing the memory requirement and the convergence time is to
use a constellation—based predistorter, which is a simplified version of the mapping—based
technique. The look—up table is reduced from storing the entire complex plane to mapping
the constellation points into a predistorted version. This also reduces the convergence time
as less values in the look—up table have to be updated. However, this method can obviously
only be used with digital modulation and, unlike the mapping—based predistorter, is not
modulation—independent.
Gain—Based Predistorter
This method [31-33] is effectively a one—dimensional mapping predistorter, and uses the
envelope level of the signal to produce the required complex output, by storing a table of
level—dependent complex gain values. (This is an acceptable method of reducing AM/AM
and AM/PM conversion because, by definition, these are dependent upon the signal enve-
lope only). Interpolation can be used to calculate intermediate gain values. The memory
requirement of this method is considerably smaller than that required by the mapping—based
method; typically only approximately 64 words are required to produce similar performance.
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The convergence time is significantly shorter (of the order of milliseconds — dependent upon
the channel bandwidth), and reconvergence time is negligible.
The computation required by this method is far more complex than with the mapping pre-
distorter, and accurate control of the cartesian modulator is required, as the method cannot
correct errors due to the modulation process.
Baseband Analogue Predistorter
This method [34] uses an analogue technique to predistort the input signal whose characteristic
is controlled by a DSP. The predistorter characteristic is not altered in real time so the
convergence time is relatively slow. The output of the amplifier is downconverted to baseband
and the envelope is used directly by the DSP to calculate the new predistorter characteristic.
No practical results have thus far been published; simulated results published [34] show only
a 10dB reduction in IMD. However, the complexity is significantly reduced compared with
the other adaptive baseband predistortion methods.
It should be noted that the use of a DSP for processing the envelope level means that the
method, in its published form, is inherently narrowband.
3.6.3 RF and IF Predistortion
RF predistortion refers to the predistortion network being implemented at the carrier fre-
quency, whereas IF predistortion is implemented at some intermediate frequency and then
upconverted to the carrier frequency. The predistortion element is usually in analogue form
to achieve the required bandwidths; however, digital wideband predistortion is possible.
Digital IF Predistortion
The use of digital predistortion networks to achieve wideband predistortion has been pro-
posed [35]. The predistortion is performed on the digitised IF signal, and the method can be
made adaptive if required. The results presented show a reduction in the third—order IMPs
of 25dB, with a maximum bandwidth of 45MHz. The performance of this method is limited
by the speed and accuracy of the converters, and the power requirements of such fast devices
will limit the overall efficiency of the system.
RF and IF Analogue Predistortion
These are the preferred methods for achieving wideband predistortion of amplifiers, and use
analogue components in the predistorter elements. The two types of predistorter (RF and
IF) are equally popular, although it has been suggested [36] that IF predistortion may give
superior performance since it enables a reduction in the nonlinear effects of the upconverter
to be obtained. However, an IF predistorter is required to operate over a larger relative
bandwidth than an RF predistorter and, therefore, may have inferior broadband performance.
The characteristics of the predistorter are generally non—adaptive, unlike in baseband predis-
tortion, and therefore the performance does tend to degrade with environmental effects. Some
adaptive RF and IF predistortion techniques have been proposed [37-39], although these tend
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The performance of RF and IF predistortion tends to be limited, with a typical improvement
in IMP level in a two-tone test of 10 to 20dB [40-42]. At present RF and IF predistortion is
generally used in satellite systems to predistort TWTs, and television systems to predistort
class AB amplifiers. Both of these types of amplifier have characteristics which become more
linear as the output power is reduced. Thus, it is possible to improve the linearity, but reduce
efficiency and power handling capabilities, by backing-off the amplifier. This is not the case
with class C amplifiers, and thus the accuracy of the predistortion network is required to be
considerably higher than with more linear amplifiers. This appears to have thus far prohibited
the use of analogue predistortion of class C amplifiers.
3.6.4 Postdistortion Linearisation
The postdistortion linearisation technique [43] is similar to predistortion, but the distortion
characteristic is implemented after the amplifier, rather than before it. The general block
diagram form is shown in Figure 3.15. The technique is less satisfactory than predistortion
because of the required large signal handling capability of the postdistortion block and the




Figure 3.15: Configuration of an amplifier with postdistortion.
3.7 Feedforward Linearisation
The feedforward linearisation technique [44-48] is described with reference to a two-tone
input as shown in Figure 3.16. The input signal is split to provide two paths; a high power
main path (top) and a lower power error path (bottom). The main path signal is amplified
by the main amplifier (Al), which introduces distortion. A portion of the main path signal,
sampled via directional coupler Cl, is subtracted from a delayed version of the input signal.
This produces an error signal which is predominantly made up of distortion products. The
error signal is amplified by the error amplifier (A2) and recombined via directional coupler
C2, in antiphase with a delayed version of the main amplifier output. This has the effect of
cancelling the distortion at the output. The gain and phase controllers equalise the signals
at the two subtraction elements so as to attain maximum cancellation.
Further distortion cancellation may be achieved with additional feedforward loops, by con-
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Figure 3.16: Configuration of a feedforward amplifier with a two-tone input.
The technique is open-loop and thus unconditionally stable, but requires adaption of the
amplitude and phase of both paths to achieve optimal performance, and a number of adaption
schemes have been proposed [49-51]. The linearity performance which can be achieved is
excellent and can be maintained over a wide bandwidth. Kenington et al [52,53] have achieved
a reduction in intermodulation distortion in excess of 60dB over a 30MHz band centered at
900MHz (using two feedforward loops).
3.8 RF Synthesis Techniques
RF synthesis techniques have been proposed to address the problem of low distortion RF am-
plification, by directly creating a magnified representation of the input signal at the required
output power. Thus, they can provide linear transmission with the potential to achieve very
high power efficiencies.
3.8.1 LINC
The LINC (LInear amplification using Nonlinear Components) technique, [54-57], also known
as `outphasing' [58], theoretically offers the potential of amplification with 100% efficiency
over all power levels. It relies on the fact that a bandpass signal with amplitude and phase
modulation, S(t), is equivalent to the sum of two phase-modulated, constant-envelope signals,
(t) and S2 (t). Therefore, the signals Si (t) and S2 (t) can be amplified by nonlinear, power
efficient amplifiers and summed at a high level to produce a linear, high power version of the
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However, the efficiency and linearity of the LINC amplifier are dependent upon a number of
factors. Firstly, the nonlinear amplifiers used will not be 100% efficient. At VHF and UHF it
is possible to use switching amplifiers, whose efficiency approaches 100%; however, at higher
frequencies this is not possible and so class C amplifiers would be used. These typically have
an efficiency of 60-70% at VHF, reducing to less than 40% at frequencies greater than 1GHz.
Secondly, the high—level combination of the amplifier outputs will cause a significant amount
of power loss, and therefore reduce efficiency.
The linearity of the amplifier is heavily dependent upon the accuracy of the signal separation
process, particularly the generation of an accurate cos'[—  ] function, and on the amplitude
and phase match of the two signals at the input to the final subtracter. These factors have
thus far limited the performance of the LINC amplifier using analogue processing; Cox et
al [59] attained intermodulation products of —40dBc over a 1MHz bandwidth. The use of
digital signal processing, which can perform these functions accurately has been applied to
good effect [60,61]. However, this restricts the LINC technique to narrowband systems.
Recently, a modified version of the LINC technique, known as CALLUM (Combined Analogue
Locked Loop Universal Modulator), has been proposed [62], which allows a good level of
performance whilst using simple and cheap circuitry.
The split signals, Si (t) and S2 (t), occupy a wider band than the original modulation, depen-
dent upon the envelope characteristics of the signal. The LINC signal bandwidth is often
theoretically infinite, but is usually defined as the bandwidth outside of which signals are
60dB lower than the largest frequency component. Using this definition, the ratio of the
LINC bandwidth to the modulation bandwidth is approximately 6 for (r/4)—DQPSK, 32 for
QPSK, and 220 for a two—tone test 3 . This reduces the applicability of the LINC technique
to wideband systems.
3.8.2 Envelope Elimination and Restoration
Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EE&R) [63] utilises two highly efficient amplifiers.
The RF input signal is split into two parts, one with purely phase modulation (i.e., RF)
and the other with purely amplitude modulation (i.e., the AF envelope). These are then
amplified by RF and AF power amplifiers respectively, as shown in Figure 3.18. The RF
signal is constant—envelope, and therefore the amplifier used can be highly nonlinear and thus
highly efficient. The AF amplifier is used to modulate the supply voltage to the RF amplifier
to produce a linear output. The AF amplifier can also be highly efficient as it only needs to





Figure 3.18: Configuration of an envelope elimination and restoration amplifier.
3 The author gratefully acknowledges Adrian Mansell for his provision of these figures.
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The overall power efficiency is heavily dependent upon the efficiency of the RF amplifier. At
frequencies in and below the UHF range it is possible to use switching amplifiers, which have
excellent efficiency characteristics. However, as with the LINC technique, these amplifiers
cannot be used at higher frequencies, and hence class C amplifiers would be used, with a
consequent reduction in efficiency.
Using an EE&R amplifier, Koch et al [64] achieved an average efficiency exceeding 50% whilst
maintaining third-order IMPs below -30dBc in a two-tone test. Linearisation of the amplifier
can be achieved with the use of modulation feedback, and the circuit topology is particularly
suited for the use of polar loop feedback [65].
The AF signal will generally occupy a wider band than the original modulation, limiting the
technique's wideband performance.
3.9 Summary
This chapter has described the linearity and power efficiency characteristics of the various
classes of amplifier. In general, the more efficient an amplifier, the less linear it will be, and
vice versa. Therefore, to attain highly efficient linear amplification some form of linearisation
scheme, or an RF synthesis technique would be required.
To this end, a number of the most significant forms of linearisation techniques for RF am-
plifiers, and two RF synthesis techniques have been introduced. This project requires the
design of an amplifier suitable for satellite and cellular applications, and therefore demands
high frequency, wideband operation with good linearity and efficiency characteristics.
RF feedback has two major limitations; it cannot provide significant linearisation without ex-
cessive loss in gain, and the operational bandwidth is limited by stability considerations. The
linearity can be increased by using modulation feedback techniques, but these are inherently
narrowband. The loss of linear gain can be reduced by using active or distortion feedback
methods, but these provide only modest linearity improvement. Therefore, whilst feedback
techniques do not require additional circuitry for adaption, they are. only conditionally sta.ble,
and hence cannot easily provide good linearity over a wide bandwidth.
The adaptive baseba.nd predistortion techniques can potentially provide excellent improve-
ments in linearity, but their use of a DSP to process the input signal limits them to narrowband
systems.
The postdistortion method has limited efficiency performance due to its use of analogue
circuitry after the power amplifier, which will introduce loss.
The LINC and EE&R amplifier techniques can provide excellent efficiency, with reasonable
linearity, at frequencies below UHF. Above this, it is not possible to use RF switching ampli-
fiers and so the efficiency will be reduced. The high power recombination of the signals in a
LINC amplifier will also degrade efficiency. Using the EES6R amplifier in a wideband system
requires that the envelope amplifier be wideband also, and therefore an AF PWM switching
amplifier cannot be used, and the alternatives will reduce the power efficiency. The linearity
obtained using these techniques is dependent upon the accuracy of the signal splitting and
recombination. Using analogue techniques provides only modest linearity which can be im-
proved using a DSP to split the signal. This, however, limits the technique to narrowband
applications. Both of the techniques suffer from the fact that the signals used occupy a wider
band than the original modulation.
Only three techniques remain, which offer the potential of wideband linear operation at
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high frequencies; IF and RF predistortion and feedforward linearisation, and these will be
investigated further.
Due to the added complexity of the efficiency enhancement schemes for RF amplifiers, these
will not be further investigated. However, the linearisation techniques chosen for further
study do not preclude their use in a future system.
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Feedforward linearisation is a wideband technique, and as such has the
potential to be used in the required application. This chapter includes
new work which can be used to predict the linearity and efficiency per-
formance of a non—ideal feedforward amplifier. Practical results of a
feedforward amplifier using class C main and error amplifiers are also








CHAPTER 4	 FEEDFORWARD LINEARISATION
4.1 Introduction
The feedforward linearisation technique can improve the linearity of an amplifier over a wide
bandwidth. A high-level error signal is added to the output signal in order to cancel the
distortion. The cancellation process is one of phasor addition, and hence to achieve good
cancellation, careful gain and phase matching between the two signals is required. The high-
level injected signal does not add any useful output power, and so its generation reduces the
overall efficiency.
This chapter theoretically analyses the linearity and power efficiency performance of a non-
ideal feedforward amplifier. Practical verification of the analyses are presented, using a VHF
feedforward amplifier with class C main and error amplifiers. Methods are described for im-
proving the efficiency of the feedforward amplifier. Finally, a technique combining feedforward
linearisation and analogue predistortion is presented, which offers the potential of increased
linearity and efficiency compared with feedforward linearisation alone.
4.2 Linearity Aspects of a Feedforward Amplifier
4.2.1 Introduction
The block diagram of a feedforward amplifier is shown in Figure 4.1. The cancellation of dis-
tortion by the feedforward process is achieved by adding identical distortion to that produced
by the amplifier in anti-phase to the output signal. The accuracy with which this can be
performed will give an ultimate limit to the cancellation possible, and hence to the linearity
of the final output. It is the precise matching in amplitude and phase through the main
and error loops which is crucial, and this must be maintained beyond the entire operating
bandwidth, since intermodulation products will spread outside the band.
Amp/Phase	 Main	 Directional	 Time	 Directional











Figure 4.1: Configuration of a feedforward amplifier.
There are a number of factors which affect the amplitude and phase matching in a practical
system. The frequency-dependent nature of the components in both paths (most notably the
amplifiers and amplitude and phase controllers) cause alteration of the amplitude and phase
across the frequency band. Secondly, the nonlinearity of the error amplifier causes changes in
the amplitude and phase of the error signal, dependent upon the envelope level.
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of two signals with different time delays, phases and amplitudes. Practical verification of the
analysis is presented.
4.2.2 Typical Characteristics
The linearity of a feedforward amplifier is theoretically analysed in Appendix B (Section B.1).
The cancellation which can be achieved is shown to be dependent upon the amplitude and
phase differences between the two paths. The amplitude error is denoted by JA, and phase
difference between the paths is given by 0 + JO, where 0 is the gross phase shift, and JO takes
account of any further phase error. If the two paths are not exactly time matched, the delay
mismatch (6.7-) reduces cancellation across the band. The cancellation which can be attained
at an angular frequency w is given by
C dB = —10 log10 {1 ± (1 + 6A) 2 + 2(1 + SA) cos PAT — 0 — JO)}	 (4.1)
and the phase difference between the input and the cancelled output, Ary, is given by
(1 + 5A) sin (wAr — 0 — JO) 
Ary = tan-1 ( 1 + (1 + bit) cos (Ci., AT — 0 — 60)
There are a number of cases which must be considered to illustrate the analysis fully.
Cancellation with no delay mismatch
In a practical feedforward system the delay mismatch is usually incorrectly assumed to be
zero, by the use of compensating delay lines, and the gross phase shift assumed to be 180°.
The cancellation which can be attained is thus limited by the amplitude and phase errors
between the two paths (SA and JO respectively) and is shown in Figure 4.2(a), and in contour
form in Figure 4.2(b). The matching required is stringent; to achieve 30dB of distortion
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Figure 4.2: Cancellation between signals applied to the inputs of a combiner with amplitude
and phase errors.
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Cancellation with delay mismatch, but no amplitude or phase errors
If there is some delay mismatch between the two cancellation paths, it is not possible to
attain the required 180 0 phase difference for ideal cancellation, at all frequencies. However,
it is possible to have phase matching at one frequency (coo), usually arranged to be the centre
of the band, where perfect cancellation will occur (i.e., WoAT = nr). At frequencies other
than this the cancellation will reduce.
The resultant output, when two signals are combined, across a 2MHz band at a centre fre-
quency of 221MHz is shown in Figure 4.3(a), with delay mismatches of one to four cycles with
respect to the centre frequency, with no amplitude or phase errors. The cancellation is at a
maximum at the centre frequency and decreases towards the extremes of the band and as the
number of cycles of delay mismatch is increased. However, greater than 30dB of cancellation
is possible across the entire band with one cycle of delay mismatch. The phase difference
between the input and output is shown in Figure 4.3(b). From the extremes of the band to
the centre frequency the phase difference tends to ±90°, whilst at the centre frequency there
is a step in phase of 180°.
(a) Resultant output	 (b) Phase shift (one cycle of delay mismatch)
Figure 4.3: Effect of delay mismatch on resultant output and phase shift across 2MHz band,
at a centre frequency of 221MHz, with delay mismatch as a parameter.
Figure 4.4: Practical resultant output and phase shift across 2MHz band with centre frequency
of 221MHz, and one cycle of delay mismatch.
This analysis has been experimentally verified, and the results for the 220-222MHz band are




close agreement with the theoretical results shown in Figure 4.3. The imperfect cancellation
at the centre of the band is due to a small residual amplitude error.
The cancellation across the band is dependent upon the relative bandwidth, as shown in
Figure 4.5 (with no amplitude or phase error). If cancellation, rather than reinforcement
occurs (i.e., positive cancellation) the cancellation decreases almost linearly with the loga-
rithm of the relative bandwidth, and doubling the delay mismatch reduces the cancellation
by approximately 6dB.
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Figure 4.5: Cancellation versus relative bandwidth, with no amplitude or phase errors.
Cancellation with delay mismatch, and additional amplitude and phase errors
Figure 4.6 shows the effect which amplitude and phase errors have on the cancellation of
the signals with some delay mismatch (10 cycles in this example). The additional errors will
obviously reduce the amount of cancellation which can be attained. However, two distinct
regions can be identified. Reducing the relative bandwidth from 10% improves the cancellation
in a similar manner to that shown in Figure 4.5. Thus, the cancellation is determined largely
by the amount of delay mismatch. However, as the relative bandwidth is further reduced,
the cancellation becomes almost constant; in this region the amplitude error (or phase error)
determines the cancellation. Therefore, for small relative bandwidths, the effects of delay
mismatch on the cancellation may be negligible compared to those of the amplitude and
phase errors. This is important in narrowband systems, since the delays may be reduced or
eliminated without affecting the linearity, whilst (as will be shown in Section 4.3) significantly
improving the power efficiency.
Cancellation with delay mismatch of less than A/2
In standard feedforward systems, the delays are usually matched to within a half-wavelength
(A/2), and cancellation is achieved by adjusting the gross phase shift from 180°. The combi-
nation of this small delay mismatch and gross phase shift can achieve perfect cancellation at
a single frequency, coo, in which case
cooAT - = rcir	 (4.3)
The cancellation utilising a combination of gross phase shift and delay, with no additional
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Figure 4.6: Cancellation across relative bands, with 10 cycles of delay mismatch, and addi-
tional amplitude or phase errors.
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(b) 5A = 0.01dB, (54) = 00	(c) 5A = OdB, 50 = 0.1°
Figure 4.7: Cancellation across relative bandwidths, with combination of phase and delay to
achieve a 180° phase difference at the centre of the band.
and phase errors in Figures 4.7(b) and 4.7(c) respectively. The gross phase extends from 0 to
180°, requiring the delay mismatch to extend from A/2 to 0, to compensate.
Without amplitude and phase errors the cancellation reduces rapidly if the gross phase shift,
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0, is not equal to 1800 (i.e., the delay mismatch is not zero). However, any amplitude
or phase error reduces the degradation in cancellation if 0 0 1800 . In a practical system
there will always be some small amplitude and phase errors, hence the latter case is more
representative. In practical narrowband systems the reduction in cancellation caused by a
gross phase shift of other than 180° is negligible, and so the delays are only required to be
relatively closely matched. This is not the case in practical wideband systems, since the
degradation in cancellation can be significant. It is therefore important to match the delays
as closely as possible in wideband feedforward systems.
4.2.3 Adaptive Control Schemes
The previous section has demonstrated how accurately the amplitude and phase balance be-
tween the cancelling signals in a feedforward system must be. Due to the open-loop nature of
the feedforward technique, it cannot automatically compensate for any changes in amplitude
or phase which would reduce linearity performance. For this reason, some means of adaptively
controlling the amplitude and phase of the paths is generally required. In a dynamic sense,
the speed of adaption may be required to be relatively slow, to compensate for the effects of
temperature, or very rapid, to allow multiple channels to be switched on and off, or hopped
in frequency, for example. To this end, a number of adaption techniques have been suggested,
the basic principles of which will be briefly described. These schemes have no effect on the
ultimate linearity of the feedforward system, but potentially allow the optimum linearity to
be maintained at all times.
Pilot-tone adaption
This simple adaption scheme [1,2] uses a single frequency tone which is injected into the main
signal path, and recovered at the feedforward amplifier output. As the signal is not present
in the error (reference) path it should be cancelled in the same way as the main amplifier
distortion. The amplitudes and phases are adjusted until the magnitude of the pilot-tone is
minimised, and thus the distortion is minimised.
Whilst being simple, there are a number of disadvantages with the technique. Minimisation
of the pilot-tone minimises the distortion around the pilot-tone frequency, but no account is
taken of distortion at other parts of the band; thus the scheme is narrowband. Additional
tones could be used throughout the band of operation, but this has obvious implications in
complexity. The pilot-tone will occupy one of the channels which could be used for trans-
mitting useful information, and so system capacity is reduced. In practice the technique does
not adapt quickly, making its use in channel switching/hopping applications restrictive.
Signal correlation adaption
This method [3, 4] generally uses the signals already present throughout the feedforward
amplifier to adapt the amplitude and phase controllers, and thus system capacity is unaffected.
Correlation between signals is used to generate a complex error signal which enables the
average cancellation of the distortion to be maximised.
This method allows transparent and rapid adaption of the feedforward amplifier. However,
direct correlation, generating a dc error signal, is susceptible to dc offsets throughout the
control circuitry (particularly the dc offset of the mixer used to correlate the signals). This
disadvantage may be eliminated by downconverting the signals using slightly offset LO fre-
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quencies [5, 6]. Correlation of these downconverted signals produces an error signal at a low
frequency (typically a few kHz), which is then minimised, without being affected by dc offsets.
4.2.4 Reduction of Component Frequency—Dependence
The frequency—dependent nature of an amplifier and accompanying components degrades
the level of distortion cancellation which can be attained with feedforward linearisation. It
has been shown, however, [7] that the feedforward process reduces the frequency—dependent
variation across the operating bandwidth. Thus, the use of an additional feedforward loop,
termed a zeroth loop, has been suggested [6], prior to the standard feedforward technique.
This would reduce the frequency—dependent variation of the amplitude and phase across the
band, and improve distortion cancellation, at the cost of increased complexity.
4.3 The Efficiency of a Feedforward Amplifier
4.3.1 Introduction
The efficiency of a feedforward amplifier is inherently lower than that of the main amplifier,
since the error amplifier is consuming power without producing useful output power (the
output power is in fact reduced since the distortion is cancelled). The overall feedforward
efficiency is not only affected by the efficiencies of the individual amplifiers, but is also highly
dependent upon the error injection coupling factor, and the insertion loss of the time delay
elements in the main signal path.
The effect of the error injection coupling factor has previously been examined [8]. The choice of
coupling factor affects both the main and error path losses, and thus there is an optimal value
which trades—off these losses to attain maximum overall efficiency. High values of coupling
factor (e.g., 20dB), produce low main path loss, but large error path loss, and thus significant
power is required from the error amplifier, reducing overall efficiency. Low values of coupling
factor (e.g., 3dB), cause high main path loss, but small error path loss. Whilst this requires
lower error amplifier power than the former case, the main amplifier power requirement is
increased. It will be shown that there is an optimum coupling factor which compromises these
two effects.
The finite insertion loss of the time delay elements in the main path result in significant
power loss, and therefore reduced efficiency. This section extends the theory given in [8] to
include the effects of both the error injection coupling factor and the insertion loss of the delay
elements. Practical results of a feedforward system using class C main and error amplifiers
are given.
Two methods to improve the power efficiency of the feedforward amplifier are presented. In
the previous section, it was shown that it is possible to reduce the main path delay, and
still retain significant linearity (particularly in systems with a small relative bandwidth).
Reducing the main path delay (or even eliminating it), reduces its loss, and hence improves
efficiency. An alternative method is to utilise the power from the error am'plifier wasted in the
output coupler to supplement the dc power supplied to the amplifiers. In highly nonlinear,
high efficiency applications, this recovered power can improve the overall power efficiency by
a significant amount.
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4.3.2 Typical Theoretical Characteristics
The efficiency of a feedforward amplifier is theoretically analysed in Appendix B (Section B.2)
and is given by





nA1 FIM( 1— CDC) + riA2 LCDC( 1 + FIM)
where im i and 77,12
 are the efficiencies of the main and error amplifiers respectively, Fim is
the power of the third—order IMPs relative to the linear output, CDC is the coupling factor
of C2 and L is the delay insertion loss (all in linear terms). The coupling factor which gives
optimal efficiency is given by
CDC OPT =
71,41FIM — r1A2L( 1 + FIM)
The sensitivity of a particular function, y, to a parameter x is denoted as ST; for example a
sensitivity of 5 means that a 1% change in x leads to a 5% change in y. The sensitivity of the
feedforward amplifier efficiency to the error amplifier efficiency, S 7,742 , may be shown to be
nAll'im(1-	 CDC)
eff =71A2
The analysis is illustrated using two theoretical feedforward amplifiers each having either
class A or class C main and error amplifiers. The class A amplifiers are assumed to have
power efficiencies of 15%, with third—order IMPs 35dB below the carrier level (-35dBc) in
a two—tone test. The class C amplifiers are assumed to have power efficiencies of 60%, with
third—order IMPs at —15dBc.
The efficiencies of the two feedforward amplifiers are compared in Figure 4.8. In the ideal case
of zero delay insertion loss, the class C—based feedforward amplifier has a maximum efficiency
of 42%. Whilst this is a significant reduction in efficiency compared to the main amplifier
alone (60%), the amplifier still shows reasonable efficiency. The maximum efficiency of the
class A—based feedforwa.rd amplifier assuming zero delay loss is 14.5%; a negligible reduction
in main amplifier efficiency (15%).
The maximum efficiencies can be seen to be markedly reduced with even small amounts of
delay insertion loss. In the class C case the maximum efficiency is reduced from 42% in the
ideal case, to 35% with ldB of delay insertion loss, and to only 28% with 2dB of loss. In the
class A case, whilst there is negligible difference between the main amplifier and feedforward
amplifier efficiencies with zero insertion loss, this is not the case if delay loss is present. The
maximum efficiency is reduced from 14.5% in the ideal case to 11.5% and 9% with ldB and
2dB of delay loss respectively.
Another effect of the delay insertion loss is that a higher power main amplifier is required to
generate a given output power. For example, a delay insertion loss of 1dB would require the
main amplifier to have a peak envelope power (PEP) rating approximately 25% greater than
that required with zero delay loss.
The coupling factor value is more critical for the class C amplifier case than for the class A
case. In the latter case, it is possible to reduce the coupling factor without significantly
affecting the efficiency or the main amplifier power rating, but lowering the error amplifier
power rating significantly.
The maximum theoretical feedforward amplifier efficiency, assuming that the optimum cou-
pling factor is used, is shown in Figure 4.9 for the two feedforward amplifiers. This illustrates
how rapidly the feedforward efficiency falls as the delay insertion loss increases.
nAiFIM — V71,41 71A2 FIML ( 1 + FIM) (4.5)
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Figure 4.9: Maximum feedforward amplifier efficiency using class C and class A amplifiers
(assuming optimal output coupling factor).
The feedforward amplifier efficiency is not highly dependent upon the error amplifier efficiency,
as shown in Figure 4.10. This is to be expected since the error amplifier has a lower output
power than the main amplifier, particularly if the main amplifier is reasonably linear, as is
the case with the class A—based feedforward amplifier. Therefore, it may possible to increase
the error amplifier linearity, at the expense of its efficiency, increasing the overall linearity
without degrading overall efficiency to a large extent.
To illustrate this effect further, the sensitivity of the feedforward amplifier efficiency to the
error amplifier efficiency with the class A— and class C—based feedforward amplifier examples
are shown in Figure 4.11. In the case of the class C—based feedforward amplifier, reducing the
error amplifier efficiency by 1% (from 60%) reduces the overall efficiency by approximately
0.14%, and in the case of the class A—based feedforward amplifier a 1% reduction (from 15%)
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Figure 4.10: Maximum feedforward amplifier efficiency versus error amplifier efficiency.
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Figure 4.11: Sensitivity of feedforward amplifier efficiency (77ff) to error amplifier efficiency
(71A2), SZ•
4.3.3 Practical Feedforward System Results
A feedforward system was constructed using high efficiency class C main and error amplifiers,
with class A driver amplifiers. The main amplifier operated over the frequency range 220—
222MHz, with a peak output of 10W (40dBm), and third—order IMPs nominally at —15dBc
in a two—tone test. The coupling factors used were Cl = 33.5dB and C2 = 8.9dB; the time
delays were implemented using coaxial cable, and the main path delay insertion loss was 1.0dB.
The PEP rating of the error amplifier, with the output coupling factor of 8.9dB, was required
to be greater than 2.5W (33.9dBm). The two class C amplifiers were both constructed using
VMOS transistors which have a number of advantages over BJTs, particularly in that their
gain and efficiency are higher, and that the bias point is much easier to adjust, allowing fine






The uncorrected output signal of the main amplifier with a two—tone test input signal is
shown in Figure 4.12(a). The two tones are spaced 50kHz apart in the centre of the band,
and the output power per tone is 34dBm (corresponding to approximately 40dBm PEP). The
third—order IMPs are at a level of —16dBc, and the other IMP orders are also at a significant
level. The output of the feedforward amplifier is shown in Figure 4.12(b); the highest IMP



































Centre Freq: 221 MHz	 Span: 2 MHz
Res. B/W: 1 kHz Video B/W: 1 kHz Sweep: 6 s
(a) Uncorrected output
Centre Freq: 221 MHz	 Span: 2 MHz
Res. B/W: 1 kHz Video B/W: 1 kHz Sweep: 6 s
(b) Corrected (feedforward) output








































Centre Freq: 221 MHz	 Span: 2 MHz
Res. B/W: 1 kHz Video B/W: 1 kHz Sweep: 6 s
(a) Subtracter output
Centre Freq: 221 MHz	 Span: 2 MHz
Res. B/W: 1 kHz Video B/W: 1 kHz Sweep: 6 s
(b) Error amplifier output
Figure 4.13: Output of subtracter and error amplifier with two—tone input.
To achieve the best distortion cancellation in the system output, it was found necessary to
adjust the main loop amplitude and phase shift such that the original two tones were not op-
timally cancelled. The error signal at the output of the subtracter is shown in Figure 4.13(a),
which is then amplified by the class C error amplifier to obtain the error signal shown in
Figure 4.13(b). It can be seen that the two error signals are significantly different, due to the
high degree of nonlinearity of the error amplifier. The residual two tones will intermodulate
with the distortion whilst passing through the error amplifier, altering the characteristics of
the IMPs at its output. The resultant IMPs have an amplitude and phase which is, therefore,
dependent upon the nonlineaxity of the error amplifier and upon the level of the original
two tones. Thus it is possible to reduce the effect of the distortion introduced by the error
amplifier on its output signal, by injecting more of the original carriers into the error loop.
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In practice, an overall linearity improvement of more than 6dB has been achieved by this
technique.
Time Domain Results
The envelope of the uncorrected output signal from the main amplifier is shown in Fig-
ure 4.14(a). There is a small region of the envelope in which the transistor is cut—off, followed
by a very rapid rise, as the transistor starts to conduct, and finally saturation.
Res. B/W: 3 MHz Video B/W: 3 MHz Sweep: 60 ps	 Res. B/W: 3 MHz Video B/W: 3 MHz Sweep: 60 ta
Figure 4.14: Envelope of uncorrected and corrected amplifier output with two—tone input.
The envelope of the feedforward amplifier output is shown in Figure 4.14(b). The cut—off
and saturation regions have been eliminated, since the error amplifier supplies the output
power under these conditions. The envelope has a much more gradual rise, consistent with
the overall amplifier operating more linearly.
Power Efficiency Results
A two—tone input applied to the main amplifier produces an efficiency close to 55% for the
main amplifier chain (i.e., main amplifier plus driver amplifier), and an efficiency of approx-
imately 40% for the error amplifier chain. The low error amplifier efficiency occurs because
the peak—to—mean ratio of its input signal is much higher than that for two tones, due to
the large number of distortion products present in its input spectrum. This effect has been
examined in [9]. Using these efficiencies, and the measured delay insertion loss of 1.0dB,
the predicted feedforward amplifier efficiency is 31%. The actual efficiency measured was
27%. The discrepancy is mainly due to the higher—order IMPs present, which have not been
considered in the theoretical analysis.
4.3.4 Improving the efficiency by reducing the Main Path delay
The feedforward amplifier efficiency can be significantly improved by reducing the loss of the
main path delay. This can be achieved by using high quality delay lines, or by reducing
the time delay. The former solution is costly, and some loss is inevitable, creating a limited
improvement. The latter solution will introduce delay mismatch between the two cancellation
paths, having an effect on the linearity. This effect has been investigated in Section 4.2.1, and
it was shown that significant levels of distortion cancellation are still possible, particularly if











To practically demonstrate the effects of reducing the main path delay in a feedforward
system, the feedforward amplifier described in the previous section was used. The main path
delay was eliminated; equivalent to a delay mismatch of 5 cycles of the centre frequency. The
output signal of this amplifier with a two tone test applied is shown in Figure 4.15. The
maximum IMP level is —32dBc, compared with —35dBc for the response with the correct
delay (Figure 4.12(b)). Thus, most of the linearity has been retained. However, it can be
seen that the higher—order IMPs are not cancelled to the same extent, consistent with the
fact that the cancellation is reduced across the band. The efficiency has been increased to





Centre Freq: 221 MHz	 Span: 2 MHz
Res. B/W: 1 kHz Video B/W: 1 kHz Sweep: 6 s
Figure 4.15: Feedforward amplifier output with two tone input and 5 cycles of main path
delay mismatch.
4.3.5 Improving the efficiency by power recovery
One source of inefficiency in a feedforward amplifier is the error amplifier power wasted in
the output coupler, C2. For example, assume a class C main amplifier generating 10w,
with IMPs at —15dBc in a two—tone test. Using a 10dB output coupler would require an
error amplifier power of approximately 3W. However, 90% of this power would be wasted
in the output coupler termination, corresponding to 2.7W. One method of recovering the
wasted power has been suggested in a LINC combiner, and consists of replacing the 50S2
termination of the coupler by a matched RF rectifier l . The rectified RF signal may be used
to supplement the dc supply for example by charging the supply batteries. This could be
done with high efficiency, recovering 70-85% of the wasted power. The new configuration is
shown in Figure 4.16; the amplitude and phase controllers have been removed for clarity.
Typical Theoretical Characteristics
Theoretical analysis of the feedforward amplifier efficiency utilising this technique is presented
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Figure 4.16: The configuration of a feedforward amplifier with power recovery.
where 17pR is the efficiency of the power recovery circuitry. The coupling factor which gives
optimal efficiency is given by
FimL(1 Fim)( 1 — nA2nPR)71.11 F1M( 1 nA2nPR) 0/MnA2 CDC,OPT =	 (4.8)
ninFim(1— nA2nPR) nA2L(1+ Fad)
The improvement in efficiency which can be provided by power recovery for the class C—based
feedforward amplifier is shown in Figure 4.17. The efficiency could be improved by 4.3% with
a 100% power recovery efficiency, or by 3% with a 75% power recovery efficiency, assuming no
delay insertion loss. The improvement which can be attained is reduced as the delay insertion
loss increases, and depends greatly upon the error amplifier power, and hence the linearity of
the main amplifier. Therefore, using the technique with class A amplifiers does not give any
significant efficiency improvement.
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Figure 4.17: Feedforward amplifier efficiencies using standard and power—recovered system
topologies with typical class C amplifiers.
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4.4 Combined use of Predistortion and Feedforward
Linearisation
The efficiency of a feedforward amplifier has been shown in the previous section to be signifi-
cantly lower than that of the main amplifier if the main amplifier is nonlinear. The efficiency
can be improved by some extent using the techniques described. An alternative method is now
described which can improve both the linearity and the efficiency of a feedforward amplifier
by a significant amount.
Analogue predistortion techniques, described in Section 3.6.3, can currently improve the lin-
earity of an amplifier by only a small degree (typically 10-15dB), whilst retaining the amplifier
power efficiency2 . This modest level of linearity improvement prohibits its exclusive use in
most applications requiring good linearity. However, the use of predistortion on the main am-
plifier in a feedforward system could result in a significant improvement in overall efficiency
and linearity over feedforward linearisation alone. The error signal would be at a much lower
level, since the main amplifier has been made more linear due to the use of predistortion,
and hence the error amplifier power rating can be much reduced. This allows the use of a
more linear (and less efficient) error amplifier, without degrading the overall efficiency, whilst
improving overall linearity. The effect of predistortion of the main amplifier on the overall
efficiency of the theoretical class C-based feedforward amplifier is shown in Figure 4.18 (this
figure has been obtained using Equation 4.4 by reducing the initial IMP level from -15dBc
by the predistortion level). Without predistortion, the maximum efficiency which can be
attained is 42%; this is significantly increased by using only small amounts of predistortion.
With 10dB of predistortion improvement, the efficiency is 52%, and with 20dB of predistor-
tion improvement it is 57%. The main amplifier efficiency is 60% and, therefore, the reduction
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Figure 4.18: Overall Efficiency of a Feedforward Amplifier with Predistortion using class C
amplifiers.
The main path delay loss still affects the overall efficiency. However, the improved linearity of
the main amplifier due to predistortion could enable the use of more delay mismatch, whilst
still retaining linearity.
The sensitivity of the feedforward amplifier efficiency to the error amplifier efficiency with the
2However, the author knows of no published material for analogue predistortion of class C amplifiers. In
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predistorted theoretical class C-based feedforward amplifier example, is shown in Figure 4.19.
It can be seen that increased levels of predistortion rapidly reduce the sensitivity of the
feedforward amplifier efficiency to the error amplifier efficiency. Thus, it becomes acceptable
to use a more linear error amplifier to improve the linearity, without its reduced efficiency
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Figure 4.19: Sensitivity of the class C-based feedforward amplifier efficiency (7/ff) to error am-
plifier efficiency (77,4 2 ), S,771, with predistortion of the main amplifier, assuming
no main path delay loss.
4.4.1 Practical Results
Another practical amplifier system has been constructed, operating at a centre frequency of
850MHz. This has been linearised using both feedforward and predistortion individually, and
by a combination of both techniques. The main amplifier used is a class C power module,
the output spectrum of which is shown in Figure 4.20(a) when a two-tone signal is applied
(at 100kHz spacing). The highest IMP level is at -14dBc at an output power of 33dBm per
tone. The power efficiency under these conditions is 35%.
Feedforward linearisation only
Feedforward linearisation of this amplifier has been applied, using another class C power
module as the error amplifier, with the delay elements removed. The main path loss of 1.5dB
is made up of the through loss of the coupler (0.65dB) along with further losses introduced
by connectors and mismatches, and reduces the level of the output tones to 31.5dBm. The
output spectrum of the feedforward amplifier with a two-tone signal applied is shown in
Figure 4.20(b). The maximum IMP level has been reduced to -30dBc, an improvement of
16dB.
The error amplifier power rating is required to be approximately 20% of that of the main
amplifier. This is a very significant fraction of the main amplifier rating, and thus the error
amplifier will have a large effect on the overall efficiency. The two-tone power efficiency of
the feedforward amplifier is 19%, compared with 35% for the main amplifier alone. The
maximum theoretical efficiency with the output coupling factor of 8.5dB, and the measured



















































Centre Freq: 850 MHz	 Span: 4 MHz











Centre Freq: 850 MHz	 Span: 4 MHz
Res. B/W: 3 kHz Video B/W: 3 kHz Sweep: 1.2
(b) Feedforward only
Centre Freq: 850 MHz	 Span: 4 MHz
Res. B/W: 3 kHz Video B/W: 3 kHz Sweep: 1.2
(c) Predistortion only
Centre Freq: 850 MHz	 Span: 4 MHz
Res. B/W: 3 kHz Video B/W: 3 kHz Sweep: 1.2
(d) Combined feedforward and predistortion
Figure 4.20: Amplifier output signals with two-tone input applied, with and without lineari-
sation.
Analogue predistortion only
An intermediate frequency (IF) scalar analogue predistorter was constructed, operating at a
centre frequency of 200MHz. The block diagram for the predistorter is shown in Figure 4.21
(the figures are unordered to facilitate comparison of the output spectra). The output spec-
trum of the predistorted amplifier with a two-tone test signal applied, operating at an output
power of 33dBm per tone, is shown in Figure 4.20(c). The performance of a predistortion
amplifier will be more thoroughly examined in the following chapter.
The maximum IMP level of the amplifier has been reduced by 9dB to -23dBc. Whilst
this is substantially less than the improvement using feedforward linearisation, the power
efficiency has been largely unaltered (32.5%), and the output power is slightly greater due
to the lack of main path couplers. The extra power consumption introduced by the IF strip
has been ignored, to allow meaningful comparison of the techniques, and because it would
have less effect on the overall efficiency if a higher power main amplifier were to be used.
The linearity improvement is relatively modest, and illustrates the difficulties in predistorting
class C amplifiers.
Referring to the predistortion amplifier output spectrum, it can be seen that there is a sig-
nificant increase in the noise floor. This is due to the predistorter network and the mixers









Figure 4.21: Block diagram of the constructed IF predistorter.
Combined predistortion and feedforward linearisation
To investigate the performance of the combined use of feedforward and predistortion, the main
amplifier in the feedforward system is predistorted, and a class A error amplifier used. The
predistorted main amplifier has an IMP level of —23dBc, and with the chosen error injection
coupler value of 10dB, the PEP rating of the error amplifier has been substantially reduced
to approximately 5% of the main amplifier rating.
There is a small loss through the error injection coupler (ideally 0.4dB) and, together with
other losses, the total main path insertion loss is 0.8dB. This additional loss reduces the
output power and the overall efficiency to some degree. Without the feedforward correction,
but with the couplers connected, the efficiency of the predistorted amplifier is reduced from
32.5% to 28%.
The two—tone test output spectrum of the combined predistortion and feedforward amplifier
is shown in Figure 4.20(d); the highest IMP level is at —43dBc, an improvement of 29dB. The
overall two—tone power efficiency is 21%. The predicted overall efficiency assuming no extra
main path losses (other than the error injection coupler) is 28%; this is reduced to 25% with
the measured additional loss.
The efficiency is slightly greater than that attained using feedforward linearisation alone (21%
as opposed to 19%), although the theoretical efficiency is significantly greater (28% as opposed
to 21%). Thus, there is much room for improvement of the combined amplifier system in terms
of its efficiency. The linearity improvement is much greater than that attained using either
linearisation technique alone (29dB compared with 16dB for feedforward linearisation, and
9dB for predistortion). Both the efficiency and the linearity can be increased by improving
the predistortion network, which currently only provides a reduction of distortion of 9dB, to
produce a highly linear and efficient amplifier.
In the combined predistortion and feedforward case, feedforward linearisation is providing
20dB of distortion cancellation. It is anticipated that the linearity may be further improved,
without significant loss in overall efficiency, by improving the linearity of the error amplifier.
It is likely that the distortion cancellation provided by the feedforward technique could be
increased to better than 30dB, resulting in IMPs of less than —55dBc. The linearity may be
increased still further by improvements in the predistortion network.
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Referring to the output spectrum of the combined predistortion and feedforward amplifier,
it can be seen that the noise introduced by the predistorter, evident in Figure 4.20(c), has
been significantly reduced. This is due to the fact that the noise is added into the main path,
and does not appear in the error path; thus, it will be cancelled in the same manner as the
distortion. This is an added advantage of applying feedforward linearisation to a predistortion
amplifier.
4.5 Summary
The linearity of a feedforward amplifier has been theoretically examined, and it has been
shown that to obtain good linearity requires very close amplitude and phase balance of the
two paths across the band. To maintain this balance will, in general, require the use of an
adaptive control mechanism. A scheme has been described which reduces the frequency-
dependent amplitude and phase variation across the band, potentially providing increased
distortion cancellation.
In applications with large relative bandwidth (> 3%), it is necessary for the gross phase shift
to be as close to 180° as possible, with no delay mismatch, in order to achieve high levels
of cancellation. In small relative bandwidth applications this is not so important, since the
amplitude and phase errors caused by component frequency-dependency, and non-optimal
adaption, will usually have a more significant effect. In these applications it may also be
acceptable to reduce the delay times by integer numbers of cycles of the centre frequency.
Whilst this will reduce linearity to some extent, the increase in power efficiency is significant.
The degradation in linearity so caused may be insignificant due to the other amplitude and
phase errors, as previously described.
The efficiency of a feedforward amplifier has been examined, and the effects of main path
delay insertion loss and output coupling factor have been described. It has been shown
that there is an optimal coupling factor to attain highest efficiency, and that its value is more
critical when highly nonlinear main amplifiers are used. The theory presented also shows that
minimisation of the main path delay insertion loss in a feedforward linearisation system is
critical in high-efficiency applications. Failure to do this results in severely reduced efficiency,
and a significant increase in the required power rating of the main amplifier. The theoretical
results presented give good agreement with those of the practical feedforward amplifier.
In the practical class C amplifier, the linearity of the main amplifier has been significantly
improved by feedforward linearisation, with a reduction in the highest IMP level of 19dB.
The third-order IMPs were reduced to a level approximating that of a class A amplifier. The
use of a nonlinear error amplifier causes the output to have significant levels of high-order
distortion, which does not occur in class A amplification, and increases its spectral occupancy.
The effect which the error amplifier nonlinearity has on the overall linearity performance can
be counteracted to some extent by retaining a significant level of the original two tones. The
efficiency of the feedforward amplifier is significantly better than that attainable with class A
amplifiers of similar linearity. It is anticipated that this could be further increased with the
use of improved driver amplifiers.
The high-order distortion produced limits the applicability of using class C-based feedforward
amplifiers to systems requiring only modest linearity, such as satellite transmitters, or those
involving a small envelope variation on the RF signal (such as certain filtered digital modu-
lation formats). To counter this, additional feedforward processes may be added to improve
linearity at the expense of power efficiency and complexity, or a combination of linearisation
schemes used.
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The efficiency of the practical feedforward amplifier was improved by eliminating the main
path delay. This was found to improve the efficiency by 6%, whilst only increasing the level
of the highest IMP by 3dB.
Theoretical analysis was also presented for a scheme which could be used to improve the
efficiency of feedforward amplifiers by making use of the power from the error amplifier which
is lost in the output coupler. The effect has been shown to only be significant when highly
nonlinear main amplifiers are used, with very small delay insertion loss. In practice, therefore,
it is unlikely that the extra complexity added by the use of the power recovery technique, to
gain a small improvement in efficiency, would warrant its use.
Finally, it has been suggested that, to counter the poor power efficiency characteristics of
a feedforward amplifier, whilst also improving linearity, a combination of predistortion and
feedforward linearisation be used. To illustrate this, a practical system has been constructed
using either predistortion or feedforward linearisation alone, and then a combination of the
two. It has been shown that the combined system can offer both improved linearity and
efficiency compared with either technique in isolation. However, at present, the linearity
improvement of analogue predistortion techniques is small, which limits the performance of
the combined system. Therefore, further study of analogue predistortion is required, and will
be presented in the following chapters.
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This chapter describes the factors which affect the linearity and efficiency
of a predistortion amplifier. The ideal predistorter characteristic is de-
rived, and a computer simulation is presented to predict the performance
of a predistortion amplifier. The instantaneous and average efficiencies
of a predistortion amplifier are derived, and using this information its
average efficiency using various representative input signals is calculated,





CHAPTER 5	 BROADBAND PREDISTORTION LINEARISATION
5.1 Introduction
Broadband linearisation of RF power amplifiers can be achieved with either the feedforward
technique described in Chapter 4, or the predistortion technique. Broadband predistortion
generally uses analogue components, operating at either the carrier frequency (RF predis-
tortion), or some intermediate frequency (IF predistortion). The linearity and efficiency
characteristics of a predistortion amplifier will be further examined in this chapter.
5.2 Linearity Considerations of Predistortion Linearisation
5.2.1 Ideal Predistorter Characteristic
The configuration of a predistortion amplifier is shown in Figure 5.1. The transfer charac-
teristic of the predistorter is chosen to minimise the level of distortion at the output of the
amplifier. It is possible to deduce the required predistorter transfer characteristic from that
of the amplifier in the following manner.
Predistorter	 Amplifier
y(t)n
Figure 5.1: Configuration of a predistortion amplifier.
An input signal, x(t), is applied to the predistorter which has a transfer characteristic, Tp(.),
generating an output signal, w(t), thus
w(t) = Tp(x(t))	 (5.1)
This is then applied to the amplifier, and generates the output y(t), where
y(t) = .TA (w(t))	 (5.2)
It may be easily seen that the amplifier output in terms of the overall (predistorter) input is
given by
y(t) = TA(Tp(x(t)))	 (5.3)
Therefore, if the output y(t) is required to be a linearly amplified version of the overall input
x(t), i.e., y(t) = kx(t), the predistorter characteristic is required to be
.Fp(x(t)) = TA -1 (kx(t))	 (5.4)
Thus, the ideal predistorter characteristic is given by the inverse of the amplifier transfer
characteristic.
The ideal predistorter characteristic in terms of its AM/AM and AM/PM conversion is now
determined. This allows simple determination of the ideal predistorter characteristic from
easily measured amplifier data. The input signal, x(t), in analytical form, is assumed to be a
modulated carrier
x(t) . A(t)0(cotd-c6(t))	 (5.5)
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To avoid confusion, time will be made implicit for the modulation. Hence,
x(t) = Ae3(wil4)	 (5.6)
This is applied to the predistorter which has AM/AM conversion Fp( . ) and AM/PM conver-
sion Gp( . ) to give an output w(t), thus
w(t) = F p (A) eiG P (A) egwt-Fq5)	 (5.7)
The amplitude of the predistorter output signal, I w(t)I, is given by
jw(t)I = Fp(A)	 (5.8)
This signal is then applied to the amplifier which has AM/AM conversion F AO , and AM/PM
conversion GA(), to generate the output signal y(t), thus
Fp (A)) e3(	 (G A (F p (A)) + G p (A)) exwt+0)	 (5.9)Y(t) = FA 
To achieve linear gain k with a constant phase shift 61 , the required output is given by
y(t) = kx(t)ei°	 (5.10)
Hence,
kA = F A (F p (A))	 (5.11)




G p(A) = 0— G A (Fp(A))
Gp(A) = 0 — G A (F A -1 (k.A))
5.2.2 Nonlinear Elements used for Predistortion
There are two general types of nonlinear elements used for the predistortion block; the poly-
nomial predistorter and the generic predistorter.
Polynomial predistorter
The polynomial predistorter uses separate nonlinearities to reduce each order of distortion.
Hence, a cubic nonlinearity can be used to reduce the third—order IMPs, and a quintic non-
linearity can be used to reduce fifth—order IMPs, etc.. These nonlinear outputs are added
to a linear version of the input signal, and applied to the amplifier. However, the individual
nonlinearities will not only affect the level of IMPs of the same order, but also lower orders
(including the linear part).
The complexity of this type of predistorter usually limits its use to third—order IMP reduction.
This will generally only be acceptable for amplifiers with predominantly third—order distor-
tion, such as travelling wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs), and saturating class A solid—state
amplifiers.
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Generic predistorter
The generic predistorter uses a nonlinear device exhibiting a transfer characteristic which is
the approximate inverse of the amplifier transfer characteristic. Since analogue predistortion
appears to have thus far only been considered for saturating, reasonably linear amplifiers, the
predistorter characteristics are generally expansive to counteract the compressive nature of the
amplifier. Typical devices used include dual gate GaAs FETs operating close to pinch—off [1],
or Schottky diodes [2].
5.2.3 Predistortion Architecture
Scalar predistorter
This predistortion architecture uses a single nonlinear element as the predistorter, of either the
polynomial or generic type. Figure 5.2 shows the use of a scalar cubic polynomial predistorter,
and its effect on the third—order distortion produced by the amplifier. The gain and phase of
the paths are adjusted to achieve maximum cancellation of the distortion. It is not possible
for a single nonlinearity to completely cancel the distortion introduced by the AM/AM and
AM/PM conversion of the amplifier (unless only a single order of distortion is present), and
so, performance is limited with this technique.
Figure 5.2: Scalar predistorter using a cubic non/inearity.
There have been many results published on the use of a scalar predistorter at IF and RF.
Aihara et at [3] attained an improvement in third—order IMPs of 10dB at 6GHz using a cubic
polynomial RF predistorter. Blair et at [4] obtained 8dB of suppression at the same centre
frequency over a 30MHz bandwidth with a cubic polynomial IF predistorter.
Vector predistorter
The distortion produced by the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion is orthogonal, and hence,
two nonlinear elements, operating on orthogonal versions of the input signal, are required
to eliminate it. The vector predistortion architecture applies either the polar (amplitude
and phase) or quadrature components of the input signal to the nonlinear elements. The
block diagram of both forms of the vector predistorter are shown in Figure 5.3. The vector
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The polar predistorter reduces the nonlinearity level by predistorting the envelope, and con-
trolling the phase of the local oscillator providing the upconversion to the carrier frequency,
via a phase modulator. The technique has attracted little attention, probably due to its
increased complexity compared with the quadrature predistorter. Egger et al [2] achieved a
reduction in third-order IMPs by 25dB, using 7 tones centred at 11.84GHz, with a bandwidth
of 120MHz.
The quadrature predistorter first splits the input signal, via a 90 0 hybrid, into two quadrature
paths, and uses an amplitude nonlinearity in each path to provide reduction of the AM/AM
and AM/PM conversion. This technique has a high degree of symmetry, and is the preferred
method of producing a vector predistorter. A quadrature predistorter has been used by
Kumar et al [1] to achieve a 7dB reduction in third-order IMPs at a centre frequency of




(a) Amplitude and phase predistorter
Output
(b) Quadrature predistorter
Figure 5.3: Vector predistorter configurations.
5.2.4 Adaptive Control of a Predistorter
The predistorter architectures presented can be used to achieve small improvements in the
linearity of an amplifier. To achieve optimal performance, it is necessary to use some form
of adaptive control of the predistorter, due to the open-loop nature of the predistortion
technique. However, since only modest linearity improvements are obtained, the predistorter
is not generally very sensitive, and thus the adaption process is not critical. The adaption
mechanisms thus far published [5-7] only adapt very slowly, and so can be used to counter
the effects of temperature changes or ageing of components. More rapid changes in the
amplifier characteristics may arise from sudden changes in loading, or operating frequency;
these would necessitate a fast adaption mechanism. To the author's knowledge no rapid
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5.3 Simulation of Predistortion Amplifier Linearity
The ideal predistorter characteristic may not generally be found analytically, but can be
simply found from measured amplifier data. This section describes a computer simulation
which is used to characterise a predistortion amplifier using an ideal predistorter, and is to
be used further in this work to analyse a predistortion amplifier with non—ideal predistorter
networks.
The simulation blocks all use complex envelope equivalent forms, since this allows simple
calculation of the signal envelope, and only produces a first harmonic zone output when
amplified, as described in Section 2.4.3 (page 12). This greatly reduces the sampling rate
required throughout the system, since no harmonics are produced, which would otherwise
cause aliasing problems.
5.3.1 Test Signals
Two types of test signal, in complex envelope form, are used to test the performance of
the predistortion amplifier. These are the two—tone signal, used to generate the spectral
response of the system blocks; and the ramp signal, which is used to measure their transfer
characteristics.
Two—Tone signal
The two—tone signal, x[i], at iteration i with frequencies of Ii and f2 , and sampling frequency
of Fs is given by
fx[ill = {cos ( 274) + cos Fs(27rif2)
= {sin ( 2;:sfi ) + sin (2714)
where 9? { x[i]} and (3." fx[i]} are the real and imaginary parts of x[i] respectively. The range
of the signal is ±1V, and has a peak amplitude of 1V.
Ramp signal
The ramp signal, x[i], at iteration i with a frequency of f and sampling frequency of Fs is
given by
tx[ii} F2fs % (Ffs)}
{X[i]} = 0
where % is the modulus operator (i.e., it returns the remainder of the division). This signal
has a range of ±1V and the amplitude linearly increases from 0 to 1, with a constant phase of
00 . It can therefore be used to measure the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion of the system.
5.3.2 Amplifier Model
The amplifier model chosen for simulation is a bandpass, memoryless model, and thus has no
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is equivalent to the complex envelope form of the amplitude and phase model of a memoryless
nonlinearity (Section 2.4.3). The RF signal is divided by the envelope to produce a signal
consisting purely of the phase information. The envelope is then applied to the nonlinear
function blocks, containing the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion information, via a voltage
to dBm transformation. The AM/AM and AM/PM outputs of the nonlinear function blocks
are converted into the required envelope and phase shift, and then multiplied by the phase
information of the input signal to produce the nonlinearly amplified output.
Figure 5.4: Block diagram of the amplifier model.
Due to the highly nonlinear nature of the amplifier to be modelled, the use of an approximat-
ing function of the forms described in Section 2.7 must be carefully considered. Polynomial
approximation would require an impractical number of terms to accurately model the non-
linearity (it has been found that greater than 30 terms are required). Saleh functions, whilst
able to accurately model weak nonlinearities due to amplifier compression, are unable to ap-
proximate class C amplifier nonlinearities with accuracy. Rational function and continued
fraction approximation would require less terms than polynomial approximation, but a sig-
nificant number would still be required, and fitting the function to the nonlinear data is a
highly complex procedure. The most applicable approximating function is therefore a cubic
spline, fitted to the data using interpolation. Interpolation ensures that the approximating
function passes through all the data points, and so has no error at these points. However,
this has the disadvantage that statistical errors (e.g., noise) are not reduced, as would be the
case with least-squared approximation using one of the other functions.
The nonlinear function blocks used to simulate the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion of the
amplifier are formed using a look-up table of data measured from the class C main amplifier
employed in the feedforward system described in Section 4.3.3. Cubic spline interpolation is
used to approximate non-measured values, whilst data outside the measured range (below
-40dBc) is determined by linear extrapolation. To improve the efficiency of the look-up
process, the spline interpolation data is only calculated once, before the first iteration, and
an efficient algorithm used to hunt through the look-up table. The measured data has been
normalised such that a OdB input gives OdB output at zero phase.
5.4 Ideal Predistorter
Using the theory presented in Section 5.2.1, the ideal predistorter transfer characteristic can
be determined from the measured amplifier data. The measured transfer characteristic from
the class C amplifier described in Section 4.3.3 is used, and is shown in quadrature form in
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(a) Amplifier	 (b) Ideal Predistorter
Figure 5.5: Measured transfer characteristic of class C amplifier and the ideal predistorter
transfer characteristic derived from it.
The envelopes of the two-tone input signal, the amplifier output and the predistorter output
are shown in Figure 5.6. The amplifier output envelope shows a high degree of nonlinearity;
the amplifier can be seen to have a cut-off region close to the zero-crossing points of the
input envelope, and then a rapid change in output level which quickly results in saturation.
This signal can be compared with that obtained from the practical feedforward system (Fig-
ure 4.14(a) on page 68). The general envelope shape is very similar, apart from the ripples
which occur in the envelope of the practical amplifier output signal. These are probably due
to a memory effect caused by saturation, which has not been accounted for in the (memory-
less) amplifier model used in the simulation. The ideal predistorter envelope can be seen to
compliment the gain expansion and compression evident in the amplifier envelope.
Iteration Number
(c) Predistorter Output
Figure 5.6: Envelope of signals.
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When a two—tone input is applied to the amplifier and predistorter models, the spectra shown
in Figure 5.7 result. The two input tones are at frequencies of 49Hz and 51Hz, and the FFT
has been normalised such that these tones are at OdB. Since the nonlinear models are mem-
oryless, they exhibit no frequency—dependence, and thus the actual input frequencies are
unimportant (the tone spacing is however an important consideration in the design of the
digital filters required in the following chapter). The amplifier model produces third—order
IMPs at —15.9dBc, which agrees well with the practical results. The output spectrum has a
very similar form to that of the practical amplifier (Figure 4.12(a) on page 67). Thus the lack
of modelling of the ripples present on the output envelope is unimportant, since their effect on
the spectrum is negligible. The ideal predistorter output has third—order IMPs of —9.3dBc,
and as would be expected, higher order IMPs are significant. The predistortion amplifier out-
put spectrum using the ideal predistorter has IMPs below —120dBc. For an ideal predistorter
it would be expected that no IMPs are produced at all. However, the amplifier characteristic
is measured at a finite number of points, and the predistorter characteristic derived from
these. Interpolation between the data points of both the amplifier and predistorter charac-
teristics are required; this will introduce some error between them in interpolated regions,
causing slight distortion. This is exacerbated by the different distributions of the abscissa
e.g., if the amplifier input data points are equally spaced, the predistorter output data points
will be equi—spaced due to the function inversion. The error introduced is negligible since
the IMPs produced are below the —80dBc lowest output shown on all other FFT graphs. It
would be expected that the error could be reduced by increasing the number of measured
data points.
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Figure 5.7: FFT of signals.
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5.5 Efficiency Considerations of Predistortion Linearisation
The effect of predistortion on the efficiency of an amplifier is a complex issue. Both the
instantaneous and average efficiencies are affected by predistortion, with the average efficiency
being the most important factor to consider.
5.5.1 Predicting the Instantaneous Efficiency of a Predistortion Amplifier.
The instantaneous efficiency of a traditional amplifier class (A, AB, B or C), niNsT, is de-
pendent upon the signal amplitude. In a nonlinear amplifier it is necessary to reference
the instantaneous efficiency to either the input or the output amplitude, since the efficiency
characteristic is modified by the nonlinear transfer characteristic. Thus, the instantaneous
efficiency of an amplifier referenced to its input, TIINSTi7 is given by
nmsTi = ei(Iw(t)i)
	 (5.20)
Whilst, the instantaneous efficiency of an amplifier referenced to its output, niNsTo, is
nINSTo = eo(iY(t)i)
	 (5.21)
This categorisation is not necessary in a linear amplifier since the two definitions of instanta-
neous efficiency are identical. The measured instantaneous efficiencies of the practical class A
and C amplifiers previously described are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 respectively.
Since the output of the predistortion amplifier is the same as that of the amplifier alone,
the instantaneous efficiency of a predistortion amplifier referenced to its output is identical
to that of the amplifier'. However, the instantaneous efficiency of a predistortion amplifier
when referenced to its input is given by
nINSTi = ei(TP(ix (t)i))	 (5.22)
In an ideal case, (i.e., .Fp = .FA -1 ), the predistortion amplifier will be completely linear, and
thus the instantaneous efficiency characteristic will be the same whether referenced to input
or output.
5.5.2 Predicting the Average Efficiency of a Predistortion Amplifier.
The average efficiency of an amplifier is defined as the ratio of the average RF output power
to the average dc input power (Section 3.2.1), thus
nAVG Po,AVG 	 (5.23)
r dc,AVG
The instantaneous efficiency of an RF amplifier is dependent upon the instantaneous input
envelope, and generally reaches peak efficiency when the amplifier is operating at its PEP.
Therefore, the average efficiency is dependent not only on the instantaneous efficiency char-
acteristic of the amplifier, but also upon the statistics of the input signal.
To investigate the statistics of the input and output signals of an amplifier, use may be made
of probability density functions (p.d.f. ․) [8]. The probability that the amplitude, A, of a signal
'This assumes that the predistortion network dissipates negligible power compared to the power supplied
to the amplifier, which will generally be the case.
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Figure 5.9: Measured instantaneous efficiency of a class C amplifier.
is within a certain range of amplitudes (A 1 to A2 ) is given by
A2
P (Ai < < A2) = f p(A) dA (5.24)
where p( . ) is the p.d.f. of the signal.
The average dc power supplied to the amplifier when driven by a signal with a p.d.f. of pi is
given by
Ao
Pdc,AVG = f Pdc(A)Pi(A) dA
0
(5.25)
where Pd(A) is the instantaneous dc power supplied to the amplifier at amplitude A, and
Ao is the maximum amplitude of the input signal. Similarly, the average FIF output power is
given by
Ao





PR(A) = 1 (5.30)
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where Po(A) is the instantaneous output power at an input amplitude A. Thus, the average




The instantaneous dc power supplied to the amplifier, P
- de) is given by
Pd(A) = P°(A)
nINST2:(A)
where nINSTi(A) is the instantaneous efficiency of the amplifier operating at an input ampli-
tude A.
The peak-to-mean ratio () of a signal may be found from [8]
A2p(A)dA
1	 (5.29)
This provides a useful guide to the general statistics of the signal, and, it will be shown, also
provides a guide to the average efficiency which can be attained.
Representative input signal p.d.f.s
To investigate the average efficiency of a predistortion amplifier, a number of representative
p.d.f.s will be used, to simulate the effects of amplifying practical signals.
Ramp signal
All amplitudes of a ramp signal are equally likely, and thus the p.d.f. is given by
This signal, whilst not being representative of a typical practical input signal, is useful in
highlighting the nonlinear nature of the amplifier. The peak-to-mean ratio of a ramp signal
is 4.8dB.
Two-tone signal
The p.d.f. of a two-tone signal is derived in [8], and is given by
PTT(A) = 	 (5.31)7r 1/1 — A2
This is one of the simplest non-constant envelope signals to generate practically, and since the
envelope varies over its entire range it could provide a useful measure of the average efficiency.
The peak-to-mean ratio of a two-tone signal is 3dB.
(7r/4)-DQPSK signal
One of the most popular filtered digital modulation formats is (7r/4)-Differential Quadrature
Phase Shift Keying ((r/4)-DQPSK). Due to its filtered nature this signal is not constant-
envelope, and thus has a non-singular p.d.f. . The p.d.f. of a filtered (7r/4)-DQPSK signal
(PQPSK) may not be algebraically determined. Therefore, computer simulation of a (7r/4)-
DQPSK signal with random data has been performed using a root raised cosine filter with
roll-off factors (a) of 0.35 and 0.5 2 . These are the roll-off factors used in practical systems
2 The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Dr. Majid Boolorian for provision of the code to
generate the (r/4)-DQPSK signals.
2	 1
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PRY(A) = 2Ae exp (-A2) (5.32)
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(a = 0.35 is used in the Trans-European Trunked RAdio (TETRA) [9] and Japanese Digital
Cellular (JDC) [10] systems, whilst a = 0.5 is used in the North American Digital Cellular
(NADC) [11] system). The peak-to-mean ratio of the (7/4)-DQPSK signals has been found
by simulation to be 3.04dB and 2.87dB for roll-off factors of 0.35 and 0.5 respectively.
Rayleigh distributed signal
The p.d.f. of a Rayleigh distributed envelope [8] is given by
where e is the peak-to-mean ratio of the distribution in dB. The Rayleigh distribution ap-
proximates the p.d.f. of multi-carrier signals. The peak-to-mean ratio of a multi-carrier
signal is simply equal to N, where N is the number of carriers. However, the Rayleigh p.d.f.
extends to infinity, whereas in practice the probability of an amplitude greater than unity is
zero, since the maximum amplitude is finite (in fact it is equal to N 2 ). This effect reduces
the accuracy of the approximation at low peak-to-mean ratios, since the probability of an
amplitude being greater than unity becomes more significant (4.2% with e = 5dB, falling to
only 0.005% with e = 10dB).
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Amplified signal p.d.f.s
The output signal of the amplifier will have a different p.d.f. than the input signal, due to
the nonlinear nature of the amplifier. If a signal with a p.d.f. pi (x) is applied to a nonlinear




When the amplifier is backed-off from its saturated output, the calculation of the output p.d.f.
is more complicated, and is derived below. In this case, the input p.d.f. remains the same, but
the operating point on the nonlinear function is altered. To allow meaningful comparison the
output p.d.f. is still defined from zero to one. Thus the nonlinear function, (x) is rescaled





Thus, the derivative of this function is
Ao.P(Aox) gi(x)
.F(A0)
and its inverse is given by
-1" (Y TOO) 
g-1(Y)	 Ao
Therefore
g, (g-i (y)) AoTi 
(A0g-1(0)
Y(A0)
By relevant substitution and simplification this becomes
Ao.P(.7-1(y.T(i10)))gi(g-i (y) ) _ 	 T(Ao) 
Thus, the output p.d.f. is given by
Po(Y, Ao) = (5.39)
When the representative input signals are amplified by the class C amplifier model introduced
in Section 5.3.2, the output signal p.d.f.s are found to be radically different from the input
signal p.d.f.s, as depicted in Figure 5.11 for the ramp and two-tone signals (the (r/4)-DQPSK
and Rayleigh amplifier output p.d.f.s are shown in Appendix C). The ramp signal output
allows visualisation of the effect of the amplifier nonlinearity, without being biased by the
input p.d.f.. The amplifier nonlinearity can be seen to increase the probability of the output
amplitude being near its maximum or zero, due its switch-like transfer characteristic. At
such extreme amplitudes the amplifier will be operating more efficiently than at intermediate
levels. Therefore, it is clear that the action of predistortion will reduce the average efficiency
of the amplifier, since the amplifier will no longer be operating at these extremes for the
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Figure 5.11: Class C amplifier output p.d.f.s for the ramp and two-tone input signal p.d.f.s.
The output p.d.f. is dependent upon the output back-off applied to the amplifier; this is not
the case with the input p.d.f., nor with the ideal predistortion amplifier. As the amplifier is
backed-off the probability of amplitudes near maximum reduces, since the amplifier is not
saturating to the same degree.
The ideal predistorter p.d.f.s for the ramp and two-tone input signals are shown in Figure 5.12
(the (7/4)-DQPSK and Rayleigh amplifier output p.d.f.s are shown in Appendix C). The
output back-off quoted for the graphs is that of the predistortion amplifier. This will obviously
be a different input back-off than for the unpredistorted case shown above. It can be seen
that to compensate for the amplifier nonlinearity increasing the p.d.f. at the maximum and
minimum amplitudes, the predistorter enhances the probability of signals in the middle of
the range. This is easiest to discern on the ramp p.d.f. graph depicted in Figure 5.12(a).
The predistorter can be seen to shift the p.d.f. to higher amplitudes when the amplifier is
backed-off; this compensates for the amplifier causing a shift of the p.d.f. to lower amplitudes.
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Figure 5.12: Predistorter output p.d.f.s for the ramp and two-tone input signal p.d.f.s.
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5.5.3 Calculated average efficiency results
The average efficiency of the class A and C amplifiers with and without predistortion are
calculated and shown in Figure 5.13. The maximum average efficiency of the predistortion
amplifier is lower than that of the amplifier alone. As the amplifier is backed-off, the average
efficiency of the amplifier falls more quickly than that of the predistortion amplifier. However,
care should be taken interpreting this, since the input back-off levels will be different in the
two cases.
00 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Output Amplitude (Volts)
(c) Class A Amplifier
0 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Output Amplitude (Volts)
(d) Class A Predistortion Amplifier
Figure 5.13: Calculated average efficiency of class
predistortion.
C and class A amplifiers with and without
The two-tone and (r/4)-DQPSK signals produce the highest average efficiency, since the
signals spend most of the time near to the maximum amplitude (i.e., low peak-to-mean
ratios), where the instantaneous efficiency is highest.
It is interesting to note that the difference in average efficiency using (71-/4)-DQPSK with
either filter roll-off factor is less than 1% and thus insignificant. Consequently, the average
efficiency does not affect the choice of either roll-off factor in a system specification.
In a multi-carrier system the probability of getting high amplitudes reduces markedly as the
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number of carriers is increased. Consequently it may be acceptable to limit the input signal
to the amplifier, reducing the peak-to-mean ratio and so increasing average efficiency. In
the approximate multi-carrier case, using the Rayleigh distribution, limiting the signal is
effectively the same as using a Rayleigh distribution with a reduced peak-to-mean ratio. To
illustrate the effect of limiting the input signal in a true multi-carrier system on the average
efficiency and linearity would require considerable further simulation study. The effect of
limiting on the linearity has in fact been examined in [13]; however, no efficiency simulation
has yet been presented.
To ascertain more clearly the effect of predistortion of an amplifier on its average efficiency, it
is useful to consider the ratio of the average efficiency of the predistortion amplifier to that of
the amplifier alone. This allows the effect of peak-to-mean ratio, and amplifier nonlinearity
to be more clearly examined. Figure 5.14 illustrates that as the peak-to-mean ratio increases,
predistortion causes increased degradation of the average efficiency. It may also been seen
that there is less reduction in average efficiency when applying predistortion to a reasonably
linear amplifier. This is to be expected, since there is less difference in transfer characteristics
between the amplifier and predistortion amplifier.
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Figure 5.14: Ratio of the average efficiency of the predistortion amplifier to that of the am-
plifier alone as a function of the peak-to-mean ratio of the input signal, at peak
output.
The comparisons made above assume that the amplifier and predistortion amplifier are being
operated at the same output back-off level. However, if a certain linearity performance is
required, it is possible to operate the predistortion at a lower output back-off level than
the amplifier alone. This will offset the degradation in average efficiency caused by applying
predistortion, and may in some situations allow the predistortion amplifier to operate more
efficiently than the amplifier alone.
The main amplifier in the practical feedforward system described in Section 4.3.3, had an aver-
age efficiency of 55% when being driven by a two-tone input signal; this compares favourably
with the calculated average efficiency, depicted in Figure 5.13(a). The theoretical average
efficiency of the feedforward amplifier is 31%; thus the ratio of average efficiency of the feed-
forward amplifier to the average efficiency of the main amplifier is 0.56. In the case of applying
predistortion, the ratio is 0.88. Therefore, the reduction in average efficiency caused by ap-
plying linearisation is much less for predistortion than for feedforward linearisation in the
class C amplifier system.
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5.6 Summary
This chapter has investigated the various nonlinear elements and architectures which can be
used to implement a predistortion system. It is evident that the best linearity performance
could be achieved with the use of a generic vector predistorter. This would allow significant
reduction of both AM/AM and AM/PM conversion effects. The networks currently used in
generic predistortion have been shown to be inflexible and provide limited linearity improve-
ment. The following chapter will describe an alternative generic predistortion network which
offers the potential of improved linearity and flexibility over current methods.
The transfer characteristic of an ideal predistorter has been derived, and a computer simula-
tion of an ideal predistortion amplifier using a measured class C amplifier transfer characteris-
tic has been presented. It has been shown that, due to the characteristics of the approximating
function, the simulated 'ideal' predistorter, still generates IMPs; however, the IMP level is so
low as to be negligible.
The p.d.f.s of various representative input signals have been used to illustrate the effects of
the nonlinearity of both the amplifier and the ideal predistorter. These have been used to
allow prediction of the average efficiency of an amplifier with and without predistortion being
applied.
The peak-to-mean ratio of the input signal gives an indication of the average efficiency which
can be achieved. A low peak-to-mean ratio implies that the amplifier operates close to its
maximum amplitude (and hence maximum efficiency) for the majority of the time, and so
has a relatively high average efficiency.
Finally, a comparison of the reduction in average efficiency caused by applying either predis-
tortion or feedforward linearisation has been presented. It has been found that feedforward
has a far greater impact on the average efficiency than is the case with predistortion, and
therefore, predistortion would be the preferred technique for high efficiency applications, as-
suming that satisfactory linearity performance can be obtained.
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This chapter presents an alternative analogue predistortion method,
known as piecewise-linear predistortion, which offers the potential for
improved performance compared with previous methods. This technique
is described, and possible architectures for its practical implementation
are suggested. Computer simulation is used to illustrate the linearity
improvement which the technique offers. A number of different adaption
schemes which allow optimisation of the predistortion amplifier linearity
are described.
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6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter has described the forms of predistortion network in use at present.
To achieve optimal linearity, a vector predistorter should be used, although in the literature
the scalar predistorter is prevalent, due to its simplicity and cost. The predistorter network
nonlinearity also has two basic forms; the polynomial and generic types. The polynomial
predistorter uses individual orders of nonlinearity (usually only third), and can only affect the
distortion levels of that order or less. Therefore, the reduction of multiple orders of distortion
requires the use of a number of nonlinearities, each of which requires separate control. As a
consequence, the technique is impractical for reducing high numbers of orders of distortion,
such as that present in class C amplifiers. The generic predistorter uses a nonlinear device
whose characteristics can be altered, e.g., by changing the bias point of the device, with
the device characteristic being chosen to be an approximate inverse to that of the amplifier.
However, since this is only an approximation, it is possible for some IMP orders to actually
increase, whilst others are reduced. Therefore, it is necessary to compromise to achieve good
performance. The major problem with contemporary generic predistorter networks is that
their control mechanism is crude, with only one or two degrees of freedom. This does not
generally allow the inverse characteristic to be well approximated, with obvious implications
on linearity.
An improved generic predistorter has been suggested in [1], and further developed in [2], which
increases the number of degrees of freedom, providing improved flexibility and linearity, at
the expense of increased complexity. The technique uses a nonlinear network, termed a
piecewise-linear predistorter (PLP), which approximates the ideal predistorter characteristic
using a number of linear segments. The method is completely general and so can be used
to linearise any kind of memoryless nonlinearity. This is not the case with standard generic
predistorters which tend to be designed for a specific nonlinearity.
This technique has not been analysed in any detail in the literature, and so the potential
linearity improvement which the technique may provide is not known. This chapter describes
the PLP method, and derives a number of alternative configurations to that previously pub-
lished. All of these PLP configurations are simulated to predict their linearity improvement,
using a number of optimisation schemes.
6.2 Piecewise—Linear Predistortion
The piecewise-linear predistortion technique approximates the ideal predistorter characteris-
tic using a number of piecewise-linear segments, with the transition between segments occur-
ring at a knot [3]. The characteristic of a general PLP element is a discontinuous function and
is shown in Figure 6.1. Since the segments are piecewise-linear this is termed a discontinuous
first-order PLP.
The general equation for a PLP with an input amplitude A in a given segment, n, is simply
that for linear interpolation, and is given by
(6.1)F(AL / A - A L[n]  ) ( .7* (Au [n]) - .7.
 (A
 L[ni))..T(A) = .[n]) ± .itu[n] - AL [n] '
where A L [n] and Au[n] are the abscissa of the lower and upper knots bounding the input A
respectively. If the transition between knots n and n + 1 occurs at an amplitude A[n], then
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Figure 6.1: Discontinuous first-order PLP characteristic.
it is necessary that
AL[fl] = A[nr
Au[n]=-- A[n+ 1]-
The value of the function at the transition, A[n], may be undefined, if the PLP function is
discontinuous. Thus, Equation 6.1 simplifies to
.F(A) = T(AL[n])+ (A [	 A[](Y(Au[n]) — .F(AL [n]))	 (6.2)nA+ 11A [nin
The PLP characteristic is normalised such that the range of the function is [0 : 1]. To define
an N-segment PLP requires a set of N equations, given by
.T(0) + (AO V(Au[0]) TO))
T(AL[1])+ A l 2] A-	 Z1) (.F (A[1])U [1]) 	 (A L[11))
••
..T(AL[N — 1]) ( A11111N:110 (.7.(1) .F(AL [N —1])) A[N — 1] <A < 1
(6.3)
The general PLP characteristic is discontinuous, however, constraints may be added to de-
rive other architectures which are simpler to implement practically. The simplest PLP uses
piecewise-constant segments, and is termed a zero-order PLP. Another alternative is to con-
strain the characteristic to be continuous, forming the continuous first-order PLP . Example
characteristics of these PLP configurations are depicted in Figure 6.2.
6.3 Practical PLP Architectures
Although only one practical circuit topology (the attenuator-based resistor-diode network)
has been suggested in the literature to construct a PLP, there are a number of alternative
circuit architectures which may be suitable. These alternative circuits have been designed for
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Figure 6.2: Alternative PLP characteristics.
Al[3] Al[4]
circuits presented are for generation of a continuous first-order PLP, although modification
may be possible to enable generation of the other PLP configurations. It should be noted
that a discontinuous PLP will be more complex than a continuous or zero-order PLP since
more knots are required to define the segments.
6.3.1 Resistor—Diode PLP
This PLP configuration is based on attenuator or amplifier circuits with the addition of one
or more resistor-diode networks [4-7] as shown in Figure 6.3. The basis for operation is to
bias the diodes at different voltages, so that they switch on at differing input voltages, hence
altering the transfer characteristic of the circuit.
The circuits shown are only applicable for use with unipolar signals, i.e., the envelope, but
can be converted to operate with bipolar signals, i.e., the instantaneous signal, by using an
additional resistor-diode network to operate on negative input signals. These configurations
are only suitable for generating monotonic-increasing functions. In order to produce a more
general non-monotonic function, an additional resistor-diode network is required, in parallel
with the input resistor to ground in the attenuator case, or the feedback resistor in the ampli-
fier case. The transfer characteristic of the amplifier-based circuit is derived in Appendix D.
To improve the high-frequency performance of the circuits, Schottky diodes should be used,
since these have switching speeds of the order of picoseconds [8]. The amplifier circuit has the
obvious disadvantage that the bandwidth of operation will be affected by the performance
of the operational amplifier. However, in recent years the unity gain bandwidth (UGBW) of
op-amps has increased markedly, and currently devices with a UGBW greater than 1GHz
can be obtained [9]. It would be expected that the UGBW will continue to rise steadily.
An alternative technique is to use zener diodes in the circuit, alleviating the need for bias
voltages [10]. However, this would result in an inflexible circuit, whose speed of operation is
limited.
6.3.2 Differential—Pair PLP
This configuration, depicted in Figure 6.4, uses a differential-pair and a resistor-diode network











Figure 6.3: Two forms of resistor—diode PLPs.
and its antiphase equivalent to be applied to the differential—pair. The circuit shown allows
for monotonic—decreasing functions to be generated.
The circuit operates essentially as a switched common—emitter amplifier, and can operate with
bipolar signals. The antiphase equivalent of the input signal may be accurately generated over
a broad frequency band by the use of a 180° hybrid [12].
6.3.3 Limiter PLP
This configuration, depicted in Figure 6.5, uses a number of limiter circuits, each limiting at
different input and output voltages [13]. The outputs of the limiters are then summed, to
effectively generate a piecewise—linear function. The circuit can operate with either unipolar
or bipolar signals.
The circuit shown will generate a monotonic—decreasing function. In order to generate non—
monotonic functions, an additional set of limiters would be required, whose outputs are
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	 0 Output
180°
Figure 6.4: Configuration of a differential—pair PLP.
Figure 6.5: Basic building block for a limiter PLP.
6.3.4 Practical Implementation Issues
The PLP architectures described above are considerably more complex than a standard
generic predistorter. However, they are completely general, and so can be used with any
nonlinear transfer characteristic. Such is not the case with standard generic predistorters,
which tend to be constructed for use with a particular nonlinearity. The circuits may be
easily integrated, allowing a flexible monolithic predistorter to be produced.
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6.4 Piecewise—Linear Predistorter Model
The predistorter model used is the complex envelope equivalent of the quadrature amplifier
model derived in Section 2.4.3, since this has been shown to be the most appropriate method of
achieving a practical vector predistorter (Section 5.2.3). It is possible to produce a piecewise-
linear approximation to either the complex gain or the transfer characteristic of the ideal
predistorter. This gives rise to two generic types of PLP, designated the gain-type PLP and
transfer characteristic-type PLP respectively'. As with the amplifier model, the envelope of
the input signal is used to determine the output of the nonlinear function blocks, and hence,
the predistorter is a bandpass memoryless nonlinearity. The use of the envelope to determine
the predistorter output will limit the bandwidth over which the practical predistorter will
operate, since the envelope will occupy a wider band than the input signal.
6.4.1 Gain-Type PLP
The gain-type PLP (G-PLP) uses the envelope of the signal to determine the complex gain
(G p) of the predistorter block. The output signal, y(t), for a given input signal, x(t), is given
by
y(t) = x(t)G p (A)	 (6.4)
where A is the envelope of the input signal, and is equal to lx(t)I. A practical implementation
of the G-PLP is shown in Figure 6.6(a). The input signal envelope is determined using an
envelope detector, and applied to two PLP elements, which are then mixed with quadrature
versions of the input signal, and summed to produce the predistorter output signal. The
complex envelope equivalent, which is to be used in the simulation, is shown in Figure 6.6(b).
The three possible configurations for the PLP elements in the G-PLP are described below.
Zero-order
The zero-order G-PLP utilises constant complex gain within each segment. This is the type
of predistorter which is used in adaptive baseband predistortion [14]. The complex gain of
the predistorter is given by
{G p (0),	 O<A<A[1]
_ p	Gp(A[1.]),
	 A[1] <A < A[2]
G (A) .	 .
Continuous first-order
The continuous first-order G-PLP (henceforth simply the continuous G-PLP) uses a complex
gain which changes linearly within each segment, but is constrained to be continuous at each
'It should be noted that the only PLP configuration presented in the literature is that of the continuous
transfer characteristic—type PLP.
(6.5)
G p (A[N - 1]), A[N - 1] < A < 1
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(a) Practical configuration
(b) Complex envelope equivalent form
G p (A) =
Figure 6.6: Block diagram of the gain—type PLP (G—PLP).
knot transition. Thus, the complex gain is given by
G p (0) ± (*) (G p (A[1]) — G p (0)) ,
	 0 < A < A[1]
G p (A[1]) + 42T—A1]) (G p (A[2]) — G p (A[1])) , 	 A[1] < A < A[2]
G p (A[N — 1])
	
	 ) (Gp(1) — Gp(A[N — 1])) , A[N — < A < 1
(6.6)
This type of characteristic is easily generated using the analogue networks presented in the
previous section.
Discontinuous first—order
The discontinuous first—order G—PLP (henceforth simply the discontinuous G—PLP) is similar
to the continuous G—PLP, but does not have the restriction of maintaining a continuous char-
acteristic, i.e., the characteristic is only piecewise—continuous. Consequently, the predistorter
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A[1] A < A[2]
G p (A) =
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complex gain is given by
G p (0) ± (AT ) (G p (Au [0]) - G p (0)) ,
OD Alf21:-%)G p (A	 	   (G P (Au [1]) - G P
G p (A L [N - 1]) + A1 =1, 1N11j1 ) (Gp (1) - G p (A L [N - 1])) , A[N - 1] A < 1
(6.7)
6.4.2 Transfer Characteristic-Type PLP
The transfer characteristic-type PLP (TC-PLP). uses the envelope of the input signal to
determine the envelope and phase shift of its output. The output signal, y(t), for a given
input signal, x(t), is given by
y(t)	 (xA(t)) Tp (A)	 (6.8)
where T p (A) is the quadrature representation of the envelope transfer characteristic of the
PLP. A practical implementation of the TC-PLP is shown in Figure 6.7(a). The input signal
envelope is determined using an envelope detector, and applied to two PLP elements in the
same manner as with the G-PLP. The PLP outputs are mixed with quadrature versions of the
phase information of the input signal (determined using a limiter), and summed to produce
the predistorter output signal. The complex envelope equivalent, which is to be used in the
simulation, is shown in Figure 6.7(b). This configuration is more complex than the G-PLP
in a practical system, due to its use of a limiter.
The three possible configurations for the PLP elements in the TC-PLP are described below.
Zero-order
The zero-order TC-PLP is almost identical to its G-PLP counterpart, but has the constraint
that the first knot must be zero. If this was not the case, it would not be possible for the pre-
distorter to give zero output amplitude, for zero input amplitude. The transfer characteristic
is constant within each segment, i.e., the output is constant even though the input may vary
within a given segment. The transfer characteristic is given by
Tp (A) = 
Tp (A[1]),	 A[1] < A < A[2]
/0,	 0<A<A[1]
Tp (A[N - 1]), A[N - < A < 1
Continuous first-order
The continuous first-order TC-PLP (henceforth simply the continuous TC-PLP) is similar
to the continuous G-PLP, but has the added constraint that the transfer characteristic must
(6.9)
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(Ai) T p (A[1]), 0 < A < A[1]
T p (A) =
(a) Practical configuration
(b) Complex envelope equivalent form
Figure 6.7: Block diagram of the transfer characteristic—type PLP (TC—PLP).
start at zero. This is the only PLP architecture which has been suggested in the literature.
The transfer characteristic of the predistorter is
T (A[1]) ± ( AZWij )p	 	   (Tp (A[2]) — T p (A[1])),
	 A[1] <A < A[21
T p (A[N — 1]) -I- (AliAi$,,,, 1NT111) (Tp(1) — Tp(A[N — 1])), A[N — 1] < A < 1
(6.10)
Discontinuous first—order
The discontinuous first—order TC—PLP (henceforth simply the discontinuous TC—PLP) is
similar to the discontinuous G—PLP, but is constrained to start at zero. Consequently, the
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predistorter transfer characteristic is given by
G p (A) =
(41 ) Tp (Au [O]),
pT (A L [1])
 ± (A112]-1(111) (Tp(Au[1]) - Tp (A L[1])) ,
0 < A < A[1]
A[1] < A < A[2]
A[N — 1] <A < 1Tp(fiL[N	 1])	 A(	 Tp	 — 1]))-	 +	 i :A/1 N-_-1 ) (Tp (1) —	 (A L [N	 ,
(6.11)
6.5 An Initial Adaption Technique for PLP Characteristics
To optimise the linearity of the predistortion amplifier, the knots of the PLP must be carefully
chosen. One possible technique is to approximate the transfer characteristic or complex gain of
the ideal predistorter, in some way, to generate the 'best' TC—PLP or G—PLP. The optimum
characteristic will, however, be dependent upon the input signal p.d.f. and thus it is not
obvious what criteria should be used to approximate the characteristic.
In a practical system, the amplifier characteristic will be time—variant, due to environmental
factors. The input signal p.d.f. is also often time—variant, e.g., due to the use of differing
numbers of channels in a multi—carrier system. Consequently, fixing the PLP characteristic
will result in non—optimal performance; however, it may still be acceptable.
The method initially chosen for optimising the PLP characteristic is to use equi—spaced knot
abscissa, and adapt the PLP characteristic during the actual simulation. This requires some
time to adapt to the optimal characteristic, but has the advantage of being able to com-
pensate for differing input signals, and time—variant amplifier characteristics. The adaption
method is a linear scheme and is similar to that currently being used for adaption of baseband
predistorters [14]. It involves the comparison of the ideal predistortion amplifier complex gain
or output signal with the actual value, to obtain an error signal which is then used to update
the PLP knot values. (In this case, 'optimal linearity' is assumed to occur when the complex
gain or transfer characteristics are fully adapted, i.e., the error signal is minimised.)
It will be shown in Section 6.8 that adjusting the knot abscissa results in improved linearity;
however, it is not possible to implement this feature into this simple adaption scheme.
6.5.1 G—PLP Adaption
To adapt the complex gain of the PLP in a particular segment, n, during iteration i, a small
multiple of the gain error (the error in gain between the actual predistortion amplifier, and
that of the ideal) is added to the previous complex gain for the segment (in this case assumed
to be from the previous iteration). Thus, the new complex gain is given by
G pi, [i, n] =-- G pL [i — 1, n] +e/,	 (6.12)
G pu [i, n] = Gpu [i — 1, n] -I- 6u	 (6.13)
The incremental changes in complex gain, 61, and 6u, are calculated by multiplying the gain
error by some (negative) scaling factors, 8.E, and öu, thus
6L, = 81.,(GpA[i]- C1 )	 (6.14)
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where G1 is the ideal predistortion amplifier complex gain, and G pii [i] is the actual predis-
tortion amplifier complex gain during iteration, i, and is simply given by
GpA[ii
	 (6.16)
where x[i] is the input signal, and y[i] is the predistortion amplifier output signal, during
iteration i. Thus, the new complex gain is given by
GpL [i, n] = GpL [i — 1, n] + SL,(1x — GI)	 (6.17)




It is possible to use the G—PLP adaption algorithm to optimise the TC—PLP, however, slightly
improved linearity can be attained with the use of an alternative algorithm. To adapt the
transfer characteristic of the PLP in a particular segment, n, during iteration i, a small
multiple of the gain error is added to the previous transfer characteristic for the segment (in
this case assumed to be from the previous iteration). Thus, the new transfer characteristic is
given by
TpL [i,n]== TPL [i — 1, + CL,	 (6.20)
TPu [i, = TPu[i —	 + Cu	 (6.21)
The incremental changes in the transfer characteristic, CL and Cu, are calculated by multi-
plying the gain error by the input magnitude and the (negative) scaling factors S i, and Su,
thus
= lx[i] I (wiY[ ] - Gr)
Cu = (y[i] - Gr)
Consequently, the new transfer characteristic is given by
TpL [i, = TpL [i — 1, n] + lx[i] I	 — GI)
Tpu [i, = Tpu [i — 1, n] + OulX[i] I	 - Gi)
6.5.3 Calculation of scaling factors
The values of the scaling factors, Si, and Su, are dependent upon the PLP configuration. For
zero—order and continuous PLP configurations, only the upper breakpoint scaling factor, Su,
is required (with the lower breakpoint scaling factor, S L , equal to zero), since the knot values
are constrained. For the discontinuous PLP configurations, both scaling factors are required,
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For the zero-order PLPs, the scaling factor is simply required to be some small-valued neg-
ative constant, 7 (of the order of -0.01). Consequently,
For the first-order PLPs, adaption is improved by multiplying a by the relative position, in
the segment, of the input amplitude. Thus, in a given segment, n,
(  A - A[n] 
= A[n + 1] - A[n]	 (6.28)
= 1 - Ou	 (6.29)
6.6 Simulation Results
6.6.1 Time Domain Results
The envelope of the predistorter output signal for the various configurations of G-PLPs and
TC-PLPs, once fully adapted, are shown in Figure 6.8, using 4 segments. The respective
envelopes of the predistortion amplifier output are are shown in Figure 6.9.
In all cases the peak output of the predistorter is significantly less than that of the ideal
predistorter. However, due to the heavily saturated amplifier characteristic, the predistortion
amplifier peak output is much closer to the ideal. This decrease in peak output is less
significant for the first-order PLPs than for the zero-order, and is also reduced by increasing
the number of segments. For first-order PLPs with four or more segments, the reduction in
peak output is less than 0.2dB. In the case of zero-order PLPs with four of more segments,
the reduction in peak output is below 0.8dB.
The zero-order predistorter envelope characteristics are only crude approximations to the
ideal predistorter, and thus the linearity improvement would be expected to be poor. The
predistortion amplifier envelope using the zero-order G-PLP exhibits a highly discontinuous
nature, with large spikes at low envelope levels. In the TC-PLP case, the predistortion
amplifier envelope shows a 'dead-band' at low envelope levels, caused by the added constraint,
and the envelope is constant in each segment.
The first-order predistorter envelope characteristics provide a much improved fit to the ideal.
The transition between segments is much reduced compared to the zero-order G-PLP, result-
ing in a reduced spike amplitude at low envelope levels. The difference in envelope between
the continuous and discontinuous PLPs is only slight; i.e., the discontinuous PLPs produce
envelopes which are almost continuous.
6.6.2 Spectral Response
The predistortion amplifier output spectra, for a two-tone input signal, using 4-segment
PLPs, are shown in Figure 6.10. There is a significant improvement in the maximum IMP
level compared with the unpredistorted amplifier (Figure 5.7 on page 86). However, the
higher-order IMPs are not reduced by the same extent, in fact some have been increased
in level. The spectral occupancy of the predistortion amplifier is greater than that of the
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Figure 6.8: Envelope of 4 segment PLP output signals.
The improvement which can be attained with a 4-segment PLP is significant, and is presented
in Table 6.1. It can be seen that greater than 16dB of intermodulation reduction is possible.




Table 6.1: Improvement in the maximum IMP level (dBc) for 4-segment PLPs.
To highlight the linearity performance of the PLP, the improvement in IMP level utilising
differing numbers of segments is shown in Figure 6.11. For all PLP implementations, the
linearity improvement generally becomes more significant as the number of segments is in-
creased, since the approximation accuracy of piecewise-linear segments obviously increases
with increasing numbers of segments.
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512
Figure 6.9: Envelope of predistortion amplifier output signals using a 4 segment PLP.
(since their less constrained nature could provide an improved global approximation), followed
by the continuous PLPs, and then the zero-order PLPs. This can be seen to generally be
the case, with the exception of the zero-order and continuous TC-PLPs, which produce
very similar levels of improvement. It is interesting to note that, although the discontinuous
and continuous PLP envelopes are very similar, the linearity performances are significantly
different. This suggests that the linearity is highly sensitive to the PLP characteristic.
The discontinuous G-PLP has approximately 3-4dB improved linearity over the continuous
G-PLP, which is approximately 3-4dB better than the zero-order G-PLP. The discontinuous
TC-PLP exhibits an improvement over the continuous and zero-order TC-PLPs of between
3-9dB.
Comparisons between the G-PLP and the TC-PLP show that the discontinuous G-PLP and
TC-PLP have similar levels of performance. The continuous G-PLP is better than the TC-
PLP for less than 6 segments, after which it is worse. The zero-order G-PLP is significantly
worse than its TC-PLP counterpart.
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(e) Discontinuous first—order G—PLP	 (f) Discontinuous first—order TC—PLP
Figure 6.10: Spectrum of predistortion amplifier output using a 4 segment PLP.
6.6.3 Transfer Characteristics
Although the G—PLP characteristic is chosen with regard to optimising its complex gain,
it is instructive to study its transfer characteristic. The same is true for the complex gain
characteristic of the TC—PLP, which will be studied in the following section.
The transfer characteristics of the 4—segment G—PLPs are shown in Figure 6.12. The zero—
order G—PLP exhibits a transfer characteristic which changes linearly in each segment, and
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Figure 6.11: Improvement in highest IMP of predistortion amplifier using PLP.
changes in some nonlinear fashion in each segment. It may be simply shown that the charac-
teristic is in fact a quadratic, and thus of second-order.
Whilst this increase in order of the G-PLPs over the TC-PLPs might be expected to give
improved approximation to the ideal, this is not necessarily the case. The reason for this
is that all of the segments of the transfer characteristics of the G-PLP, if extended, must
all pass through zero. This constraint causes their transfer characteristics to exhibit large
deviations from ideal; this is particularly noticeable on the zero-order G-PLP response.
The transfer characteristics of the 4-segment TC-PLPs are shown in Figure 6.13. The zero-
order TC-PLP shows a crude approximation to the ideal predistorter transfer characteristic,
particularly in the first segment; since the output amplitude is constrained to be zero. The
first-order TC-PLPs show a much enhanced fit to the ideal predistorter transfer characteristic,
due to the use of piecewise-linear, rather than piecewise-constant segments.
In both the G-PLP and the TC-PLP, the continuous and discontinuous transfer character-
istics are very similar.
6.6.4 Gain Characteristic
The complex gain characteristics of the 4-segment G-PLPs are shown in Figure 6.14. The
PLP characteristics shows a generally good approximation to the ideal, with the exception
of the first segment. The poor fit is due to the large change in gradient (i.e., large second
derivative) of the complex gain within this segment.
The complex gain characteristics of the 4-segment TC-PLPs are shown in Figure 6.15. The
zero-order TC-PLP generally shows a good fit to the imaginary part of the complex gain,
except for first segment, since the transfer characteristic is constrained to be zero in this
segment. The approximation to the real part of the complex gain is not as good. The first-
order TC-PLPs show an improved fit to the ideal, with the exception of the first segment.
It may be simply proved that the complex gain in the first segment is constant. Thus the
approximation in the first segment is worse than with the first-order G-PLPs.
In all cases it can be seen that the piecewise fit to the ideal predistorter is not consistently
good for all segments. Therefore, altering the knot abscissa would result in a better global
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Figure 6.12: Transfer characteristic of a 4 segment G-PLP.
6.6.5 Discussion
The simulation results presented illustrate that piecewise-linear predistortion can significantly
improve the linearity of an amplifier. However, the improvement in linearity which can be
attained may not be related conclusively to other methods in the literature, since no analogue
predistortion of class C amplifiers appears to have been published.
It can be seen that the envelope and transfer characteristics of the PLPs show a significant
departure from the ideal at low amplitudes. This is due to the rapid change in amplitude and
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Figure 6.13: Transfer characteristic of a 4 segment TC-PLP.
by having predistorter segments which are not equally spaced. The departure from the ideal
envelope at low levels is also apparent, to a lesser extent, in the feedforward amplifier output
envelope shown in Figure 4.14(b).
The linearity improvement, in terms of highest IMP, provided by the first-order G-PLPs and
TC-PLPs is broadly similar. The zero-order TC-PLP exhibits significantly better perfor-
mance than the zero-order G-PLP.
For the TC-PLP it has been found that use of the zero-order and continuous configurations
cases result in similar levels of linearity improvement. This is a surprising result, given the
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Figure 6.14: Complex gain characteristic of a 4 segment G-PLP.
at all for a change in input power, in each segment, will have linearity implications for an
input signal with time-variant characteristics. However in a feedforward system, the error
amplifier will supply the extra output power in these regions.
The discontinuous PLPs produce characteristics which are almost continuous. However, their
linearity performance is significantly better than for the continuous PLPs. Due to the increase
in the number of knots used in a discontinuous PLP (of the order of twice the number required
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Figure 6.15: Complex gain characteristic of a 4 segment TC-PLP.
6.7 Distortion Measurement Model
In the previous section it has been shown that the use of the improvement in IMP level as
the performance metric of a predistorter is not a particularly good one in this application.
This is due to the significant level of the high-order IMPs which are generated by the class C
amplifier. An improved performance metric may be obtained by measuring the amount of
distortion present in the predistortion amplifier output signal.
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To obtain a signal consisting almost entirely of distortion, the first loop in a feedforward
system can be used (Section 3.7). This method subtracts the amplifier output from a delayed
version of the input signal, to obtain an error signal which consists predominantly of distortion.
Since the amplifier model is memoryless, it does not contain any frequency-dependence,
resulting in zero delay through the simulated amplifier block. Therefore, it is only necessary
to equalise the amplitude and phase of the two paths to achieve cancellation.
Figure 6.16: Block diagram of distortion measurement method.
The distortion measurement model is shown in Figure 6.16. The output signal will consist of a
linear version of the input signal, and distortion components. The distortion components fall
into two categories; those at the same frequencies as the input, and those at other frequencies.
The ideal cancellation signal would simply cancel the linear part, producing a signal containing
all of the distortion. However, such a signal cannot be attained in practice, because the
linear signal cannot be isolated from the distortion at the same frequencies. Therefore, the
cancellation signal is set at such a level as to generate zero output at those frequencies present
in the input spectrum. As a consequence, the distortion signal produced, whilst consisting
purely of distortion, does not contain all of the distortion. This difference is purely academic
in this application; since only a relative measure of the amount of distortion is required.
To determine the required gain of the cancellation path, correlation of the distortion signal,
y(t), and the input signal, x(t), is performed, in order to produce a dc error signal. Minimi-
sation of this error signal will result in optimal cancellation of those frequency components
present in the input signal. However, in complex envelope form, correlation of the input and
output signals does not produce a dc component, as will now be shown.
Assume that the input signal contains a component at a frequency, WO, with amplitude A. If
this component is only partially cancelled, its amplitude at the output will be given by B.
Thus, correlation of the two signals in complex envelope form yields
(A cos coot ± 3A sin coot) x (B cos wot + 3B sin wot) = AB (cos 2w0t + sin loot)	 (6.30)
which does not have a de component. To alleviate this problem, it is necessary to correlate
the real (or imaginary) part of the input signal with the output signal, thus (for the real part
of the input signal)
AB(A cos wot) x (B cos coot + 3B sin wot) =	 (1 + cos 2w0 t + sin 2w0t) (6.31)
Hence, the dc component is equal to Ag- , and so gives a measure of uncancelled fundamental
signal. A digital filter is used to eliminate the harmonic term. The correlation process effec-
tively downconverts the signal to baseband, and so any distortion will also be downconverted.
Thus, assuming a two-tone input, the lowest unwanted frequency in the correlation signal
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will be at the difference frequency of the two tones. Therefore, it is necessary to filter the cor-
relation signal tightly to eliminate the effect of the distortion. This has been achieved using
a second—order elliptic digital filter, designed to reduce unwanted products in the correlation
signal by a minimum of 30dB. It is important that the delay through the filter is small, to
avoid instability of the adaption algorithm.
A linear adaption algorithm of the same form as that used in the PLP adaption process is
used to optimise the cancellation. If the dc component of the correlation signal is given by
Scie, the cancellation path gain, C, at iteration i is given by
C[i] = C[i — 1] + -ySdc [i]	 (6.32)
where is a small negative constant, whose value depends upon the delay through the digital
filter, and is typically of the order of —0.001.
Average and Peak Distortion
Two useful performance metrics can be obtained using the distortion measurement model.
The average distortion produced by the predistortion amplifier is found by integrating the
distortion envelope2 over one cycle of the input signal envelope. The peak distortion is equal
to the peak of the distortion envelope within one cycle of the input signal envelope. The
improvement in either of these factors is defined as their difference compared to that of the
amplifier alone, and is quoted in dB.
Although piecewise—linear predistortion has application in any system requiring analogue
predistortion, the particular emphasis in this work is its use as a supplementary technique with
feedforward linearisation. This has particular implications for the choice of the performance
metric used to optimise the predistorter.
The choice of the metric used is dependent upon the nature of the error amplifier in the
feedforward amplifier. The power consumption of a class A amplifier is dependent upon its
bias current, which must be larger than the peak output signal amplitude, and is largely
unaffected by its input signal. Thus, if a class A error amplifier is used, a reduction in the
average distortion of the main amplifier has little effect on the power consumed by the error
amplifier, and so the overall efficiency is almost unaffected. However, a reduction in the peak
distortion allows the class A amplifier to operate with reduced bias current, and hence overall
efficiency is increased. Alternatively, if the bias current is kept constant, the error amplifier
will operate more linearly, resulting in improved overall linearity.
Amplifiers operating in classes AB, B or C, will have a power consumption which is, in part,
dependent upon the mean power of the output signal. Therefore, if the error amplifier is not
class A, any reduction in the average distortion of the main amplifier will result in increased
overall efficiency. A reduction in the peak distortion has no effect on overall efficiency in this
case, but will result in improved overall linearity (except if a class C error amplifier is used).
Therefore, in practice it may be necessary to compromise between the two performance metrics
in order to achieve optimal performance. It is also important to consider the practical aspects
of measuring the peak and average distortion. In principle, both are easy to measure, however,
the peak detector required to measure the peak distortion will be susceptible to interference;
the average distortion detector will not be as susceptible, due to its averaging nature. Another
problem with peak measurements is that, in a multicarrier system, the peak is very dependent
upon the relative phases of the channels.
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6.7.1 Distortion Measurement Model Results
The spectrum of the distortion signal produced using the amplifier is shown in Figure 6.17(a).
It can be seen that the input signal component has been cancelled by approximately 75dB,
and hence the signal consists almost exclusively of the distortion generated by the amplifier.
Figure 6.17: Spectrum and envelope of distortion produced by the amplifier.
The envelope of the amplifier distortion signal is shown in Figure 6.17(b), and has a peak
value of 0.368V. The distortion signal envelope reduces to near zero, and then increases. It
may not be stated that the minimum point on the distortion envelope corresponds to a point
on the amplifier transfer characteristic which generates minimum distortion, for two reasons.
Firstly, the distortion envelope does not contain all of the distortion. Secondly, the distortion
produced by the amplifier is due to the variation in the input envelope, and so no point on it
may be isolated in this fashion.
The distortion envelopes of the predistortion amplifier using the various 4-segment PLP
configurations are shown in Figure 6.18. It can be seen that, with the exception of the zero-
order G-PLP, the peak distortion envelope has been significantly reduced. The distortion
envelopes of the predistortion amplifier exhibit more peaks than the amplifier alone.
The improvements in the average and peak distortion levels using differing numbers of seg-
ments are shown in Figures 6.19 and 6.20 respectively. It can be seen that there is a general
improvement in performance as the number of segments is increased.
The improvement in average distortion follows a similar pattern to that of the improvement
of the highest IMP level (Figure 6.11), with little difference in performance between the G-
PLP and the TC-PLP. However, the improvement in peak distortion follows a very different
pattern. In the G-PLP case, the continuous PLP exhibits the best performance, rather than
the discontinuous PLP. The zero-order G-PLP produces only a very limited improvement
in the peak distortion. In the TC-PLP case, the discontinuous PLP still offers the best
performance, but to a lesser degree than was the case for the other performance metrics. The
zero-order TC-PLP exhibits a much better reduction in the peak distortion than its G-PLP
counterpart. However, it must be noted that the PLP characteristic was not optimised to
reduce either of these metrics to a minimum level, and so any comparisons made cannot be
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Figure 6.18: Envelope of distortion of predistortion amplifier output using a 4 segment PLP.
6.8 Optimal Least—Squared Fit of Ideal Predistorter
Characteristic
The adaption algorithm used in the previous section assumed that the knots were uniformly
spaced. However, this is unlikely to be the optimal separation in general. This is highlighted
by the fact that some segments of the PLP produce a better fit than others to the predistorter
characteristic. A mechanism is required which allows non—uniform spacing of the knots,
to achieve improved linearity. Using the previous adaption algorithm it is not possible to
implement optimisation of the knot spacings in an efficient manner. Therefore, an alternative
mechanism is proposed.
Since the ideal predistorter characteristic is known, it is possible to fit a piecewise—linear
function to it, externally to the simulation process. This could be done using least—squared
or minimax fitting procedures. Whilst this would not provide a method of optimising the
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Figure 6.19: Improvement in average distortion of predistortion amplifier using PLP.
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Figure 6.20: Improvement in peak distortion of predistortion amplifier using PLP.
it would give an improved knot spacing for the predistorter, which can then be used in another
optimisation method (such as the one previously described). Since no account is taken of the
p.d.f. of the input signal, a suboptimal solution results.
The fitting procedure is complicated by the points of inflexion on the ideal predistorter char-
acteristics (i.e., those points with zero second derivative). No general algorithm appears to
have been derived for a minimax approximation with free knots, however, recently a num-
ber of algorithms have been published for the case of a least-squared approximation with
free knots [15-17]. Baines [16] has designed an algorithm which finds the best discontinuous
piecewise-constant or piecewise-linear fit to a continuous function. However, it is noted by
Chui et al [17] that in the least-squared sense, a one-dimensional function is best approxi-
mated by a continuous piecewise fit, and that a discontinuous fit converges to a continuous
one (continuous piecewise functions being a subset of discontinuous ones). This is validated
in this application since it has been shown in the previous section that the discontinuous PLP
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The algorithm used in the fitting procedure is that proposed by Loach and Wathen [15], and
performs a least-squared fit of a continuous piecewise-linear function. The requirement for the
TC-PLP to start at zero has not been taken into account. Whilst it may be possible to extend
this algorithm to allow fitting with a piecewise-constant function, so that approximation of
a zero-order PLP can be achieved, this has not been attempted in this work.
6.8.1 Results
The transfer characteristic of the optimal least-squared fit 4 segment TC-PLP is depicted
in Figure 6.21. The piecewise-linear approximation is significantly better than that attained
using equally spaced knots (Figures 6.13(c) and 6.13(d) on page 116). Whilst the PLP does
not start at zero, it is close to zero in both the in-phase and the quadrature channels, and
so forcing this constraint should not significantly affect the linearity. The linearity figures to
be presented for the TC-PLP are derived using the optimal least-squared characteristic with
this constraint enforced.
The complex gain characteristic of the optimal least-squared fit 4 segment G-PLP is depicted
in Figure 6.22. It may be seen that, as with the TC-PLP, the piecewise-linear approxima-
tion is significantly better than that attained using equally spaced knots (Figures 6.14(c)
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Figure 6.21: Transfer characteristic of an optimal least-squared 4 segment TC-PLP.
Figure 6.23 shows the residual least-squared error between the ideal predistorter characteristic
and the piecewise-linear approximation. It can be seen that the error is reduced by increasing
the number of segments, but to a lesser extent each time. The error for the G-PLP is larger
than that for the TC-PLP; this is due to the larger range of complex gain (-8.5 to 0.1 for the
imaginary part) compared with that of the transfer characteristic (0 to 1 for the P channel).
The least-squared error for the TC-PLP is higher for the Q channel, than for the P channel,
even though it has a smaller range. This is due to the difference in form of the two channel
characteristics. The Q channel characteristic is more complex than the P channel, with two
points of inflexion, and so is less well approximated. This is not the case with the G-PLP
characteristic, since the forms of the real and imaginary parts of the complex gain function
are very similar, resulting in very similar least-squared errors.
3The author gratefully acknowledges the assistance of Dr. A. Wathen of the School of Mathematics, Uni-
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Figure 6.22: Complex Gain of an optimal least-squared 4 segment G-PLP.
Figure 6.23: Optimal least-squared error for PLPs.
The envelope of the 4-segment PLP outputs, and predistortion amplifier outputs using the
optimum least-squared fit characteristics are shown in Figures 6.24 and 6.25. These envelope
characteristics have been generated without using any further adaption of the PLP.
It can be seen that the envelope generated by the TC-PLP is much closer to the ideal,
compared to its equi-spaced equivalent (Figure 6.8(d) on page 111). Thus, the predistortion
amplifier output using the TC-PLP is very similar to the ideal. The spikes in the output,
evident in the equi-spaced envelope, are no longer present, and the peak output is closer to
that required.
In contrast, the envelope generated by the G-PLP does not appear to be a significant improve-
ment compared with the equi-spaced G-PLP (Figure 6.8(c) on page 111). The predistortion
amplifier output using the G-PLP exhibits less significant spikes than present in the equi-
spaced G-PLP (Figure 6.9(c) on page 112), although the peak output is still slightly lower
than ideal.
The linearity improvements which can be attained using the optimal least-squared fit PLPs
are depicted in Figure 6.26. To allow comparison with the equally spaced PLPs, the discon-
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Figure 6.24; Envelope of 4 segment continuous PLP output signals using optimum least-
squared characteristics.
Figure 6.25: Envelope of predistortion amplifier output signals using 4 segment continuous
PLPs with optimum least-squared characteristics.
It can be seen that the TC-PLP generally exhibits improved linearity compared with the equi-
spaced TC-PLP; this is particularly evident for the peak distortion measurement, which is
up to 10dB better. However, although the least-squared error is continually reduced as the
number of segments is increased, this does not necessarily lead to improved linearity. This is
emphasised by the fact that the linearity for the 4 segment TC-PLP is worse than that for
the 3 segment PLP. Therefore, although the optimal least-squared fit is the best global fit to
the actual characteristic, it is not necessarily the best fit in terms of linearity for the given
input signal.
The optimal least-squared fit G-PLP does not generally exhibit improved linearity (in terms
of highest IMP and average distortion) compared with the discontinuous equi-spaced G-PLP;
although it is better than the continuous equi-spaced G-PLP. However, in terms of peak dis-
tortion, the performance is a significant improvement. This highlights the fact that, although
the characteristic appears to be a good approximation, it is necessary to further optimise
the performance, taking into account the relevant metric. This optimisation procedure is
considered in the following section.
6.9 An Improved Optimisation Scheme
The adaption of a PLP can be considered as an N-dimensional optimisation of a function,
where N depends upon the predistorter type, and the number of knots. The goal is to find
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Figure 6.26: Linearity improvement of predistortion amplifier using PLP with optimum least-
squared characteristic.
f(x). The variable vector consists of all of the predistorter knots which are required to be
optimised. The optimisation would ideally find the global minimum of the distortion metric,
and thus the best possible solution. However, this is generally much more complicated than
finding a local minimum.
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6.9.1 Local Optimisation
There are a large number of algorithms which can find a local minimum of an N-dimensional
function. These local optimisation schemes will also find the global minimum if a good initial
vector, x°, is used, or if only one minimum is present (in which case the function is said to be
convex). Given the large number of dimensions possible in this application, it is likely that
many local minima will exist. The initial vector chosen is that of the optimal least-squared
fit to the nonlinear functions, presented in the previous section.
Many local minimisation algorithms require knowledge of the derivative of the function, which
is impractical in this application. This limits the number of algorithms which may be used
to direct-search algorithms. The two most popular algorithms of this type are the Downhill
Simplex Method and Powell's Conjugate Direction Method.
The Downhill Simplex Method [18-20] (not to be confused with the Simplex Method of Linear
Programming) uses N + 1 points in N dimensions, which form the vertices of a simplex. The
function is calculated at each point in the simplex, and the vertex which generates the highest
function value is replaced by another, using projection of the other vertices. This new simplex
is tested, and the procedure repeated, until convergence is reached, and the local minimum
found. The method is generally quite slow, but very robust.
Powell's Conjugate Direction Method [21,22] starts at a point in N-dimensional space, and
minimises the function along a given direction. The direction is then changed, and min-
imisation repeated, until convergence occurs. The directions chosen determine how rapidly
convergence is attained, and there are a number of criteria which are used in the algorithm to
produce the 'best' direction from any point in which to minimise the function. This method
is generally the quickest direct search algorithm, but is not as robust as the Downhill Simplex
Method.
Both of these techniques have been used in the simulation to enable comparison of their
relative performance. However, whilst the Powell's Conjugate Direction Method proved to
be generally quicker than the Downhill Simplex Method, it would not always converge to a
solution. Therefore, the Downhill Simplex Method has been used exclusively to generate the
results.
6.9.2 Optimisation Constraints
The local optimisation schemes described in the previous section are, in common with most
techniques, unconstrained in nature, allowing the variable vector x to take any value. This is
unacceptable in this application for a number of reasons, and so constraints must be added.
Knot Entanglement
The abscissa of the knots are required to satisfy
A[0] =0 < A[1] < A[2] < • • • < A[N - 2] < A[N - 1] < A[N] = 1 (6.33)
In an unconstrained optimisation scheme it is highly likely that eventually knot entanglement
will occur, in which, for a given segment, n,
A[n - 1] > A[n]	 (6.34)
Whilst it is possible to simply reorder the knots, it is unclear what should be done if a knot
abscissa is given a value outside of the two extremes. An improved procedure has been derived
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in which the knot abscissa are replaced in the variable vector by an equivalent form, for which
knot entanglement may be more easily avoided.
The abscissa of a given knot n is given by A[n], and is bounded by knots on both sides with
abscissa A[n — 1] and A[n + 1] (except for the two knots at the extremes). The fractional
distance of this knot abscissa to those on either side, o[n], is given by
A[n] — A[n — 1] 
a[n] = 	 	 (6.35)A[n +1] — A[n — 1]
Therefore,
A[0] = 0
A[1] = a[1](A[2] — A[0]) + A[0]
A[N — 1] = GIN — 1] (A[N.] — A[N — 2]) + A[N — 2]
A[N] = 1	 (6.36)
The variable vector is initialised with the relevant a values, found from the original knot
abscissa. During the optimisation procedure knot entanglement will occur if any a is outside
of the range 0 < a < 1. If this occurs, the a value is forced back inside this range by firstly
finding its absolute value modulo two (thus forcing the value to be between 0 and 2), and if
greater than 1, subtracting from 2.
The knot values cannot be directly found from the a values, due to its ratiometric nature.





(6.37)1 — ein — 1](1 — a[n])
The knot abscissa become
A[0] = 0
A[1] = E[1]A[2]
A[N — 1] = E[N — l]A[N]
A[N] = 1	 (6.38)
It is therefore possible to iterate forward through the list of a to find the e values using
Equation 6.37 (assuming c[0] = 0), and then iterate backwards using Equation 6.38 to find
the knot values.
Peak Predistortion Amplifier Power
The optimisation procedure is required to minimise the average or peak distortion present
in the predistortion amplifier output. If an unconstrained optimisation procedure is used,
it has been found that the knot values are continually reduced such that the amplifier is
backed—off, and thus the distortion reduced. This occurs even with the class C amplifier
model, since although the distortion increases as the amplifier is backed—off in relative terms
(i.e., compared with the linear output), it may still reduce in absolute terms. In order to stop
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constant. This is also desirable in order to keep the gain through the predistortion amplifier
constant.
The PLP characteristics use the quadrature representation of a memoryless nonlinearity,
and hence the coefficients are stored in cartesian format. To implement this constraint the
highest knot value is converted to polar form. The amplitude is kept at unity, whilst the
phase is included in the variable vector x and applied to the optimisation scheme. After each
optimisation stage the amplitude and phase are then converted back into cartesian form to
produce the required real and imaginary parts of the PLP characteristic.
Average Predistortion Amplifier Output Power
Whilst the above constraining mechanism is able to maintain the peak output power at all
times, it has been found that this is not enough to stop the optimisation scheme causing
the amplifier to back—off. The abscissa of the second—highest knot tends to converge to that
of the highest knot (unity), allowing the amplifier to be backed—off over most of its range,
but producing a sharp distortion peak at peak input amplitude. This effect is highlighted in
Figure 6.27, which shows the envelope of the predistortion amplifier without this constraint
being used. This problem occurs particularly for the average distortion optimisation, since
this distortion peak makes a negligible difference to the average distortion.
128	 256	 384	 512
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Figure 6.27: Envelope of predistortion amplifier output using 4 segment continuous TC—PLP,
after optimisation without constraining the average output power.
To reduce this effect, the average output power of the predistortion amplifier should be kept
(at least approximately) constant. The method chosen to implement this constraint is to use
a penalty function [19]. This technique alters the objective function f (x) such that a penalty
is added if the constraint is not met, and applies this new function to the unconstrained
optimisation routine. The transformed function, p(x, R), is given by
p(x, R) = f (x) + SZ(R, h(x))	 (6.39)
where the constraint (an equality constraint in this instance) is h(x), and R is is set of penalty
parameters. The penalty term chosen is given by
h(x)2 SI(R, h(x)) = R
and is known as a parabolic penalty. The constraint term, h(x), is given by
h(x) --= Po,ID — Po,ACT(X)
(6.40)
(6.41)
where Poji, is the ideal average output power, and Po,ACT is the actual average output power
of the predistortion amplifier.
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The transformed function, p(x, R), is minimised in an unconstrained manner, for a given value
of R. Minimisation is continually repeated using the final variable vector from the previous
optimisation, with decreasing values of R, until the required tolerance is achieved.
6.9.3 Simulation Results
Optimisation of the zero-order PLPs was not possible with this adaption technique, due to the
average and peak power constraints. The addition of these constraints reduces the linearity
improvement using these predistorters to negligible levels. This effect occurs because of the
limited degrees of freedom that these PLP configurations have.
The linearity improvements using this optimisation technique are depicted in Figure 6.28.
To allow comparison with the results from the initial adaption scheme, the discontinuous
PLP linearity for that scheme is also shown. In all cases it can be seen that the continuous
and discontinuous PLPs provide almost identical levels of linearity improvement. Therefore,
the continuous PLPs should be used in preference, since they have much reduced complexity
compared to the discontinuous PLPs.
The performance of the PLPs has been significantly improved with respect to the initial
adaption mechanism. This is particularly evident in the peak distortion improvement. The
performance difference between the TC-PLP and the G-PLP for the initial adaption scheme
was only slight. Using this optimisation technique this is no longer the case, the TC-PLP
has a significantly improved performance.
The improvement in linearity evident with the use of this optimisation scheme allows for
markedly reduced PLP complexity for a given linearity. For example, to achieve 15dB of
average distortion reduction using a continuous TC-PLP requires 7 segments in the equi-
spaced case with the initial adaption scheme, and only 3 segments in this case. Since two
PLPs are required to operate on the quadrature components, with two control variables for
each knot, the number of control elements required in this case is reduced from 28 to only 12.
6.10 Summary
This chapter has examined the piecewise-linear predistortion technique in detail. Several
possible architectures, and practical configurations have been suggested. There are two types
of PLP, the gain type-PLP (G-PLP) and the transfer characteristic type-PLP (TC-PLP),
and three subdivisions of each type (zero-order, continuous first-order and discontinuous
first-order). All six of these architectures have been examined in depth, using computer
simulation, to ascertain the linearity improvement which each can provide.
In order to optimise the performance of the PLP, two adaption mechanisms have been pro-
posed. The initial adaption scheme relied on minimising an error signal generated by the
difference between the actual and ideal output envelopes. In a practical system this would
require the real-time analysis of the output signals; this may not be possible in the wideband
case. However, it does enable a useful guide to the levels of linearity which can be achieved.
Using a 4 segment PLP, it has been determined that the class C amplifier linearity (in terms of
maximum IMP) could be improved by more than 16dB. This is a similar level of performance
to that attained in the practical class C feedforward amplifier.
To allow a more realistic comparison of linearity, it has been proposed that the average or
peak distortion level should be used as the performance metric. This may be found using
the first loop in a feedforward system. Using the initial adaption mechanism, it has been
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Figure 6.28: Linearity improvement of predistortion amplifier using PLP with optimised char-
acteristic.
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shown that the average distortion level is reduced more than the peak distortion level, since
no direct account of the distortion level is used.
The initial adaption technique used equally spaced knots in the PLP characteristics; it has
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been shown that this is suboptimal. In order to improve performance, a global least-squared
fitting procedure with free knots has been used; there was a significant performance increase
using this technique. However, since the method cannot take account of time-variant amplifier
characteristics, it may not be used in a practical system.
An alternative optimisation scheme has been devised, by considering the adaption as an
N-dimensional minimisation problem. Since this method does not rely on the real-time
signal envelopes, it may be used in a practical wideband system. It has been found that
this technique may not be used with the zero-order PLPs, due to the addition of various
constraints on the predistorter knots. It has also been found that the results for the continuous
and discontinuous PLPs converge; thus the continuous PLPs should be used in practice, due to
their reduced complexity. Using this method, the performance of the PLPs was considerably
increased, with the TC-PLP offering improved performance compared with a G-PLP of
similar order.
To implement the piecewise-linear predistortion technique in practice requires the design of
both the PLP elements and a control mechanism. A number of practical PLP implementa-
tions have been suggested. To obtain optimal linearity at all times would require an adaption
scheme similar to the N-dimensional minimisation method suggested. This may be imple-
mented using a DSP, since it is required to adapt relatively slowly. However, acceptable
performance may be obtained without any adaption, by fixing the control parameters during
production, greatly reducing the complexity.
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CHAPTER 7	 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
7.1 Conclusions
7.1.1 The need for linear amplification
There are two main applications which require the use of a linear amplifier for transmis-
sion. Firstly, to improve spectral—efficiency, linear modulation schemes may be used. Sec-
ondly, multi—carrier applications can operate with increased flexibility and power efficiency,
by summing the channels at low power and then amplifying the resultant signal, rather than
performing the addition at high power.
This work relates to the design of an RF amplifier suitable for such applications. In the
vast majority of cases, a traditional linear amplifier cannot be used, since to obtain the
necessary linearity requires an amplifier with an excessive power rating, operating with very
poor efficiency. Therefore, some form of amplifier linearisation technique is required.
The majority of the amplifier linearisation techniques are restricted to narrow channel band-
widths, due to either their use of a digital signal processor (DSP) to generate signals in
real—time (in the case of adaptive baseband predistortion); conditional stability (in the case
of continuous feedback), or because the signals used in the linearisation are more wideband
than the input signal (in the case of LINC or EE&R). These factors prohibit use of these
techniques in wideband multi—carrier applications. There are also a number of linear modu-
lation schemes proposed for future systems, in which the modulation bandwidth is too great
for these narrowband schemes to be used.
The only linearisation techniques which can be used for broadband operation are feedforward
linearisation, and analogue predistortion. Feedforward linearisation operates by generating an
error signal which consists almost entirely of distortion. This is then injected into the output
signal in antiphase in order to cancel the distortion. Analogue predistortion uses a nonlinear
network which (ideally) has the inverse transfer characteristic to the amplifier. Thus, the
cascaded system operates in a linear fashion. These techniques have been extensively studied
in this work, and new techniques have been presented in order to improve their performance.
7.1.2 Feedforward Linearisation
Feedforward linearisation has been used for some time to produce amplifiers with excellent
linearity; however, its power efficiency characteristics have been largely unstudied. New work
has been presented to address this question, and techniques have been suggested to improve
its efficiency.
The efficiency of a feedforward amplifier is inherently reduced by its requirement for an
additional amplifier (the error amplifier) to cancel the distortion. Thus, the efficiency of the
error amplifier can be an important determining factor in the overall efficiency, if the error
signal is significant (e.g., if a class C main amplifier is used). The other major factors which
determine the power efficiency have been found to be the coupling factor of the output coupler
used to inject the error signal, and the insertion loss of the main path delay.
A high coupling factor (e.g., 20dB) results in low main path loss, but a large error path loss;
requiring a high error amplifier power output. A low coupling factor (e.g., 3dB) reduces the
error path loss, but increases the main path loss. Consequently, a compromise between these
extremes produces an optimal coupling factor.
The insertion loss of the main path delay will cause a reduction in the output power, and
thus lowers the overall efficiency (although a lower error amplifier power will be required).
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This reduction in efficiency can be highly significant, and so there is much to be gained by
reducing the delay insertion loss. One method by which this may be achieved is to reduce
the delay time, which will have implications on the distortion cancellation which can be
attained. The use of the variable phase shift in the error path will allow the two cancellation
paths to be phase matched at one frequency (usually chosen to be the centre of the band),
whilst the cancellation will reduce further from this frequency, since the two paths are not
time matched. The degree of cancellation which can be attained across the band has been
theoretically analysed and shown to be dependent upon the relative bandwidth. In many
communications systems the relative bandwidth is small, and so this technique may provide
adequate linearity, whilst significantly improving efficiency.
A practical feedforward system has been constructed, operating at a centre frequency of
220MHz, in order to verify the theoretical efficiency analysis. The system has been designed
with the priority being to maintain efficiency; thus class C main and error amplifiers have
been used. Although the use of a nonlinear error amplifier limits the linearity improvement
which the feedforward technique can provide, the overall linearity was still reasonable, com-
mensurate with that of a class A amplifier (in terms of highest intermodulation distortion
product (IMP)). The overall efficiency achieved in practice was close to that predicted, and
was significantly higher than that which could be attained by a conventional amplifier with
similar linearity. The main path delay was removed to investigate the effect of reducing the
delay. It was found that the efficiency was increased, without a significant degradation in the
linearity.
An alternative technique which offers an improvement in the efficiency of a feedforward am-
plifier is to recover some of the power lost in the feedforward process. The majority of the
power generated by the error amplifier is wasted in the output coupler termination. It is
proposed that by replacing the coupler termination with a matched rectifier, this power may
be recovered, thus improving overall efficiency. However, this technique can only provide a
significant increase in efficiency if the error amplifier power is a substantial fraction of the
main amplifier power, i.e., the main amplifier is highly nonlinear. This technique may be
of use in satellite systems, since the linearity requirement is not so demanding, whilst any
reduction in power consumption is of considerable benefit.
Whilst the previous two techniques for improving the efficiency of a feedforward amplifier
are useful, the efficiency is still degraded by the application of feedforward, due to the error
amplifier power. A potential method to alleviate this is to use analogue predistortion of the
main amplifier. In such a system the required error amplifier power will be lowered, resulting
in improved efficiency. The overall efficiency will also be much less sensitive to the error
amplifier efficiency, allowing a more linear error amplifier to be used, thereby improving the
overall linearity. A practical system has been constructed, operating at a centre frequency of
850MHz, to verify the benefits of the combined use of feedforward and predistortion.
The analogue predistortion techniques which are in general use are crude, and only offer a
small improvement in linearity. It would also appear that analogue predistortion of class C
amplifiers has not been studied. Therefore, analogue predistortion has been further investi-
gated.
7.1.3 Broadband Predistortion Linearisation
Broadband predistortion linearisation is generally implemented using an analogue nonlinear
network operating at either RF or IF. There are a number of possible nonlinear elements and
architectures which may be used, several of which have been described.
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The nonlinear elements which may be used for analogue predistortion fall into two categories.
The polynomial predistorter uses a separate nonlinearity for each order of distortion to be
reduced. This is not applicable for predistortion of highly nonlinear amplifiers, since a large
number of networks would be required, making the technique prohibitively complex. In
contrast, the generic predistorter uses a single nonlinear network, which generates many
orders of distortion, and so allows highly nonlinear amplifiers to be predistorted.
The nonlinear networks used in predistortion may be arranged in one of several architectures.
The scalar predistorter uses one nonlinear network to reduce the AM/AM or AM/PM con-
version of the amplifier; it is unable to simultaneously reduce both. The vector predistorter
uses two nonlinear networks in polar or quadrature form, and allows simultaneous reduction
of both the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion. The quadrature form is most commonly used,
due to its symmetrical nature.
The predistortion technique which offers the best linearity performance is that of the generic
vector predistorter, and this is used as the basis for further study.
The characteristic of an ideal predistorter has been derived, and shown to be the inverse of
the amplifier characteristic. To allow the ideal characteristic to be derived from measured
amplifier data, the AM/AM and AM/PM conversion characteristics of an ideal predistorter
have also been derived from those of the amplifier. A computer simulation has been described,
which allows modelling of a predistortion amplifier. The amplifier model utilises the measured
transfer characteristic of the class C main amplifier used in the 220MHz feedforward system
previously described; the ideal predistortion characteristic is derived from this measured data.
Using this computer simulation, with a two-tone input signal, it has been found that the
amplifier model produces a good approximation to the practical amplifier. The envelope of
the signal, and the two-tone output spectrum correspond well with those measured. The
envelope of the ideal predistorter output has been found, and this is used in later work to
allow comparison of non-ideal predistorter characteristics. The output of the predistortion
amplifier has been shown to contain some IMPs, but at a negligible level (below -120dBc).
These are caused by the fact that the amplifier data is only measured at a finite number
of points, requiring interpolation between them for both the amplifier and the predistorter
models. Since the level of the IMPs is so low, this does not invalidate the ideal predistorter
characteristic generated.
The instantaneous power efficiency of an ideal predistortion amplifier has been derived. It has
been shown that if the power dissipated by the predistorter network is negligible compared
with that of the amplifier, the instantaneous efficiency referenced to the output is unaffected
by predistortion. The instantaneous efficiency referenced to the input is, however, affected
since the predistorter alters the statistics of the amplifier input signal.
The effect of nonlinear amplification and predistortion have been further investigated by the
use of probability density functions (p.d.f. ․). To enable this analysis the output signal p.d.f.
of a nonlinearity with a given input signal p.d.f. has been derived. A number of representative
signals have been applied to the amplifier and predistorter in order to illustrate the nonlinear
effects. Using the class C amplifier model, it has been found that the amplifier increases the
probability of the output signal being close to the maximum or minimum amplitudes. This is
due to the switch-like nature of the amplifier characteristic. In order to compensate for this
effect, the predistorter enhances the probability that its output signal will be in the middle
of the range, and reduces the probability that it will be at the extremes.
The average efficiency of a predistortion amplifier has been calculated using the representa-
tive input signals and measured characteristics from class A and C amplifiers. The average
efficiency of the predistortion amplifier is lower than that of the amplifier alone, due to the
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modification of the input signal p.d.f.. It has been shown that predistortion of a class C
amplifier has a more detrimental effect on the efficiency than for a class A amplifier. This
effect is due to fact that the transfer characteristic of the class A amplifier is more linear,
and hence not affected by predistortion to the same degree as the class C amplifier. The
reduction in average efficiency caused by the application of predistortion has also been shown
to be more significant for signals with high peak-to-mean ratios. The average efficiency has
been compared with that of the practical feedforward system, and it is found that (in at least
the case discussed), feedforward linearisation degrades efficiency to a far greater extent than
predistortion.
7.1.4 Piecewise-Linear Predistortion
The linearity improvement offered by current forms of analogue predistortion is limited. This
has thus far constrained the use of analogue predistortion to amplifiers which are only mildly
nonlinear, such as saturating class AB, and travelling wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs). To
improve power efficiency, class C amplifiers could be used, however, these are highly nonlinear,
and so are more difficult to linearise effectively using predistortion. In contrast with mildly
nonlinear amplifiers, class C amplifiers produce increased distortion (relative to the linear
part) as the amplifier is backed-off. Thus, it is not possible to back the amplifier off to meet
the required linearity specification.
An improved method of analogue predistortion, using a piecewise-linear predistorter (PLP),
has been investigated. This technique approximates the required predistorter characteristic
using a number of piecewise-linear segments, and offers the potential of improved approxima-
tion compared with other methods. A number of possible architectures have been described,
and a computer simulation is used to ascertain their linearity improvement.
There are two basic forms of PLP which may be used. The gain-type PLP (G-PLP) approx-
imates the complex gain of the ideal predistorter, whilst the transfer characteristic-type PLP
(TC-PLP) approximates the ideal predistorter transfer characteristic. Each of these forms
may be subdivided into three configurations, which are dependent upon placing constraints
on the knots of the predistorter. The zero-order PLP approximates the relevant characteristic
using piecewise-constant segments, and is the simplest configuration. The continuous first-
order PLP approximates the relevant characteristic using piecewise-linear segments, forming
a characteristic which is constrained to be continuous. The discontinuous first-order PLP is
similar to the continuous first-order PLP, but does not have the constraint of continuity.
In order to optimise the predistorter architectures, some form of adaption mechanism is re-
quired. An adaption technique similar to that used in baseband predistortion was initially
chosen. The method uses an error signal determined by the difference of the actual predis-
tortion amplifier output to its ideal. This error signal is then minimised by a linear adaption
process in order to optimise performance. This technique is not suitable for use in a prac-
tical broadband predistortion system, since the error signal is derived in real-time from the
time-varying signal envelopes. However, its use in simulation is acceptable, and provides an
indication of the linearity which can be attained.
The standard performance metric used to provide an indication of linearity is to measure
the highest IMP level. This is not a particularly useful metric in this application, since the
levels of IMPs after linearisation are still significant, and occupy a wider bandwidth than the
output of the amplifier alone. An alternative performance metric has been proposed, which
is derived by measuring the amount of distortion generated by the amplifier, either as a peak
or an average value. This signal is determined using the first loop in a feedforward system to
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cancel those frequencies present in the input signal, leaving just the distortion.
The simulation results obtained using the initial adaption technique show that the PLP
significantly improves the linearity of the class C amplifier. Using a 4 segment discontinuous
PLP it is possible to reduce the highest IMP level by greater than 16dB.
To improve the linearity which can be obtained using the PLP, it is necessary to alter the
knot spacing. This could not be done efficiently using the initial adaption method, and so an
alternative has been used. The method chosen used a global least—squared fitting procedure in
order to find the best complex gain or transfer characteristic for the PLP. Using this procedure,
the performance of the continuous TC—PLP was significantly improved. The linearity of the
optimal least—squared fit continuous TC—PLP was improved by up to 5dB, compared with
the equi—spaced discontinuous TC—PLP, in terms of highest IMP and average distortion, and
by up to 10dB in terms of peak distortion. The performance of the optimal least—squared fit
continuous G—PLP was generally not as good as the equi—spaced discontinuous G—PLP, in
terms of highest IMP and average distortion, although its peak distortion was significantly
improved.
Using the alternative performance metrics, another optimisation method has been derived,
which directly minimises the average or peak distortion. This method is based on standard
N—dimensional minimisation schemes, with the addition of constraints to avoid knot entangle-
ment, and ensure constant gain through the predistortion amplifier. This is a more practical
method than the initial technique, since the error signal is not found in real—time. This tech-
nique is particularly suitable for this application, since the predistortion linearisation is to
be used to supplement feedforward linearisation. Thus the distortion signal will already be
present in the system. It should be noted that the optimisation scheme will only converge to
a local minimum, rather than the global one, and thus, whilst the results presented illustrate
that significant improvements in linearity result from the use of the PLP, it may be that
even better results may be obtained. The increased linearity attained using this optimisation




An improved method to determine the efficiency of a feedforward amplifier can be developed,
using similar methods to those used to determine the average efficiency of a predistortion
amplifier. This would enable more accurate average efficiency modelling in a feedforward
system with highly nonlinear amplifiers, since all orders of IMP can be taken into account.
This is not the case with the theoretical analysis presented in this work, as this assumed
only third—order distortion. This would enable a more rigorous comparison of the average
efficiency of predistortion and feedforward linearisation.
It would be instructive to construct a practical feedforward system using the power recovery
technique, in order to validate the theoretical analysis. In satellite systems, the extra com-
plexity of this technique may be justified, since the linearity improvement is not required to
be great, but efficiency must be maintained.
The use of feedforward linearisation has thus far been restricted to wideband systems, with
other techniques being used in preference for narrowband applications. This is due to the
perceived increased complexity and reduced power efficiency when compared with these nar-
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rowband methods. However, this work has shown that this need not be the case, since in
systems with small relative bandwidth, the time delays may be removed without impairing
linearity, whilst dramatically increasing efficiency. The performance may be improved fur-
ther with the use of analogue predistortion of the main amplifier. Further investigation is
required to determine whether an adaptive feedforward system can compare favourably in the
narrowband case with other linearisation techniques.
7.2.2 Piecewise-Linear Predistortion
The most important work still required with the piecewise-linear predistortion technique is to
construct a practical system. This would enable a comparison to be made of the linearity of
the practical and the simulated systems. The increased degrees of freedom which the technique
offers will require a sophisticated optimisation scheme to be implemented in practice. The
methods required to obtain the performance metrics used to optimise the system have already
been investigated for their use in feedforward linearisation, and so should be simple to obtain.
The models used in the simulation of the predistortion amplifier were memoryless, and hence
do not include the effects of frequency-dependence of the amplifier and predistorter character-
istics, or of IMP asymmetry. The former of these could be implemented by using a simulation
with increased complexity. However, IMP asymmetry is a relatively unstudied phenomenon,
and so no models exist which take it into account. Therefore, an investigation into the causes
of asymmetry is required, with the aim to reduce its effect in practical systems, and allow its
modelling. These effects are likely to impair the performance of the analogue predistortion,
and so should be investigated.
It is possible for the PLP to operate on the instantaneous RF signal (or an IF equivalent)
rather than the envelope. This will allow for more broadband operation, since an envelope
detector is no longer required (the output of which is generally more broadband than the
modulation signal). However, since the majority of practical circuits are unipolar, double the
number of piecewise-linear generating elements (usually a resistor-diode combination) and
control variables would be required. This configuration may not be directly simulated, since
the instantaneous nonlinearity will generate significant harmonics, causing aliasing. However,
an envelope equivalent configuration, similar to that of the continuous transfer characteristic-
type PLP (TC-PLP) may be used. This requires the envelope equivalent transfer character-
istic of an instantaneous PLP to be derived, which may be obtained using the first-order
Chebyshev Transform. It would be expected that the results thus obtained would be similar






The complex envelope models of the amplitude and phase and quadrature representations of
a bandpass nonlinearity are shown in Figure 2.6. This Appendix will show that the complex
envelope and standard representations are equivalent.
A.1 Amplitude and Phase Representation
If a general bandpass input signal, x(t), consisting of a single modulated carrier given by
x(t) = A(t) cos (wt + g5(t))	 (A.1)
is applied to a nonlinearity in amplitude and phase form, the output signal, y(t), has been
shown in Section 2.4.1 to be given by (making time implicit for the modulation)
y(t) = F (A) cos (wt + 4) + G (A))	 (A.2)
Consider the input signal, x(t), given in analytical form, thus
x(t) = Ae3('t+4')	 (A.3)
The output of the complex envelope form of the amplitude and phase representation (Fig-
ure 2.6(a)) is given by
It may be simply shown that
Therefore,
y(t) = F (A)e3G(A) (x(t) )
l x (t) I
x(t) _ e3pt+o)
i x (t )i —
Y(i) = F (A) OG (A) &Pt+ 0)
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Or
y(t) F (A) 0(wt+0+G (A))
	 (A.7)
This is equivalent to
y(t) = F (A)(cos (wt + q5 + G (A)) ± 3 sin (wt + + G (A)))	 (A.8)
Therefore, the real part of the output signal, R[y(t)], is given by
R[y(t)] = F (A) cos (wt + + G (A))	 (A.9)
Which is equivalent to the output of a memoryless bandpass nonlinear device in amplitude
and phase form, given in Equation A.2.
A.2 Quadrature Representation
If a general bandpass input signal, x(t), consisting of a single modulated carrier given by
x(t) = A(t) cos (wt + 0(t))	 (A.10)
is applied to a nonlinearity in quadrature form, the output signal, y(t), has been shown in
Section 2.4.2 to be given by (making time implicit for the modulation)
y(t) = P (A) cos (wt + 0) — Q (A) sin (wt + 0)	 (A.11)
Consider the input signal, x (t), given in analytical form, thus
x(t) = Ae3(wt+(k)	 (A.12)
The output of the complex envelope form of the quadrature representation (Figure 2.6(b)) is
given by
y(t) = (P(A) +3Q(A))(ix( ttO
It may be simply shown that
x(t) 
= cos (wt ± 0) + 3 sin (wt + 0)
ix(t)I
Hence
y(t) = (P (A) cos (wt + 0) — Q (A) sin (wt + 0))
+ 3(P (A) sin (wt	 + Q (A) cos (wt 0))
Therefore, the real part of the output signal, 91[y(t)], is given by





Which is equivalent to the output of a memoryless bandpass nonlinear device in quadrature










B.1 Analysis of Feedforward Amplifier Linearityl
Referring to Figure B.1, assume that the input, x (t), is a single CW tone of amplitude A,
thus
x (t) = A cos (cot -I- 0)
	
(B.1)
Therefore, the output from C2, y(t), is given by
y (t) = A COS (W(t - T1) + CO + A COS (.0(t - T2) + 0 + 6)
	
(B.2)
where A is the amplitude of the error path signal, and O is the phase difference between the
paths.
Figure B.1: Simplified configuration of a single loop in a feedforward amplifier.
Assuming that the difference in delay between the two paths is AT, the error path delay is
given by
T2 -' Tl. ± AT	 (B.3)
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This difference in the time delays is termed delay mismatch [1]. Substitution of Equation B.3
into Equation B.2 gives
Y(t) = A cos (w(t — Ti ) + 0) + A cos (.0(t — Ti — AT) -I- 0 + 0)	 (B.4)
Expanding gives
Y(t) = A cos (w (t — Ti ) + 0) • P + A sin (co (t — Ti) + q5) .
 Q
where
73' = 1 + (4) cos (wAr — 0
AAQ=_ ( if) sin (CV LAT — Ad)
The resultant output signal will consist of a single tone with phase -y, nominally delayed by
Ti, hence
Y(t) = R cos (w(t — Ti ) + 7)	 (B.8)
Thus
R cos (w (t — 'Ti ) + -y) = A cos (w(t — Ti ) + 0) • P + A sin (w (t — Ti) ± 0) - Q
	
(B.9)
The amplitude of the output signal, R, can be found from
R2 = (AP)2 ± (A02	 (B.10)
Substituting for P and Q yields
2 2




R2 = A2 + A2 + 2AA COS ((VAT — 0)	 (B.12)
Thus, the amplitude of the output signal, R, is given by
R = V A2 + A2 + 2AA COS (WAT — 0) (B.13)
The cancellation (in decibels), Cdg, of the signals in the two paths, relative to A, is
Cdg = 20 log 10
 (A) — 20 log 10 (R)	 (B.14)
A	 2
= —101ogio {1 + (-AI-1 )	 + 2 (-A) cos ((.4) A T — O)}	 (B.15)
To find the phase difference, A y , between the input tone and the output tone, the output
phase, -y, is referenced to the input phase, 0, yielding
A QA -y = tan-1 (775) (B.16)
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Substituting for p and Q gives
To achieve optimal cancellation would require that the amplitudes of the two paths be equal,
and their phase difference be 7r, at all frequencies. Thus, the delay mismatch is required to
be zero. Hence,
A=A (B.18)
0 = 7r (B.19)
cvA7- -= 0 (B.20)
In practice, the actual amplitude and phase difference (A and 0) will differ from the ideal
values. The amplitude error is denoted by SA, and phase difference between the paths is
given by 0 + 60, where 0 is the gross phase shift, and 60 takes account of any further phase
error, thus
Equation B.21 may be normalised to A to give
(A) = 1 + SA	 (B.23)
With these values the cancellation and phase shift expressions (Equations B.15 and B.17) are
given by
C dB = —10 log 10 {1 + (1 + SA) 2 + 2(1 + SA) cos (co7- — 0 — S0)}	 (B.24)
(1 + SA) sin PAT — 0 — SO)  )6.7 = tan-1 (
1 + (1 + 8A) cos PAT — 0 — 60) ) (B.25)
In general, the delay mismatch will not be zero, and so the cancellation becomes frequency—
dependent. To achieve perfect cancellation at a frequency, coo, (usually the centre of the
frequency band of operation), requires that
COAT — el
 = n7r	 (B.26)
Hence, in practice, the gross phase shift will be
since the phase controller will generally have a phase variation of at most +71-.
Intuitively, it would be expected that the amplitudes of the two paths be equal for optimal
cancellation. It has been shown that this is not the case if the average cancellation across the
operation frequency band is considered [2]. However, the difference in amplitude between the
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B.2 Analysis of Standard Feedforward Amplifier Efficiency2
B.2.1 System Parameters
Referring to the block diagram for a feedforward amplifier shown in Figure B.2, the parameters
used in the analysis are explained below.
Main Amplifier, Al
Output power (per carrier): PA1 (W)
Efficiency:	 I/Al
Third-order IMP level:	 SA1 ((IBC)
Error Amplifier, A2





Coupling factor:	 C1 (dB)
Main Path Delay, TD2
Delay Insertion Loss: LTD2 (dB)
Figure B.2: Configuration of a feedforward amplifier.
B.2.2 Theoretical Analysis
The analysis assumes that the main amplifier generates only third-order IMD, which is com-
pletely cancelled across the frequency band, and that the error amplifier produces no distor-
tion. Whilst these assumptions are only an approximation to the practical situation, they
allow important trends to be identified.
With a two-tone test signal applied, the fractional power of a single IMP, Fim, (per carrier)
is given by
FIM = 10(sm/1°)	 (B.28)
2 The analysis presented in this section is an extended version of that published by the author in [3]
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Thus, both the fundamental signal and the IMPs are attenuated by this factor. Hence
PA1 (B.31)PAl,L = L
PTP = PI — PC




PA1FIM(1 — CDC) 
PA2 = (B.41)
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Thus, the absolute power of a single third—order IMP, Pim, is
PIM = PA1FIM







The coupling factor of the output coupler C2, CDC, is
CDC = 10— (C1/lO)






where LDc is the through loss of the output coupler C2. To determine the through loss of
the coupler, assume an incident power, Pi-, applied to the coupler. The coupled power, Pc,
will be dependent upon the coupling factor, CDC, thus
PC = PI CDC	 (B.35)
The through path power at the output of the coupler, PTp, assuming no additional losses, is
given by
The through loss of the coupler is given by the ratio of the through path power PTp to the
incident power 131 , thus
PTP ,
LDC =	 = i — CDC
PI
Hence, substituting this into Equation B.34 gives
PA1 F/m(1 — CDC) 
Priti,c = L





To completely cancel the IMP, 191M,C and PA2,C must be equal and applied in antiphase.
Thus
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riff =	 ti	 ,7/111-1-1Mk i CDC) -r 7/A2L,LiDck . -r
nA1nA2Cpc(1 — CDC) (B.48)
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The RF output power, PA1,C, is given by
PA1,C = PA1,L( 1 — CDC)	 (B.42)
By substitution of Equation B.31 this becomes
Fiii( 1 — CDC) 
PA1,C =	 (B.43)





where Pdc,A1 and Pdc,A2 are the dc powers supplied to the amplifiers Al and A2 respectively
and are given by
It should be noted that Equation B.45 is slightly different to the same quantity defined in [4]
as it also includes the effect of the IMP on the DC power supplied to the main amplifier, Al.
Substituting for PA2 from Equation B.41, Equation B.46 becomes





Therefore, the overall efficiency is
Optimal coupling factor
The optimum coupling factor, CDC,OpT, can be determined by differentiating Equation B.48,
equating to zero and solving for CDC to find the local maximum. Thus
anff	 = 0	 (B.49)
aCpc
Therefore,
CDc2 (77A1 Fim — 77A2L ( 1 FIM)) —2CDcrIALFIm+nAiFim — 0	 (B.50)












71.4 1 2 F/MCD C (CDC —1)2
(71A1 Fim( 1 - CDC) ± nA2 LCDC( 1 -1- FIM))2
aqff
a77A2
77111 FIM( 1 — CDC) ± nA2LCDC( 1 ± FIM) X
71A1CDC(1 — CDC)
(B.55)
By substitution of Equation B.41 (page 149) this becomes
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Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity of the feedforward amplifier efficiency to the error amplifier efficiency, SZ,
is given by








.977A2 nA1Fim(1- CDC) + nA2LcDc(1 + FRO
7A1?1A2LcDc2 (1-
 cDc)(1+-Fmr)





Thus, sz is given by
S7e, = 	 77,412FimcDc(CDc-1)2 
(ni1 Fim( 1— CDC) + nyt2LCDc(1 + F110)2
This can be shown to simplify to
snff — 	 7m1Fim(1— CDC)71,42 —
nAiFim(i — CDC) + nA2LcDca +FM
(B.56)
B.3 Analysis of Feedforward Amplifier Efficiency with Power
Recovery
This analysis is based on that presented in Section B.2, and is subject to the same assumptions.
Referring to Figure B.3 the power normally lost in output coupler termination, PCT., is now
utilised by the power recovery circuitry, and is given by
PCT = PA2( 1 — CDC)	 (B.57)
This power is utilised with an efficiency of 71pR, typically 70-85%, to give a useful power of
PPR = 77PRPCT	 (B.58)
Or















Figure B.3: The configuration of a feedforward amplifier with power recovery.
The overall efficiency of the feedforward amplifier with power recovery is given by
PA1,C 
7117 — Pdc,A1 ± Pdc,A2 — PPR
where Pcic,A1 and Pdc, A2 are given by Equations B.45 and B.47 respectively. By relevant
substitution and simplification this becomes
nAlnA2 CDC( 1 — CDC) 
ng =
nA1 FIM( 1— CDC) + 1)A2LCDC( 1 + Far) — nAiniunpRFIm(
The optimal coupling factor can be found in a similar manner to that used in Section B.2,
and is given by
(B.61)
71AI FIAl( 1 — 77A2npR) ± VrminA2FIAIL(1 + FM (1 — 7) AVIP R) 
C DC, OPT =
71A1FIM(1— 71A2nPR) — 77,42 L ( 1 + F/M)
(B.63)
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The class C amplifier output p.d.f.s for the (r/4)-DQPSK and Rayleigh distributed input
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AMPLIFIER AND PREDISTORTER OUTPUT P.D.F.s
The ideal predistorter output p.d.f.s for the (7r/4)-DQPSK and Rayleigh distributed input
signals are depicted in Figure C.2.
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The circuit for a monotonic—increasing operational amplifier PLP is shown in Figure D.1.
The analysis assumes that all of the diodes switch on at a voltage of VD, and in this state
have zero resistance. At zero input signal, all of the diodes are assumed to be off. As the
input voltage increases, each diode will switch on in turn. It is assumed that the first diode
to turn on is D1 , then D2, etc., until the final diode, DN, switches on.
Figure D.1: Monotonic—Increasing Opamp based PLP.











The first diode, D1 , will switch on when the following condition is satisfied.
Vi - VD VD - VBIl (D.2= 	)
RA1	 RBI
Where VBIl is the bias voltage applied to the diode, via the bias resistor, Rm. , and is generally
negative. Consequently, for the first diode to switch on, the input voltage must satisfy
VD(RAi.










-VD, VBIl VD 
22 = 	 RA1	 Rm.
By substitution and simplification, the equation for the feedback current becomes
if = vi/\ ± 1	 VBil 
VD
( 1 + 1 (D.7)
Ri RA1 ) RB1
	
RAI. RBI)
The output voltage of the PLP is given by
	
vo
 = —if RF	 (D.8)
By substitution of Equation D.7, this yields
1
	 i\ VBIlVo = —RF {Vi (— —)-r





In a similar manner to the first diode, the second diode, D2, will switch on when the input
voltage satisfies
VD (RA2 + RB2) RA2VBI2 (D.10)
RB2
At this point diodes D 1 and D2 are both on. Hence, the feedback current is now given by
Where
if =	 i2 i3
Vi - VD Van - VD
23 = 	
it A2	 RB2
Hence, the transfer characteristic becomes
1 ) VBIl ,Vo = -RF {Vi (—
	
VBI21 1-	 -r-	
vD ( 1 + 1 ± 1 ± 1
Ri RA1 ILA2	 4131 -ttB2	 RA1 RB1 RA2 RB2 ) j
(D.13)
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In general, the n th diode will switch on when
VD(RAn RBn) RAnVBIn 
>
RBn
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(D.14)
1	 1










,	 1	 1	 1	 1
	




vo = -RF{Vi I +	 -E =) + -, vBIi VD E. 71	 1 + 1
	
R1 i== , RAi	 2'd=1 RBi z=1 RAi RBi
D.2 Monotonic—Decreasing Circuit
The circuit for a monotonic-decreasing operational amplifier PLP is shown in Figure D.2.
The analysis again assumes that all of the diodes switch on at a voltage of VD, and in this
state have zero resistance. At zero input signal, all of the diodes are assumed to be off. As
the input voltage increases, each diode will switch on in turn. It is assumed that the first



















Figure D.2: Monotonic-Decreasing Opamp based PLP.
When all of the diodes are off, the transfer characteristic is simply that of an inverting opamp
circuit, thus
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The first diode, D 1 , will switch on when the following condition is satisfied.
VB01 + VD —VD — Vo (D.18)
RD1	 RCi
Where VB01 is the bias voltage applied to the diode, via the bias resistor, Rix, and is generally









Thus, the knot abscissa are controlled by the output voltage, rather than the input voltage,
as is the case with the monotonic—increasing PLP circuit. The input voltage required to




Vi >	 RCi 	  VD	
+	
(D.20)
LF 	 RD1	 RC1 RD1)}
The input current, i i , is given by
(D.21)
Where





— VD — Vo 
=
f2	 RC1










	 RD1	 D RC1 RD1)
The input current is also given by
• Vi
= —Ri
Equating these expressions and rearranging yields the transfer characteristic, thus
—1 	{ ±VB01 vp( 1	 1 1










In a similar manner to the first diode, the second diode, D2, will switch on when the output
voltage satisfies
T.)	 VB02 Tr	 1
Vo < — L1C2	 -r v D (-7-3
nC2 ItD2
(D.29)
This corresponds to an input voltage of
	
1 (V B02	 +	 )) VB01 VD ( 1 + 1 )1
Vi > R1 I RC2 (—D1
	
TLF Rcij RD2	 \RC2 RD2J j RD1	 \RC1 RD1 j
(D.30)
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-VD - Vo 
if4 = RC2
•	 -VD - VB02f5
.RD2
Or
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At this point diodes D 1 and D2 are both on. Hence, the input current is given by
Hence,
)	 1	 )
=-Vo—( 1 + 1









Consequently, the transfer characteristic is given by
(D.34)
-1 Vi VB01 + VB02 vp( 1	 1	 1-I-- )1
( '1 1 ± 1 ) Ri RD1	 RD2	 RC1 RD1 RC2 RD2RF RC1 RC2
(D.35)
In general, the 71, th diode will switch on when the output voltage satisfies
Vo
n	 ITVo < -.ticn{ VfiO
 -r vD
RDn JLtDn Rc




	 E 1 )










In general, the transfer characteristic is given by
-1	 vi , VB01
	 VBOnV o = 1	 1	 { R1 RD1
	
RDn
T17-	 Rcz '	 RCn
(D.36)
(D.37)
( 1	 1	 1
Rci











_L \-,71	 1 ) R1 4"-d RDi	 RDi
'	 Rai	 z=1	 i=1
(D.39)
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D.3 Non—Monotonic Circuit
A non—monotonic operational amplifier PLP circuit can be created by merging the two pre-
viously described circuits. The transfer characteristic may be evaluated using the previous
expressions for each PLP in turn.
To calculate the monotonic—increasing transfer characteristic expression, the feedback resistor
value, RF, is replaced by the effective feedback resistance, which is given by the parallel
equivalent of RF and all of the Rci 's which are currently switched in circuit.
To calculate the monotonic—decreasing transfer characteristic expression, the input resistor
value, R1 , is replaced by the effective input resistance, which is given by the parallel equivalent
of R1 and all of the RA 's which are currently switched in circuit.
1
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